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EVENTS AT A GLANCE

Area Service Events
Saturday August 7th,
9:30 am – 2:00 pm

Archives Committee Quarterly Meeting ID: 850 7828 7751
Passcode: Archives

Saturday, August 7th,
9:30 am – 1:30 pm

WWA 72 2021 Pre-Assembly Northern/Eastside
**** SPANISH INTERPRETED***

Meeting ID: 872 3206 9421
Passcode: 061035

Sunday, August 8th

9:30 am
Monthly Registrar Check in Meeting Meeting ID: 633 5405 154

Sunday, August 8th,
1:00 – 5:00 pm

WWA 72 2021 Pre-Assembly Central/Online Meeting ID: 862 4868 7842
Passcode: 061035

Wednesday, Aug 11th

6:00 – 8:00 pm
WWA 72 2021 Pre-Assembly Streamlined Meeting ID: 872 3206 9421

Passcode: 061035

Saturday, Aug 14th

8:00 – 11:00 am
Registrar Workshops Meeting ID: 633 540 5154

Saturday, Aug 14th

9:30 am – close
WWA 72 PI/CPC Committee Quarterly Meeting ID: 896 5804 3250

Passcode: 995504

Sunday, Aug 14th

9:00 – 11:00 am
WWA 72 Trusted Servants Google Workshop – v5 Meeting ID: 882 8182 4060

Passcode: 434308

Saturday, Aug 21st

4:00 – 6:00 pm
“Online Only” Meeting Roundtable Meeting ID: 856 6331 8420

Passcode: 353586

Service Manual Study Groups
1st Sunday of  the
Month 11 am-1 pm

GSIG Service Manual  (no meeting when the Assembly or PRAASA
falls on the first Sunday)

Meeting ID: 899 8502 7998
Passcode: 280420

4th Thursday of  every
month
7:00 pm

South Sound Concepts Meeting ID: 94126142269
Password: 08822

Upcoming Area Events
9/17-9/19 2021 National AA Technology Workshop IN PERSON! Hotel Interurban

Seattle, WA
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Articles
The topic for this month is:

“…vital spiritual experience…”
p. 27 of  the Big Book of  AA

To see your AA related content (report, article, story,
history, poem, joke, cartoon, drawing, trivia, etc.)
published next month’s newsletter, drop it in an email
to: newsletter@area72aa.org

Elected Servants
DELEGATE
Dear Western Washington Area 72 AA Family,
My report this month is going to brief  because this
month.  I want you all to be focusing on preparing
for the Area Assembly.  The Pre-Assemblies will be
here before you know it!
The only thing I would like to share with you are
some upcoming dates of  different publications that
are being released.
July
Soft cover only 12x12 will be reprinted and have the
updated changes from this last year’s GSC advisory
actions in them.
August
The 71st General Service Final Report will be
available electronically.  I will send it out to the
DCM’s with the intent they will share with you all.
September
New literature Hispanic Women in AA
New Grapevine book – Prayer and Mediation
New traditions pamphlet – Our Experience has
Taught Us
October
New eBook of  Our Great Responsibilities.
November
The new Service Manual
December
Spanish translated version of  Experience, Strength,
and Hope.

Remember to continue to be kind and practice love
and tolerance with each other.  We need each other.
As always if  there is anything, I can do to be of
service to you, your group, or district don’t hesitate
to reach out.   I would love an invite to your home
group – especially since going to Zoom meetings is
pretty easy.
Yours in Joyous Service!
Geene

Delegate/Panel 71
Area 72 AA
delegate@area72aa.org

ALTERNATE DELEGATE

altdelegate@area72aa.org

CHAIRPERSON
Hello Area 72!
Can you believe our last quarterly of  the year is in
the books?  I hope you enjoyed our Friday night
activities!  Special thanks to Maryland, our archivist,
for an amazing presentation on Area 72 history, our
Concept panelists for your presentations, Carolyn
W., Nontrustee Director of  AAWS for the reminder
how service can be a lifeline during difficult times,
and, of  course, my fellow cast members for your
performance of  the Traditions.  Saturday was our
first crack at multiple amendments, and I really
appreciated your practice and thoughtfulness during
the process.
Next up, our pre-assemblies and the assembly!  By
the time you receive this newsletter, the

pre-assembly packet with the assembly agenda and
background information will have been emailed out
to the committee and posted on the area website
area72aa.org. The schedule of  the pre-assemblies
being held via Zoom is already up.  A reminder, you
are welcome to attend any pre-assembly.  I do ask
that if  this is your first assembly, please don’t go to
the “streamlined” version.
And lastly, as you heard at our quarterly, Jodi, our
Treatment Chair, is moving to sunny California.
Chuck, past DCM 2, will be taking over as interim
Area Treatment Chair until he is confirmed at the
assembly.
As always, if  there is anything I can do to help
support your group, district, or committee, do not
hesitate to reach out!
Crystal S., Area Chair chair@area72aa.org

ALTERNATE CHAIRPERSON
Hello Area 72,
We are ¾ of  the way through the first year of  this
rotation! Time is flying by. I hope that many of  you
were able to attend the July Quarterly on Zoom –
really, there is no excuse not to when it’s free in your
own living room! We made it through all business by
4:05pm! We have an Area Chair who keeps us on
track!
Next up are the Pre-Assemblies. If  you are a DCM,
Alt DCM, GSR, or Alt GSR (or any trusted servant
voting at the Assembly – or anyone interested in
what your Area is up to) please, please, please come
to one of  our 4 Pre-Assemblies. Again, they are on
Zoom and free so there is really no excuse: )
Pre-Assemblies are so important for a
well-informed group conscience at the Assembly.
We really should not have a whole lot of  discussion
at the Assembly because everyone received the
information they needed at the Pre-Assemblies. If
you are new to all of  this, be sure to attend either:
8/1 from 3-7pm, 8/7 from 9:30am – 1:30pm,
and/or 8/8 from 1-5pm. (There’s a lot to be said for
attending more than one to get a different flavor). If
this is not your first rodeo, please come to the
streamlined Pre-Assembly on 8/11 from 6-8pm
(we’ll see if  we can do it in 2 hours!)
All of  the Pre-Assembly info can be found at
area72aa.org under Events. I will be at every
Pre-Assembly and I hope to see many, many others
there as well!
In service,
Karla
altchair@area72aa.org

TREASURER
 Good August, Area 72!!

I love the topic Vital Spiritual experience. I could
talk about it and my experiences that have caused
“huge emotional displacements and
rearrangements” for a while. That “ideas, emotions
and attitudes which were once the guiding forces of
[my life] are suddenly cast to one side and a
completely new set of  conceptions and motive begin
to dominate them” has occurred to me is certainly
not unique to this alcoholic. So rather than delve
into my spiritual experiences, and since the minutes
from the July Quarterly might not make it into this
newsletter, I thought I would give a brief  recap of
the financial report that was given on July 10 at the
Area business quarterly. I encourage you to read the
full minutes when they come out.

To start off, I’d like to note that comparing
contributions and expenses from quarter 2
(April-June) of  2021 to the same time frame last year
is not a fair comparison. For the early months of the

pandemic last year meetings in our Area and Area
activities were suddenly forced to adjust our
behaviors in a flash. These first few months were
spent trying to figure out how to navigate our world
and still do the work of  the Area. Because of  these
sudden and dramatic changes, both contributions
and expenses decreased significantly.
While contributions were +30% compared to
contributions for second quarter of  2020, expenses
were 56% higher than expenses in the second
quarter of  2020.

A better measuring stick is to see how the Area’s
finances are tracking relative to the approved
budget. Compared to the 2022 budget,
contributions were 14% lower than budgeted for
Q2, but expenses were also lower than budgeted for
Q2 (by 26%). Despite less than planned
contributions, year-to-date contributions are +3% to
budget. (Thanks to contributions during First
Quarter being 20% higher than budgeted.)
Substantially less expenses than budgeted for the
second quarter, bring the year-to-date expenses are
-16% to budget. (-8% to budget in Q1)

While Q2 contributions were less than budgeted;
expenses were significantly lower than budgeted.
Combined with the numbers from first quarter, The
Area has a positive net-which is also higher than
budgeted. That said, I caution groups against
assuming the Area is flush or overly solvent.  If
trend of  increasing (in-person/hybrid) committee
activity and decreasing contributions continues,
some sacrifices and possibly difficult decisions will
have to be made.

So please discuss the Area finances with your groups
and districts. Myself  and/or Eddy the Alternate
Treasurer are always available to come speak to your
groups or districts about the 7th tradition and
self-support. Our Area relies solely on support from
members, groups and districts to fund Area
activities. The power of  the purse is a particularly
effective way to demonstrate support of  the Area
and the biggest way to show work that is occurring
within Area committees.

Further reports or additional details about the
financial reports are available online, and are always
available upon request.

Thank you for letting me serve you all,
Lupita YM
Area 72 Treasurer 
treasurer@area72aa.org

ALTERNATE TREASURER

Hello Family,
I'm going to do something a little different this
month. Normally, I give you all an update about the
Finance Committee and other Alt Treasurer stuff
but since the minutes and reports from the quarterly
are in this edition, I want to write on the topic
instead.

This month's topic really hits home with me. I do
feel that I was able to have a spiritual experience
back in April of  this year. And to make it even
better, I was able to share my experience with
another member of  our area. 

At the beginning of  the year, I really started to feel
like I was hitting a plateau in my recovery. Not being
able to go to in-person meetings, seeing all of  you,
not doing fellowship, or anything else was really

mailto:newsletter@area72aa.org
mailto:delegate@area72aa.org
mailto:altdelegate@area72aa.org
mailto:treasurer@area72aa.org
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getting to me. I was not able to really see this in the
moment but looking back, I really can now. Was I
busy and involved in my position and service
work...100%! But, as we all have been told and I
have told many others, service cannot replace
recovery. Towards the end of  last year and at the
beginning of  this year, that is exactly what I did. 

One of  the things I have been doing over the past
year is working with Tech 12 to host events on
Zoom. I got the privilege to be part of  many
different types of  events. I was able to be part of
other area's assemblies and quarterlies, elections and
more. But there were two specific events I was part
of  that really led to this epic spiritual experience.
The events are the World Service Meeting and the
General Service Conference. Now, just a quick
disclaimer...LOL...even though I was part of  eachof
these events, I was not a participant. I was part of
the tech team and therefore nothing more than a
spectator. I was not allowed and never did give my
option or comment to others about what was
happening (except other tech team members). And
trust me...at times that was very hard to keep my
trap shut...LOL

At the World Service Meeting, delegates from each
of  the countries that have a service structure were
there. To hear the stories and experiences of  other
countries about how AA is doing was breathtaking. I
truly took so many things for granted in AA before
this. AA in the US/Canada has a long build and
solid service structure. And to think that every other
country that has AA has the same level of  support
and involvement was far from the truth. There were
two specific stories that really resonated with me.
The first was from a country in the Middle East
where women would have to sneak through a
meeting because it is illegal for them to drink in the
country. Their fear was that if  they were seen going
to a meeting to try to recover from alcoholism, they
would then be arrested because of  violating the law. 

And the second story is one that I think really hit
me even more. It was the story of  a delegate from
his South American country. This young man had to
illegally cross into a neighboring country in order to
participate in the World Service Meeting. He had to
do this because of  the political unrest that was inhis
own country and lack of  stable internet as a resultof
that unrest. The fact that he went to those lengths to
still be able to carry a message for his country will
always sit with me. The next time I complain about
anything to do with my service work, I will be
reminded of  his story and the lengths he went to still
be able to serve.

I will keep these two stories and many others from
the World Service Meeting in my heart forever. I
was able to leave the meeting knowing that AA
around the world is in the hands of  loving people
that will put their lives at risk for the still suffering.

At this year's General Service Conference, I was able
to watch history making decisions being made. To
witness the love, dedication, passion
and commitment from not only our delegate but all
of  the other delegates, trustees, board members and
GSO staff  was transformative. I have a new deep
love and respect for Geene and all of  the others that
are part of  the GSC. They all put hundreds of  hours
into preparing for the conference, and it showed.
Each and every one of  them came fully prepared
and knowledgeable about the work that needed to
be discussed. And to top it all off, they don't get
paid a dime to be there. Each of  them took eight
full, long days out of  their lives just for the
conference. That is eight days away from their

families, friends, and work to ensure that AA can be
the best that it possibly can be and so that it will be
here for the future. 

These two moments in my journey of  recovery will
live with me forever and sparked a new fire like
never before. It truly put so much into
perspective that I took for granted everyday. I am
honored to be able to serve all of  you and grateful
everyday for this program and the love all of  you
show. 

In loving service,
Eddy M-M 
Area 72 Alt Treasurer
alttreasurer@area72aa.org

Appointed Servants

ACCESSIBILITY
Hello Area 72,
It has been another busy month on the area
accessibility committee. By the time this is published
we will have had our third accessibility quarterly of
the rotation. There was a packed agenda and I’m
sure we had some great discussions. The area also
had its third business quarterly where we discussed
two big accessibility issues of  interpretation and
online meetings. I look forward to hearing more
from the body at our October assembly.
The remote communities subcommittee has
continued to meet regularly. Bridget and I have
attended many of  your district meetings to provide
information about what the committee is doing. We
are in the process of  getting pamphlets published.
These will be distributed to remote communities in
our effort to provide information about Alcoholics
Anonymous and reach the still suffering alcoholic.
A group of  us from the CPC, PI and Treatment
committees have been meeting regularly in a group
that has been dubbed “No Seniors Left Behind” to
reach alcoholics in senior and assisted living
facilities. We have put together a flyer and some
information that will be distributed to all the
districts and their standing committees so that they
can begin reaching out to those in our community
that are often overlooked.
Besides all of  this work I have continued to attend
meetings of  the All-Area Access Committee, the
conference wide remote communities committee
and the Portland Deaf  Access Committee (which
also covers the Vancouver area). Recently at the
All-Area Access Committee we had a presentation
from a member who is blind, about the best way to
welcome blind members into AA. It was a really
moving presentation with a lot of  information that
seems like common sense, but I know I often do
not think about or seem to remember. If  you have
any questions about this or anything else
accessibility related please feel free to reach out to
me at any time.

Jesse W.
Area 72 Accessibility Chair
accessibility@area72aa.org

ARCHIVES CHAIR
Greetings everyone!
 
What a great Area committee summer business
meeting we had, followed just a week later by our
regular monthly Archives Steering Committee (ASC)
meeting, and then our Area Appointeds Check-in.
You can see a comprehensive summary of  all that’s
going on my report from the Area business meeting.
As always, please see our Area Archivist’s (Mary N.)
article and quarterly business report for more

detailed information about all of  the projects she’s
managing in the Archives Repository and beyond!
The main thing that’s happened since I wrote the
report is around Finance Management. As part of
our ongoing review of  the Archives Policy
Statement in the Area Handbook, the ASC
developed and passed a motion at our July meeting
that updates, formalizes, and records the process.
The implementation is already in full swing, and the
policy will be submitted as a recommended update
for the next version of  the Area Handbook. It’s
important to note that, as our Treasurer and Alt
Treasurer can confirm, we are already doing a great
job of  managing our expenses and staying in line
with our budget. This update just takes the whole
practice to the next level and sets the stage for the
future.
 
The Summer Archives Committee Quarterly is
coming up fast on Saturday, August 7th from
10am – 2pm. I’m really looking forward to seeing
all of  the other folks throughout Area 72 who are
working on/interested in preserving our Western
Washington AA history. Isn’t it crazy to think how
what we’re doing right now is already tomorrow’s
history? All the work everyone involved in Archives
does helps ensure we don’t do the same thing over
and over expecting different results.
You can find the Archives Quarterly flyer towards
the end of  this Newsletter, and the direct link to the
summarized information for the
is https://area72aa.org/event/archives-committee-q
uarterly-august-2021/. I realized that setting a
bookmark in my web browser to the WWArea72
Events page on our website
(https://area72aa.org/events/) is so handy to stay
on top of  the details of  all the different going on
within our Area. I wish I would’ve thought of  that a
long time ago!
 
When I was new, y’all told me to pray. I said I’d tried
that before, and it just didn’t work. I never felt
better, nor could I stop drinking.
“Do it anyway and don’t think about it so much,”
was the suggestion I received. “Try asking for help
in the morning and saying thank-you at night.”
I figured it couldn’t hurt me and might help, so I
followed these suggestions. I also did some other
things that were suggested to me. For example, I got
a sponsor and a Big Book, went to meetings, went
to meetings with my sponsor, read the Big Book,
and read the Big Book with my sponsor.
And what happened? I didn’t drink. I began feeling
an undercurrent of  consistent hope, where there had
previously been only a perpetual sense of  doom. I
started to notice more and more things that seemed
like odd coincidences. When I shared these
experiences with other AA’ers, they suggested that
maybe “it’s not odd, it’s God.” Over and over, I
became amazed at all of  these “coincidences” that
were happening around me. When looking back on
my life, I realized there had been many other
“(G)oddities” I just hadn’t been able to see in my
jumbled mess of  insanity. I was hooked, realizing I’d
finally found the buzz I’d been searching for almost
my entire life! It had been there all along. I needed
the people in Alcoholics Anonymous to show me
how to find it.
 
Thank you all for being part of  my sobriety, and
always, for allowing me to serve as your Area
Archives Chair.
Carina W.
archieveschair@area72aa.org

ARCHIVIST
I just returned from a trip to Vancouver where I met
with the D7 Archives Chair; I was also introduced to

mailto:accessibility@area72aa.org
https://area72aa.org/event/archives-committee-quarterly-august-2021/
https://area72aa.org/event/archives-committee-quarterly-august-2021/
https://area72aa.org/events/
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Penny the Archivist. While there I drove over to
Oregon’s Archive Repository and met with James,
A58 Archivist.  It was a grand time to see the
message being carried in the wonderful world of
Archives. I am working on a table of  contents for
our oldest archival binders. There will be a Regional
Archives Conservation Workshop on 9/11/21.  I
had the privilege of  presenting some of  our history
at the July quarterly.  Thank you Area 72 for my
position and for the Repository.
In grateful service, Maryland
archivist@area72aa.org

Vital Spiritual Experience

History tells us that Dr. Jung’s guidance to Roland
was that there was no answer, no hope for
alcoholics of  his type—except in rare cases when
the alcoholic has a vital spiritual experience. And in
that sentence, a miniscule yet infinite spark of  Hope
for the Alcoholic, like myself, was born, Time and
events fanned that spark to Ebby, to Bill, Dr. Bob,
Hank and Bill D until it became a flame igniting the
globe with a Hope that still echoes in rooms around
the globe; fire so strong that in Area 72 alone, we
are estimated to have in excess of  34,000 recovering
Alcoholics.
My own vital spiritual experience that enabled my
arrival into a home group with just six weeks
without a drink happened in an AA meeting in El
Paso, Texas around July 1, 1988. It was my second
night in the Army treatment center, and the
counselors came thru our living areas rounding us
up for a bus trip ‘out’ to an AA meeting. As a
‘retread’ in AA (having gone to four meetings in
1985) I was quite indignant about going to AA at
all—after all, I had tried AA and - IT -  DIDN’T -
WORK!!! Yet.
Sitting in that meeting and watch, experiencing the
palpable love and caring these strangers poured out,
or maybe poured into us collectively and individually
I was transformed.  A flicker of  hope rejuvenated
my beingness transmuting that initial indignation to
an earnest energy that permanently altered my
consciousness.  When I heard a speaker say “It’s the
first drink” that gets you drunk.  I was struck dumb
metaphorically.  My brain lit up like the sky on the
fourth of  July. Literally mini explosions opened up
my close-minded thought process. I finally ‘got it.’
Deep in the core of  my being-ness, I heard their
words: “If  I never have that first drink, I won’t get
drunk.” I’d been trying to manage the problem for
six full years always failing since it wasn’t the second
fifth or the third drink that set off  the obsessionof
craving! In that meeting there are many other ‘tools’
mentioned for retaining my status as a recovering
Alcoholic, including the Big Book, a Sponsor, and
meetings.
The one true think I have done on a daily basis is to
not drink.  And for me.  That is a spiritual
experience.

Maryland N.

COOPERATION WITH
PROFESSIONAL COMMUNITY
Vital Spiritual Experience

“The great fact is just this, and nothing less: That we
have had deep and effective spiritual experiences*
which have revolutionized our whole attitude toward
life, toward our fellows and toward God’s universe.
The central fact of  our lives today is the absolute
certainty that our Creator has entered into our
hearts and lives in a way which is indeed miraculous.
He has commenced to accomplish those things for

us which we could never do by ourselves.” Big
Book, page 25. *Fully explained-Appendix II.

On page 26-27, of  the Big Book a conversation
between a doctor and a hopeless alcoholic is related.
The doctor has pronounced his judgment that the
alcoholic “was utterly hopeless; he could never
regain his position in society and he would have to
place himself  under lock and key or hire a
bodyguard if  he expected to live long.” Big Book,
page 26.

The alcoholic, described as a prominent American
business man, asked “is there no exception?” Big
Book, page 27.

The doctor replies: “Here and there, once in a while,
alcoholics have had what are called vital spiritual
experiences.  To me these occurrences are
phenomena (emphasis added).  They appear to be
in the nature of  huge emotional displacements and
rearrangements.  Ideas, emotions, and attitudes
which were once the guiding forces of  the lives of
these men are suddenly cast to one side, and a
completely new set of  conceptions and motives
begin to dominate them.” Big Book, page 27.

The doctor continues: “In fact, I have been trying to
produce some such emotional rearrangements
within you.  With many individuals the methods
which I employed are successful, but I have never
been successful with an alcoholic of  your
description.”* Big Book, page 27.  *For
amplification-see Appendix II.

This follows Bill’s Story wherein, Bill describes his
“conversion” from alcoholic to “recovered” as
instantaneous.  Bill says, “These were revolutionary
and drastic proposals, but the moment I fully
accepted them, the effect was electric.  There was a
sense of  victory, followed by such a peace and
serenity as I had never known.  There was utter
confidence.  I felt lifted up, as though the great clean
wind of  a mountain top blew through and through.
God comes to most men gradually, but His impact
on me was sudden and profound.” Big Book, page
14.

The first several years in AA I did not like Bill’s
Story at all.  I thought Bill’s story described a quick
and easy victory over alcohol which went something
like this: “God talks to me directly. I am the
chosen.” and I was pretty sure I wasn’t the chosen.

I was jealous of  Bill’s story. That tells you a lot about
me.  If  anyone is gonna have God talk to them, it
oughta be me!

In fact, I did not like Bill’s story until one day I
noticed a new paragraph (☺) on page 15 in which
Bill describes his first two years as follows: “I was
not too well at the time, and was plagued by waves
of  self-pity and resentment.  This sometimes nearly
drove me back to drink, but I soon found that when
all other measures failed, work with another
alcoholic would save the day.  Many times I have
gone to my old hospital in despair.  On talking to a
man there, I would be amazingly lifted up and set on
my feet.  It is a design for living which works in
rough going. Big Book, page 15.

Thank God for Appendix II which I understand
was added in 1941 before the second printing of  the
First Edition of  the Big Book.

And, especially, thank God for the men and women
who were waiting for me to walk back through the
door of  AA.

One of  them, “Bob, Bob, Bob” as some of  us called
him, our “spherical leader” as others called him or
“Type 5 Bob” as he called himself, took me to
Appendix II, “Spiritual Experience” p. 567.

Bob, Bob, Bob knew that I needed to hear that a
“burning bush” experience was not necessary for
me to get sober and stay sober.   Bob, Bob, Bob had
me read the second paragraph which states: “Yet it
is true that our first printing gave many readers the
impression that these “personality changes” or
“religious experiences,” must be in the nature of
sudden and spectacular upheavals.  Happily, for
everyone, this conclusion is erroneous.” Big Book,
p. 567.

Bob, Bob, Bob explained to me that I had already
had a spiritual experience the moment I made it
through one day without drinking.  My old reaction
to life was to drink no matter what.  Good day, bad
day, every day, I had to drink.  I had gotten to the
point where drinking was like breathing, I could no
more live without alcohol than live without air. So
when I made it that first 24 hours and then another
24 hours and then another 24 hours, my spiritual
experience had happened.  My moment of  grace had
arrived and my reaction to life no longer involved
alcohol.

Spiritual experience is defined in the appendix as
having had a profound alteration in our reaction to
life.  I believed Bob, Bob, Bob when he told me I
had already had a “spiritual experience”.

Bob, Bob, Bob further explained that if  I worked the
12 Steps of  Alcoholics Anonymous with a sponsor I
would have “a personality change sufficient to bring
about recovery from alcoholism.” Big Book, p. 567.

Bob did not believe, and neither do I, that recovery
is a phenomena. Bob guaranteed that if  you worked
the 12 steps of  Alcoholics Anonymous you would
find “Utopia”.  The only effort necessary being that
required to follow a few simple rules”. Big Book,
p.xxix.

As part of  his guarantee, Bob promised that if, after
five years, you were not happy, joyous, and free, you
could go back to drinking and your misery would be
refunded in full.

I’m so grateful that people took the time to explain
to me that I didn’t, and probably wouldn’t have the
“white light” experience.

Bob was wrong about one thing.  Bob was wrong
about when my “vital spiritual experience” occurred.
I believe it happened when I said: “I give up.  I
surrender.” and agreed to go back to AA.  If  I hadn’t
already surrendered, I wouldn’t have been able to
believe anything, much less everything, Bob told me.
I would have done the “but you don’t understand,
I’m special, I’m unique” dance which would have
kept me from listening to Bob or anyone else.

Here's how crazy I was:  Bob, came up to me one
day and asked me how old I was.  “I’m 48”, I
replied.  Bob looked at me for a while, rubbed his
chin for a while and then said, “That is the perfect
age to get sober.” I believed him!

Bob died sober.  I sure miss him.

Grateful for a life worth living,

mailto:archivist@area72aa.org
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Jerry F., CPC Chair Area 72
cpc@area72aa.org

CORRECTIONS CHAIR
Corrections Update;
Vital Spiritual Experience and finding my Servant’s
Heart

Greetings Area 72,

Rich topic this month.  But first some Corrections
business:
We had a successful Corrections Quarterly this past
June.  There is a lot of  interest and I feel the
momentum building.  Here are some highlights:

1. We voted to hold the remaining two
Corrections Quarterlies on Zoom, Spanish
interpretation will be available, I welcome
our Spanish speaking community
interested in Corrections to attend.

2. We see signs of  a slow reopening but
reopening nonetheless, with two of  eight
facilities in Thurston County District 8
opening to in person meetings, Lewis
County Jail has asked for volunteers to
bring meetings back in, and there is
communications beginning  at Clallam Bay
and Olympic Corrections Center for books
and literature.

3. And we are working on a database for
Corrections volunteers to register to be
available across districts for when facilities
open and point people need volunteers to
go in top carry the message.

4. Patience, planning and communication
remain key, and I am always available if
anyone has any questions or needs any
information.

Vital Spiritual Experience and finding my Servant’s
Heart
And now on to the topic at hand and the reason
why I am here participating in general service in the
first place.  As the result of  the first 11 Steps, I have
had what Dr. Jung calls a vital spiritual experience.
Old ideas, emotions and attitudes … have been cast
aside and replaced!  Also, as the result of  these
Steps, I find myself  now naturally suited to carry this
message and practice these principles in all my
affairs.  Nothing less seems to suffice.  I now have
purpose, a purpose blessed by my Higher Power.
Without any thought or effort on my part, I feel
propelled and inspired to give freely of  myself  inAA
service.  And AA service has provided me with the
spiritual playground upon which I can continue the
growth and maintain my spiritual condition.
I spent a lot of  time in my twenties achieving
various professional degrees in an effort to
overcome a deep-seated sense of  “less-than-ness.”
And as I achieved and entered the workforce. I had
a huge chip on my shoulder.  And as I continued
with my education, I began arming myself  with what
I thought was superior knowledge and therefore a
justified declaration that I was better than and knew
better.  And I was angry at those that made me feel
less than, whether society or business associates or
equity partners.  My focus was always directed
outside of  me, not knowing that this feeling was
coming from within.  And I let them know I was
better than and they weren’t going to get away with
anything.  I was filled with resentments and fear of
being perceived as less than. And I was never able to
outthink or overcome this feeling.  And so I drank
and I fought hard to achieve and if  things weren’t
working my way I would work harder still, and drink
harder still.  I was very much like our actor in Step 3
when the show doesn’t come off.  I spent ten years
and countless hours pursuing professional education

to overcome this feeling. And I worked long hours
and was in a constant state of  discontentedness that
made life unbearable at times.  And as my career
stalled due to my resentments and bad attitude and
ego, I began to drink even harder at my frustration
and growing despair until my full and final collapse
and ultimate surrender that brought me in the doors
of  AA.   It took me one year of  diligent step workto
be released from these feeling of  less-than-ness and
to cease fighting it.  Compare that with the twenty
years I spent fighting and frustration and despair.
What I found when I finally surrendered and
worked the steps was my servant’s heart.  And along
with it came humility, harmony  and a sense of
serenity.
The remnants of  these old feelings are still there, an
empty shell is all that remains. And that space has
since been filled with what it was meant for: my
higher power, some humility, teachability, the giving
of  myself  to AA service.  I have come to embrace
this part of  me, this less-than-ness, this servant’s
heart.  What society told me was a bad quality was,
in God’s reality, one of  the greatest gifts I couldever
imagine.  And through this servant’s heart of  mine I
am now able to give completely of  myself  to this
program, not wanting anything in return, just to be
able to give.  And I have been rewarded ten-fold by
this in the spirit of  humanity and connectedness to
my fellows and my higher power.
And now, when feeling awkward, confused,
unknowing, and foolish, as so often happens when
participating in the AA service structure, I no longer
have an existential crisis.  I simply call my sponsor
or service sponsor for guidance, knowing the spirit
of  my servant’s heart and my higher power will not
abandon me and that I am simply growing my
spiritual condition.  All of  this thanks to AA Service.

In closing, I am available to any Intergroup, District,
Home Group and the like to share on corrections,
personal recovery, or to moderate group inventories,
or assist in group resolution.  Just email me as I am
always happy to be of  service.
Corrections@area72aa.org.

Derek S
corrections@area72aa.org

GRAPEVINE & LITERATURE

grapevine@area72aa.org

LANGUAGE CHAIR
Concept 3: Trust, Right of  Decision

The July area business quarterly started with an
incredible Friday night.  We watched our Area
elected trusted servants perform a hilarious skit for
us across Zoom, which was brilliantly pinned on the
screen so that only those who had entered into the
performance was shown on the screen.  So clever.
Anyhow, we had an incredible speaker from A.A.
World Services.  In between those two events, we
had an hour of  15-minute panels on the concepts. It
was fun to pick the ones to attend.
I will tell you now that I was not consulted about
whether this should be the way things happened.
Nope.  I was told what the agenda was, and I just
showed up.  Well, I did more than show up.  I
participated, too.  As the opening act was going on,
I stood back away from the screen and thought
about the agenda for the night.  It was masterly put
together.  It was executed with love and service. I
can assure you that if  I had been consulted, I may
have been oppositional to some of  the ideas.  It’s a
good thing I wasn’t consulted because it was my

favorite Friday night to a quarterly that I’ve
attended.
Why am I talking about this event that just passed?
It’s because it happened in part from our shared
embrace of  concept 3.  I trust our elected servants.
I support them making the best decisions for our
area and sharing the information with me that they
deem most important to our area as a whole.  I trust
that if  we needed to focus on something else that
night, then we would have.  End of  story.
This notion of  encouraging others to practice their
right of  decision takes mutual trust.  Our speaker
that evening said, “we only move forward at the
speed of  trust.” (Note: If  it wasn’t that speakerand
you actually said it, I believe you.  I didn’t actually
write down a name next to that line.) I was struck by
the simplicity and weight of  that statement.  I wrote
it down on a sticky note and then drew a heart or
something after.  I want A.A. to move forward.  I
trust others to serve and make the best decisions for
the good of  whatever group it is and for the future
of  A.A.
Lisa S
languagechair@area72aa.org

NEWSLETTER EDITOR
Seconds and inches.  Many say AA was built on
seconds and inches.  If  one particular meeting hadn’t
have happened, or if  a chance encounter had been
missed because one person showed up seconds later,
then we wouldn’t be where we are today.  I think a
prime example of  this is Rowland Hazard’s meeting
with Dr. Carl Jung in 1931.  The psychiatrists of that
era were not in the habit of  prescribing God, or a
Higher Power, as a remedy for alcoholism.
Rowland’s family’s money could have bought the
services of  any of  the world-renowned psychiatrists
at that time. But which one did Rowland end up
with?  Jung, the one who would tell him, “…
alcoholics have had what are called vital spiritual
experiences. To me these occurrences are
phenomena. They appear to be in the nature of
huge emotional displacements and rearrangements.
Ideas, emotions, and attitudes which were once the
guiding forces of  the lives of  these men are suddenly
cast to one side, and a completely new set of
conceptions and motives begin to dominate them.
In fact, I have been trying to produce some such
emotional rearrangement within you…, but I have
never been successful with an alcoholic of  your
description.”  Freud likely wouldn’t have said this,
nor Adler.  It’s likely that neither even knew this
information, and if  they did, they certainly wouldn’t
have admitted they couldn’t produce such an effect.
As far as my vital spiritual experience, I’ve had a few.
I think my ego periodically gets beat down
sufficiently that I reach out to God in such a fashion
that God can enter me and show me his
omnipotence, the infinite power only he possesses.
For the most part, I pray and meditate and fool
myself  into believing I am turning my will and life
over to God on a daily basis.  I work the steps, call
my sponsor when I’m resentful, selfish, dishonest,
or afraid.  I take a nightly inventory and pray and
mediate in the morning.  I trust God, clean house,
and help others.  All this work relieves the obsession
and allows me to be a relatively kind and caring
human being.  But the Spiritual Experiences? The
ones that rest in my soul and remind me I truly am
not in charge? The ones that are in the nature of
huge emotional displacements and rearrangements?
Those only happen when I am 100% open to
completely giving myself  to my higher power.
Those 100%ers only happen when all else has failed
and I COMPETLY surrender.  I have them now
and then, and when I do, they bring me to my knees,
and I sob in gratitude.  I don’t think my psyche
could handle “complete emotional displacements”

mailto:Corrections@area72aa.org
mailto:languagechair@area72aa.org
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on a regular basis.  I experience these psychic
changes and then go out into the world a changed
person, an evolved person.  I then play in God’s
playground for a while, with this new insight, trying
on the “new me”.  Then, when I’ve become
comfortable again, God blesses me with a new ego
deflating experience and I get to have a new spiritual
experience and the cycle continues.
I am eternally grateful for this cycle.

Beth R.
newsletter@area72aa.org
PUBLIC INFORMATION CHAIR
Public Information Committee
I would not be sober but for loving, tolerant and
wise women and a vital spiritual experience. My
spiritual experience was gradual, over many years. I
was raised in an organized religion that I believed
had condemned me because I broke so many rules
and norms while drinking.  When I found AA and
saw the 12 Steps and 12 Traditions on the wall, I
baulked at the word “God’ in the steps. Women
asked for my phone number. They called me, picked
me up and took me to meetings. Between meetings
they kept me busy with joining them in their service
commitments, where I learned about the 12
Traditions and 12 Concepts. They did not give me a
choice. They told me what to do, when. I did it. One
foot in front of  the other, one-day-at-a-time. My
assignment was to call before taking a first drink and
go to a meeting every day.  I did not have to deal
with “God” until I got to Step 3.
Here are some special quotes from AA literature
and As Bill Sees It on a “Vital Spiritual Experience,”
with emphasis added.
Big Book Page 100: “When we look back, we realize
that the things which came to us when we put
ourselves in God’s hands were better than anything
we could have planned.”
As Bill Sees It page 171: Dividends and Mysteries –
“The A.A. preoccupation with sobriety is sometimes
misunderstood. To some, this single virtue appears
to be the sole dividend of  our Fellowship. We are
thought to be dried-up drunks who otherwise have
changed little, or not at all, for the better. Such a
surmise widely misses the truth. We know that
permanent sobriety can be attained only by a
most revolutionary change in the life and out-
look of  the individual -- by a spiritual
awakening that can banish the desire to drink.”
LETTER, 1966
“You are asking yourself, as all of  us must: `Whoam
I?’ ... `Where am I?’ ... `Whence do I go?’ The
process of  enlightenment is usually slow. But, in the
end, our seeking always brings a finding. These great
mysteries are, after all, enshrined in complete
simplicity. The willingness to grow is the essence
of  all spiritual development.” LETTER, 1955
As Bill Sees It page 182: The Reality of  Spiritual
Experiences - “Perhaps you raise the question of
hallucination versus the divine imagery of  a genuine
spiritual experience. I doubt if  anyone has
authoritatively defined what a hallucination really is.
However, it is certain that all recipients of  spiritual
experiences declare for their reality. The best
evidence of  that reality is in the subsequent fruits.
Those who receive these gifts of  grace are very
much changed people, almost invariably for the
better. This can scarcely be said of  those who
hallucinate.”  “Some might think me presumptuous
when I say that my own experience is real.
Nevertheless, I can surely report that in my own life
and in the lives of  countless others, the fruits of that
experience have been real, and the benefactions
beyond reckoning.” TALK 1960
As Bill Sees It page 217:  Hope Born from
Hopelessness Letter to Dr. Carl Jung: “Most

conversion experiences, whatever their variety, do
have a common denominator of  ego collapse at
depth. The individual faces an impossible dilemma.
“In my case the dilemma had been created by my
compulsive drinking, and the deep feeling of
hopelessness had been vastly deepened by my
doctor. It was deepened still more by my alcoholic
friend when he acquainted me with your verdict of
hopelessness respecting Rowland H. <note: the
following is “The Message”!!!
“In the wake of  my spiritual experience there camea
vision of  a society of  alcoholics.If  each sufferer
were to carry the news of  the scientific
hopelessness of  alcoholism to each new
prospect, he might be able to lay every
newcomer wide open to a transforming spiritual
experience. This concept proved to be the
foundation of  such success as A.A. has since
achieved.” GRAPEVINE, JANUARY 1963
=====
By the time this issue of  the newsletter is printed,we
will have held our first National PI Workshop – with
a Class A Trustee, Al-Anon member, a physician
and a PI member on the panel.  Here’s to hoping
you got the meeting ID and password from last
month’s newsletter or the Area Website or an email
and were able to join us on Saturday July 24th at 9
am.
There is so much for us to learn from the External
Audit that was done of  AA Communications. We in
PI get to put all of  this communication information
into practice.
What a marvelous summer we are having!  I took
four mini-trips in late May-early July and was out of
phone and computer reach.  I saw much of  the
beauty of  Western Washington that I had not seen
before as a Transplant from New York via
Minnesota. The mountains, rivers, ocean, beaches,
forests and communities are beautiful. Some of  my
favorites include the Hoh Rainforest, Lake Crescent,
the drift wood piles and magnificent sunset on
Rialto Beach, Hurricane Ridge, Long Beach, Cape
Disappointment, the views from Mt. Constitution
and a whale watching tour where I saw four Orca
whales traveling - for the first time in my life. I have
now traveled to the western edge of  this continent.
My time away was long overdue and I am grateful to
have unplugged and to have my soul nourished by
nature. I also am back in touch with my love of
photography. I hope each of  you get some time
away this summer and that we all remain safe from
the excessive heat and wildfires.
In 2021 many of  the Washington State Fairs are
happening – with COVID-19 precautions. Districts
are preparing for hosting at AA booths at the State
Fairs, holding their traditional and important
“Speaking at non-AA Meetings” trainings and
seeking volunteers and contributions. I encourage all
of  us to see what we have time and/or money to do
to reach out to non-AAs and carry the message, and
to re/read Pamphlet 40, “Speaking at non-AA
Meetings.”
The next PI/CPC joint Quarterly is Saturday August
14th – join us and learn more about speaking with
non-AA members from your peers as they share
their experience strength and hope.
 Karen S. (she/her)
Public Information Chair
pi@area72aa.org

REGISTRAR

Registrar August Newsletter Report

Kits are on their way! Registrar check in meetings is
the first Sunday every month at 9:30 am zoom id

6335405154. Monthly Workshop for two hours for
July 24 and August 14 from 9 am to 11 am.
Friday night of  the Area72 Business July Quarterly
had Registrar Breakout Zoom room. Very low
attendance.
For Spanish speaking people, let List our language
coordinator know if  you need a workshop dedicated
to your group, maybe easier for the Spanish
speaking members.
Look for confirmation ID emails as to when kits
were mailed from GSO’s warehouse.
Following been registered with GSO: all Area
officers; DCMs; Alternate DCMS; District Archive
Chairs; District Treatment Chairs; District CPC
Chairs.
I currently have 15 Registrars. We need more
District representation. We use the Registrar Google
Shared drive for sharing contact lists for receiving
their kits and/or Area72 Newsletter.
We have over 1,000 members receiving our
wonderful Area72 Newsletter. What a way to reach
out to our Newcomers who would like to get
involved in service work!

Robin Registrar August 2021 Report.
registrar@area72aa.org

August Article for Topic “Virtual Spiritual
Experience”

I love Alcoholics Anonymous: Honesty, Openness,
Willingness. That helped us to change with our
Society being Virtual. I was so glad we jumped right
in there to do just that. And how our last rotation
Area Officers did such a wonderful job helping us to
adjust to this new way of  doing meetings and the
program of  Alcoholics Anonymous. We are a very,
very brave people to do this and follow along. I can
hold my head up, that we did it together. We
survived virtually. I am so looking forward to
In-Person meeting, events, conferences, Quarterlies,
and picnics…. Yum Yum…I miss the food! This
Thanksgiving we will have much more to celebrate. I
love you all.
Robin M. 10-13-92.

SECRETARY
Hi Area 72,

Thank you for attending the recent Area July
Quarterly!  As I ponder the topic of  “vital spiritual
experience”, I think about my different experience
over the years.  I continue to find my service work
expands my spiritual life/experience.  For example,
at the last quarterly we talked about several motions
and a discussion topic.  It warms my heart to see
such great convo being conducted with respect, love
and open-mindedness.  That wasn’t my experience
when I was drinking!  Thank you for continuing to
show me how to show up as a worker among
workers and a humble member of  AA.

Take care,
Courtney
secretary@area72aa.org

SOUND AND ZOOM COORDINATION

sound@area72aa.org

TREATMENT CHAIR
Hello Area 72,
First, before anything else, it is important to me that
you all know that the service work made available to
me through the treatment committees I have been
associated with; the opportunities I have had to be
of  service to others; the people I have had the
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chance to work with in carrying the message to the
still suffering alcoholic; these have been some of the
most fulfilling parts of  my recovery in the fellowship
of  Alcoholics Anonymous.
In my heart there is nothing I would like more than
to complete the current rotation through December
of  2022. Our districts are involved, focused and
going strong. New ideas are coming from every
direction giving us paths we can use to further
provide the solution to those who may need to be
reminded or to those who may have never been
informed.
However, I have decided to join my partner in
recovery and relocate with him outside the state of
Washington.
Please be assured that no matter what comes to me
in this transition, I will always look back on the
work, the associations with others and the friends I
have made in my district and area as clearly, one of
the highlights of  being involved in recovery.
As my heart breaks that I will be stepping down
from my position as Area 72 Treatment chair, my
spirits soar with the possibilities that surely lay ahead
for me in the fellowship and the life that fellowship
will provide me.
With a heavy heart, and a smile on my face, I remain
yours in service.
Jodi B Outgoing Treatment Chair Area 72

Hello Area 72, my name is Chuck and I would like
to introduce myself. I am the intern area 72
treatment chair, and I am very excited for the
opportunity serve all of  area 72 members. The sad
part is someone had to leave this position for me to
get this opportunity. I have been able to talk with
Jodi and if  I can find half  the passion she has for
service I will be alright. Last rotation I was the
DCM for district 2 and when the rotation ended, I
thought I was in need of  some time away from the
commitment that was needed to be of  service, I
thought I needed to do other things, needless to say
it only took a short time to realize the relationships I
had built were way more important than those
others things. Those other things had less meaning
without the AA service. I am so grateful to get the
chance to be of  service and to work with the district
chairs and the other appointed chairs to be available
when the hand of  AA is reaching out.
Chuck P
treatment@area72aa.org

WEB SERVANT
Late one night I received a call from a sponsee.  Jay,
a very intelligent-factual-empirically driven alcoholic
called.  He was unable to reconcile the spiritual
nature of  what we were offering him.  He refused to
give the spiritual nature of  the program a chance. 
He ultimately wrote his own version, empirical in
nature, of  the 12 steps & traditions.  Specifically, he
could not overcome step 2's tenet that a power
greater than ourselves could solve our problem.  We
talked and talked about this over months, his
struggle was apparent and obvious - deeply
troubling.  I remember very clearly my last
conversation with him, he indicated that he was not
able to reconcile this and that he was taking some
time away to try to figure things out.  When we
finished talking I indicated that I would always be
there to talk to him and was always available.  His
core issue was that he was unable to reconcile that
there was something that transcends himself  that
could help him solve his problem.  As his sponsor,
this was troubling.  His struggles mirrored my own. 
He resisted like I did.  It was hard because I had
walked through the flames and come out the other
side, burnt from 8 1/2 years of  fighting it - only to
realize the wisdom in the simplicity offered.  It was
very frustrating because I had done the mental

gymnastics and wanted to spare them the pain and
suffering I had experienced.  I understood them,
their struggles.  It was really hard to tell someone
who's fighting like you did - that if  they just give the
spiritual side of  things a gram of  effort - they'llsee
pounds of  returns.  It was extremely hard for me to
bear witness to this.  Six months after our last
conversation, I received word that he had taken his
own life.

I am grateful to have had my life enriched by
knowing him.  He struggled like I did, he taught me
the necessity of  working the steps and the program. 
I had worked all twelve steps and had the spiritual
experience, but he taught me the VITAL nature of
the experience.  It's putting your hand out for
something you cannot see, believing that there is
something there.  And the relief  in finding out that
there is something there.  For a while after hearing
about him, I mourned the loss of  what could have
been.  He taught me that we cannot rely on just
ourselves.  I understand that doing the work and
taking the leap of  faith is worth it because there is
much more out there than I could have known
about before coming into AA, Jay taught me how
precious it is to be open to this vital experience.
In Service,
Area 72 Webservant

WEB CHAIR

webchair@area72aa.org

YOUNG PEOPLE’S CHAIR

ypchair@area72aa.org

Special Committees

ARCHIVES STEERING COMMITTEE
Digital Repository:  We’ve had slow and steady work
being accomplished in many areas.  Steve leads our
digital road and constructed our Digital Repository.
He then provides a monthly update to be stored on
the external hard drive at the Repository.  We have
spent more than a few hours trying to do this
virtually, yet it has not worked so far.  We have our
Webmaster joining the Work Party on 7/18 to see if
we can troubleshoot the problem.
Travelling Display: We will conduct a 100%
inventory of  our display in the next month.  Our
display has been requested by the Step Ashore
Conference in Ocean Shores August 12-15, 2021.
Several members of  the ASC will be on hand to
chaperone the collection. We will have Memory
Tree at this conference.  Stop by and let us
know if  you have a dear friend who has joined
the big meeting—we will have tags you can
print their names on and then hang the tag on
the tree.
Paper Collection. Please send obituaries to us of
individuals from your vicinity who have crossed
over to the big meeting. Or contact Donna H. at
djmdbear@msn.com.  Donna also was able to
purchase new pages for a binder we are trying to
update. Rita is working the Pacific Northwest
Conference Collection. There are a few technical
challenges we face—the greatest is our database for
our collection.  There is a potential solution with a
company who can convert the ‘back end’ of
it…then we will need to identify the solution for the
front end.  Robin and I continue to work on lists
that document different collections. Dylan, our
secretary and Carina, our Chair provide wonderful
support enabling us to focus on tasks during work
parties. We have had 1094 volunteer hours in the

first 6 months of  2021—this exceeds any previous
year.
In Grateful Service, Maryland N.
archives@area72aa.org

ONLINE MEETINGS

OUR STORIES DISCLOSED
From our stories....

The Seattle “Police Farm”
Imagine what Seattle was like in 1947.  The first
known member of  AA in Seattle only began his
journey in 1941.  By the mid 40s the war was over.
There were 2500 drunks who were repeatedly
arrested and put into a jail designed for 85 men and
no women.  Treatment centers would not exist for
another 20 years. Something had to change.
The Seattle Police Alcoholic Rehabilitation Project,
or “police farm,” was on a 32-acre site on the
Duwamish River.  It was the city’s first attempt to do
something about alcoholism.  The city brought in
AA volunteers to work with those on the farm.
One member was Stu D., a good cook.  But Stu
came in (more than once) as a patient. When sober
Stu cooked at the Alano Club.  When drunk he
would get arrested and go the farm where his skills
were equally welcome.
Our beginnings were humble.

The Bremerton Group
It took dedication to spread the AA

message to suffering alcoholics. Thankfully many
who came before us never forgot how important it
was to have an AA group to go to.
In 1945 Lester H., of  Bremerton, would take the
ferry to Seattle for his weekly AA meeting.
Sometimes he complained of  being too tired but his
wife, Myrtle,  would say she had to go because she
was making sandwiches for the group. This
continued for six months until Les was firmly
indoctrinated. He continued for two years, often
arriving back home after midnight because of  the
ferry schedule. Les asked a few others to help start a
meeting in Bremerton in 1947.  There were several
starts and stops but Les was undeterred.  By 1958
members of  the Bremerton Group were supporting
monthly meetings at McNeil Island Penitentiary!

OSD III
The two volume set of  Our Stories Disclose, Third
Edition,  give us a look at our challenges and the
ways we overcame them.  Groups, essential to our
individual recovery, don’t just happen. They grow
from the efforts of  countless members to carry the
message to alcoholics. It is rewarding to read about a
group’s history.  It deepens our appreciation.  It is
also informative to see General Service grow from
its beginnings to the robust service organization we
now enjoy.
We are on track to release these new volumes at the
22 Assembly.  You may preorder you set at
Area72AA.org.

Yours in Service,
OSD Committee

REMOTE COMMUNITIES

Districts

DISTRICT 1
Spanish Speaking District South of
King/Snohomish Counties
aaintergrupalarea72.org

mailto:treatment@area72aa.org
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DISTRICT 2
Camano Island & Northwest Snohomish
County: Stanwood, Arlington, Silvana
district2aa.org

DISTRICT 3
Southeast Snohomish County: Lake Stevens,
Snohomish, Monroe, Sultan, Goldbar, Index
skyvalleydistrict3aa.org

DISTRICT 4
Skagit County, Burlington, Concrete, Mt.
Vernon, Sedro Woolley
district 4aa.weebly.com

DISTRICT 7
South Clark and Skamania Counties: South
Vancouver Area, Camas, Washougal, Stevenson,
Carson
vancouveraa.org
Vital Spiritual Experience 
Vital-absolutely necessary or important(from Latin
meaning LIFE)
Spiritual-relating to the soul as opposed to the
physical (from Latin meaning BREATH)
Experience-practical contact with and observation
of  facts or events(from Latin meaning to TRY)
“Here and there, once in a while, alcoholics have
had what are called vital spiritual experiences. To me
these occurrences are phenomena. They appear to
be in the nature of  huge emotional displacements
and rearrangements. Ideas, emotions, and attitudes
which were once the guiding forces of  the lives of
these men are suddenly cast to one side, and a
completely new set of  conceptions and motives
begin to dominate them.” (Alcoholics Anonymous
page 27)
This quote sums up for me what my vital spiritual
experience has been. I have had to throw out my old
ideas about God, my fellow humans and what
spirituality is in order to grasp a spirituality that is
vital and living. On the bottom of  page 27,following
the above quote, there is also the statement “that
while religious convictions were very good, in his
case they did not spell the necessary vital spiritual
experience.” I came to AA with morals, convictions,
determination, self  will and plenty of  religious
convictions. Yet none of  these brought relief  from
my alcoholism. The way to this vital spiritual
experience, for me, has been abandoning my old
ideas and trying to live out the suggestions in the
Twelve Steps of  Alcoholics Anonymous. As I have
done these things, I have learned a new way to
breathe. As one of  my AA mentors would say: “
Mija, Breathe in Spirit. Breathe out self-will and old
ideas.”

Shalia A. DCM D7

DISTRICT 8
Thurston & Mason Counties: Olympia, Shelton,
Lacey, Tumwater, Hoodsport, Tatlock, Rainier,
Littlerock
aadistrict8.org

DISTRICT 9
Central Tacoma: Fircrest
piercecountyaa.org

VITAL SPIRITUAL EXPERIENCE
“According to Bill W., a ‘vital spiritual
experience’ is necessary for addicts to wake up
and begin the process of  recovery.”
My personal experience involves a recognition that
everything that came before sobriety, though it was
incredibly painful, is PART of  the experience. “We
will not regret the past nor wish to shut the door on

it” (BB P.83). Sometimes it can seem like life only
began at the time I got sober. While the best part of
my life did start then, I am aware that my day always
begins with an awareness that I’m an alcoholic.
Groups too have vital spiritual experiences. Our
interactions with each other, especially those
situations where the group is challenged, forge
relationships that in many ways mirror a relationship
with a higher power. Getting beyond self  and getting
connected with the “other” makes me and groups
ready to be of  service to others.

DISTRICT 9 COMMITTEE MEETING
Beginning with the July 20th District 9 meeting, we
will begin meeting in person. This was decided in
June. We were very fortunate to have McKinley Hall
offer us a space where we can have a hybrid
meeting. Our goal is that no one is excluded from
involvement in the district. Many thanks to
McKinley!

SOUTH SOUND CONCEPTS
We had a SNAFU in June, so the South Sound
Concepts did not occur. Our deepest apologies to
those who tried to get into the Zoom room. We are
going to regroup with District 10 presenting
Concept 4 which will occur on July 29th at 7:30 PM
on Zoom ID 941 2614 2269 and Password 08822. 
We encourage everyone in Area 72 to join us,
especially members who are in service. Find out
what the “Right of  Participation” is all about.

REOPENING IN PERSON MEETINGS
With each passing month, the reopening of
in-person meetings grows. Recognizing the need for
those who are unvaccinated to remain connected to
AA, it is good to know that there are also still a
number of  virtual meetings in District 9. That said,
the hugs, the three-dimensional experience, and, yes,
the food (where allowed) offers a sense of  hope and
a lessening of  the dread that a number of  folks
experienced for more than a year. I’ve noted that
there is great attention paid in most meetings to
making sure that protocols are still in place. Way to
go in thinking of  others!

THE SHUFFLE CONTINUES
District 9 found a new Secretary, Mark S. Like so
many who have made themselves available for
service to the district, Mark’s response was instant.
We are so fortunate. In a surprise move, Eric Z
asked for a lateral move from Archives to
Corrections, so that left Archives open. Thankfully,
we already have someone with service experience
making herself  available, so she will be brought to
the district on July 20th. 

THANK YOU!
I’ve been offered an opportunity of  a lifetime that
will take me away during the time of  the July district
meeting. I’m grateful that Bud W, Service Guy and
Alt-DCM extraordinaire, will be leading us on July
20th. D9 is so fortunate to have folks who make for
seamless transitions where necessary.

Remember: Keep Trudging!
Andrew M. DCM District 9

DISTRICT 10
Kitsap Peninsula: Silverdale, Bainbridge Island,
Kingston, Poulsbo, Chico, Belfair, Olalla,
Bremerton, Kingston
dist10.org

DISTRICT 11
Whatcom County: Bellingham, Blaine

whatcomaa.org
Vital Spiritual Experience

The “vital spiritual experience” is discussed on Page
27 in the chapter “There is a solution”, of  the Book
Alcoholics Anonymous.  It is described as a
phenomenon, or a “huge emotional displacement or
rearrangement”, and states here and in many other
place in the book that this is what is required to
recover from a hopeless state of  mind and body and
live a sober productive life.
The spiritual experience is the process of  finding
and knowing a power greater than ourselves, God, if
you will, a God that is big enough to touch
everything and everyone, to reach down and
transform each of  us into useful member of  society.
It is our sponsor’s job to facilitate this vital spiritual
experience; to put our hand in God’s hand. Many of
us have tried to bring about such an experience
through sheer force of  will, using all our best
“self-reliance”.  A spiritual experience is imperative
but cannot be forced.  For some of  us, the “vital
spiritual experience” comes at once, arising from the
gift of  desperation.  For others, it comes slowlyover
time as we work steps and learn to see and
recognize God in our daily lives and the lives of
others, small miracles and big miracles, like the
newcomer who suddenly realizes it’s been months
since she thought about drinking, or the member
who has “been around a while” and finally connects
to a higher power.  We go days, weeks months and
then years, having new experiences so different and
profound that we scarcely resemble the person who
came into the rooms, just like it says in “The
Doctor’s Opinion”: “I knew the man and partly
recognized his features, but there all resemblance
ended.”
The spiritual awakening we experience as we work
the steps saves our lives and transforms us into
living examples of  the power of  God and the
program of  Alcoholics Anonymous.  We are no
longer recognizable as the miserable, despairing,
angry, troubled people we once were.  What a gift it
is to watch and share this miracle with those around
us!
Yours in Gratitude,
Susan A.
Alt DCM 11

DISTRICT 12
North and East Snohomish County,
Everett, Marysville
snocoaa.org

DISTRICT 14
West Seattle, White Center, Vashon Island
seattleaa.org
Hello, from District 14!

My gentle guess is that lots of  other people are
going to quote some of  our favorite places in thebig
book about ‘vital spiritual experiences’, in their news
pieces this month. I’m going spend a little time
sharing about one of  my favorite parts of  the big
book (couldn’t we say that about every part?)

When I got sober, my first sponsor was emphatic
about having a spiritual experiences, as THE result
of  working the steps. She would always say, ‘we need
a perspective change of  ourselves, others and god’.
She loved to point to the phrases or themes that Bill
would write about over and over, and all the
different ways he/the writers would cleverly word
popular topics.

Appendix II is one of  my favorite sections of  the
entire book, and is also a great place to see Bill’s
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writing in action. Spectacular upheavals, psychic
changes and revolutionary outlooks are all different
ways to highlight and talk about change; about
spiritual experiences.

My second sponsor would often say, ‘When I first
got sober, I knew what kind of  shoes everyone
wore, because I always stared at the floor. As I
started going through the steps with my sponsor, I
started to be able to look people in the eye.’ He
would always point to the section of  the Appendix
II where it talks about us seeing the change in
others, before we notice it in ourselves. He had this
beautiful fellowship of  sober men around him, and
he’d smile so big when he talked about the light in
someone else’s eyes coming alive, through working
the steps.
I wasn’t able to see those changes in myself, until I
started taking other guys through the 12 steps, and
started seeing the spiritual experiences (and god),
show up in their lives.

Appendix II also cracks me up because; it gets
referenced THREE times in the big book, at the
bottom of  different pages ‘for further amplification’.
As in, they really want us to read it.

When I first got sober, a vital spiritual experience
meant to me that something drastic had to happen,
for me to have a connection with god. What I
believe today, is that god is all around us and inside
us, and is available at all and every moment, if  I’m
willing to ask for god’s help and be open to
accepting it. Today’s spiritual experience for me is
grounded in developing a conscious contact with
god and I understand it. Whether I’m running
outdoors, spending time with my wife, driving to
work or praying, there’s a shot for me to be in touch
with a power greater than myself, that keeps me
sober today, and provides heck-a miracles. Thanks
god, you da best. Thanks to you all, too, for keeping
me sober and letting me be of  service.

DISTRICT 15
Downtown Seattle, West Capitol Hill, South
Seattle
seattleaa.org
Vital Spiritual Experience
My spiritual experience is that of  the “educational
variety,” as described by William James in Appendix
II of  the book of  Alcoholics Anonymous. It will
“develop slowly over a period of  time.” Not the best
timeline for an immediate-gratificationist. If  my
VSE (copyright pending) is to be that of  an
educational variety, finding ways to accrue credits
regularly, even daily, if  I can, might be a good plan.
In some fields of  “higher education,” one may need
to earn Continuing Education (CE) credits to
maintain one’s credentials. Fortunately, there are
several CE courses available to me, which I found in
a Course Catalogue, almost a kind of  tool kit, if you
will. I found it at my feet when I became willing to
listen.
One is to talk with another alcoholic. When I need
reminding that the world doesn’t revolve around me,
nothing helps so much as listening to another
alcoholic. “Geez, how did they manage this much
time? There are miracles!” A key for me is to listen.
While my definition of  ‘listen’ has the entry, “solves
other people’s problems,” I haven’t yet corroborated
this in any dictionaries. I often catch a glimpse of  my
own quicksand, minefields, and flaws as I listen to
another alcoholic. Sometimes just knowing someone
else has “test anxiety” is helpful in my recovery.
Service is another useful CE course. When I join
others in the common work in this movement, be it
coordinating treatment meetings by sharing my
district’s virtual platform, or getting information up

and down this darn triangle, I learn. Learning is
growing. Collaborating with another DCM on the
online district motion has meant acknowledging and
building on the work of  others and sharing my ideas
and insight. This particular CE course has also
meant moving forward when my ideas aren’t helpful,
and when my lack of  preparation meant leaning on
others to shoulder the course load.
The humility needed to have a spiritual experience is
great, and not learned in one course. Even with so
much learning of  late being online, this expansive
experience is a wonder.
Jack J.
DCM D15

DISTRICT 16
Northeast Seattle, University District
seattleaa.org

DISTRICT 17
Northwest Seattle; Ballard
seattleaa.org

DISTRICT 18
Renton, Kent, Tukwila
district18aa.org

DISTRICT 19
South Everett. Mill Creek and Mukilteo
dist19aa.org

DISTRICT 21
Grays Harbor and Willapa Harbor Areas,
Aberdeen, Hoquiam, Montesano, Raymond
aa21.org

The topic for this newsletter is: a Vital Spiritual
Experience
 
In reviewing the experience, strength and hopes of
other members regarding their vital spiritual
experiences I noted several items in the Daily
Reflection. Pg 48…”A spiritual experience can be
the realization  that a life which once seemed empty
and devoid of  meaning is now joyous and full.”
Pg…”…I know the feeling it gave me and the
results it has brought, but I realize I may never fully
understand its deeper why and how.”  Pg
344…”Our Twelfth Step also says that as a result of
these steps, we have found something called a
spiritual awakening…A.A.’s manner of  making ready
to receive this gift lies in the practice of  the Twelve
Steps in our program.”  Pg 345…”As I continued to
go to meetings and work the Steps, something
began to happen to me. I felt confused because I
wasn’t sure what it was that I was feeling, and then I
realized I was experiencing serenity.”  Pg
350…”True ambition is not what we thought it was.
True ambition is the deep desire to live usefully and
walk humbly under the grace of  God.”
 
In truth, when I came into the rooms of  A.A. and
started listening to other members talk about their
experiences, strengths and hopes, my life started
changing. I felt I was given permission to enjoy my
relationship with my Higher Power and to be able to
listen to those “God shots” I was unable to see
during my prior life. I was filled with joy and
serenity and over time able to recognize my own
Vital Spiritual Experience.”
 
Jamy J, DCM
District 21

DISTRICT 22

North Olympic Peninsula: Port Angeles, Forks,
Joyce, Clallam Bay, Neah Bay
nopaa.org
Hello from District 22
District 22 is starting to get busy with meetings
starting to safely open to in person and/or hybrid…
Treatment has started taking meetings into the local
inpatient treatment center. Also, AA members are
taking meetings into the juvenile facility. We are
hoping to get into the jails and prisons soon. Our
activities committee has been busy getting ready to
start having in person activities. The annual picnic is
scheduled for July 31st from 10am till 4pm @ Salt
Creeks picnic area. Also, the Annual Gratitude
Banquet is scheduled for November 20th, 2021 @
Clallam County Fair Grounds.
We are also excited to report that Sekiu AA is up
and running again. Location is at the Community
Center on Wednesdays @ 8:00pm and Saturday @
7:00pm.
You can find all our updated meeting information
and upcoming activities on nopaa.org.
Love and Service
Becky S
DCM

DISTRICT 24
Southwest Snohomish County: Lynnwood,
Edmonds
district24.org

DISTRICT 27
Cowlitz, Pacific and Wahkiakum Counties:
Longview-Kelso Area, Long Beach Peninsula
district27area72aa.org

DISTRICT 28
Lewis County: Centralia, Chehalis
lewiscountyaa.org

DISTRICT 29
Puyallup, Eatonville, Orting
pugetsoundaa.org

DISTRICT 31
Burien, Des Moines, SeaTac, Tukwila,
Normandy Park
seattleaa.org

Vital Spiritual Experience When a person, driven by
deep discouraging crisis, realizes these familiar
words are true (a)I am alcoholic and cannot manage
my own life, (b)That probably no human power can
relieve my alcoholism, (c)That God could do this if I
seek Him, then he/she is accepting a need for help,
a new path and some serious personal change. This
CHOICE to rebuild is possible by finding a state of
mind to seek our own God consciousness. My own
prayers became “God help me” and a journey to
find a place of  help in AA and some vulnerability. It
has renewed my childlike faith. I began to have an
open spirit to try again and a way to CHANGE MY
STUBBORN MIND.
According to Bill W., a “vital spiritual experience” is
necessary for addicts to wake up and begin this
process of  recovery. Bill said, “it is only surrender
and powerlessness that keeps us open to the
ongoing healing love from God” (Higher Power).
Terms like “spiritual experience” and “spiritual
awaken-ing” are used in the Big Book to show the
necessity for personality change sufficient to bring
about that recovery. It has manifested itself  among
us in many different forms bringing an awareness to
face this humble process. By attending meetings,
service participation, time with other alcoholics,
getting a sponsor and by doing the 12 Steps, a
change is sufficient to bring about enduring
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separation from alcohol. This has manifested itself
among us in many different forms. It is not always a
sudden religious experience (though for some, it is
the case) but can also be our process over time.
With true effort, we begin and maintain a journey
toward a new heart and mind. Survival and a better
life depend upon it. What often takes place in a few
months could seldom have been accomplished by
years of  our own will or weakened self-discipline.
With few exceptions members find that they have
tapped an unsuspected inner resource which they
identify with their own conception of  a “POWER
greater than themselves.” This is some real help to
face problems and to improve. Mysterious
“coincidences” often occur (and blow our mind) to
move us forward. Alcoholics can and do recover
provided the member’s mind is not closed to
spiritual concepts and with ongoing practice. She/he
can only be defeated by an attitude of  intolerance,
grandiosity, or belligerent denial. Willingness and
honesty are the essentials of  recovery. These are
indispensable! I enjoyed the definitions and humor
of  some of  these words and hope you will, too:
Dictionary definition for Vital:
Adjective - absolutely necessary or important;
essential as "secrecy is of  vital importance" & "is
vital that the system is regularly maintained" -
indispensable to the continuance of  life’s
continuance or well-being of  something - "the vital
organs" or vital processes being the seat or source
of  life - of  critical importance as vital decisions.
Synonyms - essential · high-priority · significant ·
consequential · earth-shattering · world-shaking,
indispensable · paramount · key · crucial · needed ·
required · requisite · all-important · of  the utmost
importance · of  great consequence · of  the essence·
life-and-death · imperative · mandatory · urgent ·
pressing · burning · compelling · acute ·
pre-eminent life-preserving · life-sustaining · basic ·
fundamental · necessary · major · main · chief  · key
· lively · energetic · active · sprightly · spry ·
animated · spirited · high-spirited · vivacious ·
exuberant · bouncy · enthusiastic · vibrant · zestful
· sparkling · dynamic ·vigorous · full of  vim and
vigor · forceful · · lusty · hale and hearty · in fine
fettle · go-getting · zippy · peppy · feisty ·spunky ·
fiery prime vitality full of  beans · bright-eyed and
bushy-tailed · chipper and finally - full of  remarkable
energy and raring to go.
Finding this way to wake up from distractions and
addictions relieves grief  from this sickness, so subtle,
cunning, baffling and powerful. It is actually
miraculous and allows one to take a stand of  faith.
These real spiritual experiences surpass all
understanding to deepen a foundation for inner
security and peace. It has been my way to live an
inspired and ongoing meaningful existence over the
years. Simply, it is any alcoholic’s way of  hope and
recovery. For me, practicing Step 11 adds help to
“Walk the Line’” for a right frame of  mind daily,
with times of  study and contemplation. Seeking out
positive words, beauty, good messages, looking to
my Higher Power revives a spiritual energy for
continued sobriety and is my road to reach and
develop more balance of  thought, strength and
simplicity of  living.
In service and working it,
Liz Ca., Secretary, District 31

DISTRICT 32
Auburn, Federal Way
district32aa.org

DISTRICT 33
Maple Valley, Covington, Black Diamond,
Hobart, Summit, and East Kent
district33aa.org

A spiritual experience in AA can manifest itself  in
many different forms. Some people have explained
their spiritual experience as one, life altering
moment. Others have shared that their spiritual
experience comes in small events, over a period of
time, and may continue as they grow and participate
in Alcoholic’s Anonymous.
At first thought, it may seem that having a spiritual
experience via virtual participation in AA may not
be possible. This thought has been proven wrong
time and time again. We have many members in
District 33 that got sober by attending virtual
meetings only. These fellows most certainly have
experience a spiritual awakening, remaining sober
and staying “within the herd”. Some have remained
virtual, attending only meetings held online. Others
have begun to attend in-person meetings and
experience the fellowship face-to-face and
hand-to-hand.
There is not one solid definition of  what a spiritual
experience must be, when or where it needs to
happen. The important aspect of  a spiritual
awakening is that an alcoholic experiences it, which
is then followed by a change in feelings, outlook and
they can identify with their own concept of  a Power
greater than themselves.
Jessica C, Alt DCM D 33
DISTRICT 34
Bellevue, Redmond, East Lake
Sammamish, Mercer Island
eastsideintergroup.org

DISTRICT 35
Issaquah, South Sammamish Plateau
eastsideintergroup.org
Hello Area 72 and greetings from D35 out here in
Sammamish and Issaquah.  There are a few
happenings going on in our District. Meetings are
starting to go back to in person and hybrid, which is
exciting. I cannot wait to hug some of  my friends I
haven’t seen in over a year and all the new friends I
have meet online during the pandemic. District 35
will also be picking out a topic for our next work
shop this fall; at the district meeting this month. We
will be talking about how our Gratitude Banquet will
work this year.
The topic this month Vital Spiritual Experience is
perfect for me, as I am approaching 11 years on
7/18; I reflect on what it was like and what it is like
now. It talks about in the Big Book: Seemingly
hopeless alcoholic, Rowland Hazard, was
pronounced incurable by famous psychiatrist, Dr.
Carl Jung (p. 27). Desperately, he asked: ―Is there no
exception? He was told: ―Here and there, once in a while,
alcoholics have had vital spiritual experiences. The doctor
explained, ―They seem to be huge emotional displacements
and rearrangements. Ideas, emotions and attitudes . . . Were
suddenly cast aside and a completely new set of  conceptions
and motives begin to dominate them.”
My first sponsor had me write on the top of  the
page on the Chapter How it works; I am not trying
to fix my old life I am trying to get a new sober life.
My old ideas, perspectives and behaviors no longer
suited me in this new life of  recovery.  My first
spiritual experience was at 3 months of  sobriety, I
was just coming off  2 months of  house arrest. While
I was on house arrest my sponsor would come to
my house and read the Big Book to me and we
would do the steps as they were outlined. I just
completed my first 4th step inventory during that
time, so I was looking at a lot of  old behaviors and
ideas I had during my drinking years.  The first
morning that I was able to leave the house; I was
driving to a morning meeting and the leaves were
changing color and falling on the ground and it was
the first time in years that I noticed how beautiful

fall is in the PNW.  I felt the presence of  my Higher
Power and I started to cry and said out loud that
things are going to be okay. I was finally living in the
present moment for the first time; my old way of
living was always in the past trying to change or in
the future full of  fear. Was that first vital spiritual
experience because I wrote out an inventory for the
first time? Was it because I got through house arrest
with the program of  AA and the people with me
every step of  the way?  I am not sure the answer,but
my experience is God keeps me busy working the
steps while he changes me. I remember the first
time when an old timer said to me wow you have
really changed kid, and I asked him what he meant.
He explained to me, now you are asking me how I
am doing and making coffee for the group. When
you first came in you had a mouth that would make
a sailor blush and you would just talk about yourself.
The program of  AA has changed me, and I would
not even recognize the person I was when I first
walked in the rooms. That is the miracle of  AA to
take a hopeless alcoholic like myself  and become a
sober woman with integrity.  I have the privilege to
witness that in other people’s lives today and
throughout the years I have been a part of  Alcoholic
Anonymous.
Cheyanne S.
Alt DCM 35

DISTRICT 36
North East King County: Snoqualmie Valley,
Duvall, North Bend, Carnation, Fall City
Preston, Snoqualmie Pass
snovalleyaa.org
As in the topic suggestion, A Spiritual Experience is
Very Vital! Finding a Higher Power and turning our
will and our lives over to the care of  God as we
understood him was a key in my journey to sobriety.
We all need to experience this and will in many
varied and constant forms. I had had Spiritual
experiences before I came into AA but that alone
didn’t keep me sober. What I have learned in my
journey with Alcoholics Anonymous have been life
changing. They were not that noticeable at first to
my damaged perspective, however as I continued to
do the work and do what was suggested by those
who came before me, things changed sometimes
quickly and sometimes slowly. Other people would
recognize these changes before I would, knowing
and acknowledging that there was a much greater
being than myself  was relieving! I work on
employing this in my everyday life and when I don’t
do something perfect that's OK. However, the
awareness when something doesn’t feel right,
whether it be in thought or action I am truly ready
to do what I have learned whether it be an Amends,
a 10th step or a 4th step. I now have the tools that
were freely given to me, I have an amazing sponsor
and anytime I need to examine something she is
always there to share her experience, strength, hope.
I continue to grow and rely on the things I have
learned in AA. I have always known for sure when I
first read the 12 steps that there is a solution for
everything if  you are willing and I believe everyone
can benefit from them.
Chaeleigh S.

DISTRICT 37
North Clark County, North Skamania County,
North Vancouver, Battleground, Woodland,
Orchards
aarecoveryd37.org

Vital spiritual experience:
Some of  our alcoholic readers may think they can do
without spiritual help. Let us tell you the rest of the
conversation our friend had with his doctor. The
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doctor said: "You have the mind of  a chronic
alcoholic. I have never seen one single case recover,
where that state of  mind existed to the extent that it
does in you." Our friend felt as though the gates of
hell had closed on him with a clang. He said to the
doctor, "Is there no exception?"
"Yes," replied the doctor, "there is. Exceptions to cases such
as yours have been occurring since early times. Here and there,
once in a while, alcoholics have had what are called vital
spiritual experiences. To me these occurrences are phenomena.
They appear to be in the nature of  huge emotional
displacements and rearrangements. Ideas, emotions, and
attitudes which were once the guiding forces of  thelives of  these
men are suddenly cast to one side, and a completely new set of
conceptions and motives begin to dominate them. In fact, I
have been trying to produce some such emotional
rearrangement within you. With many individuals the
methods which I employed are successful, but I have never been
successful with an alcoholic of  your description."
When my alcoholic life had beaten me down to a
point that I actually wanted the help I so desperately
needed, I was ready for anything to help take the
pain away that my drinking caused not only to
myself  but to my family and friends around me as
they were watching me drown myself  with alcohol
and it was literally tearing my body down and took
me to places I never want to return to!
I did not come to AA looking to reconnect with
God, but it did not take long for me to realize that
there was no way I could stay sober without some
sort of  a higher power to guide me through the
challenges that lie ahead. I began reading our big
book immediately after my first meeting and the
tears would flow down my cheeks as if  someone
turned the faucet on! I continued to read and cry for
weeks before I asked someone to be my sponsor
and help me through this.
I had no idea what I was supposed to do or say
when we had our first sit down but I remember the
first question he asked about the last time I drank
“Why did you take the first drink?” . I had a dozen
excuses from being lonely to being angry with the
world then I finally said “I have no idea”… I looked
across the table and saw a smile then my sponsor
opened to page 23 and showed me where is says:
“Once in a while he may tell the truth. And the truth,
strange to say, is usually he has no more idea why he took
that first drink than you have. Some drinkers have excuses
which they are satisfied part of  the time.” 4 pages later I
read about the vital spiritual experience.
The feeling that I had that day was overwhelming
and I believe that was my first spiritual experience I
had since coming into AA and there have been a
few more since then. I have come to trust in a
Higher Power and my life has been “forever
changed, one day at a time!

Sonny W.
District 37 Alt DCM

DISTRICT 38
Kirkland
eastsideintergroup.org

DISTRICT 39
Bothell, Kenmore, Woodinville
District39aa.org

DISTRICT 40
East-Central Seattle: East Capital Hill,
Madrona, Madison Beach
www.district40.org

DISTRICT 41
North-Central Seattle: Queen Anne, Magnolia
seattleaa.org
Hola from District 41!

We are doing well here at 41! We just hosted our
first in-person district event of  the year. July 17th was
our annual District picnic at Magnolia Park. We had
a great turnout and a lot of  fun; it was so nice to
meet people I have only seen on screens!
A few more of  our meetings have resumed some
in-person meetings. Surrender at 7, Waters Edge,
On the Waterfront, Abigail’s Ghost, and Magnolia
Speakers meeting are back to meeting in person at
least part time. Meeting schedules have been
updated at seattleaa.org.  
Jack from District 15 put together a monthly zoom
call for the Seattle districts to meet. We are getting
excited to get to know our neighboring districts and
compare notes and learn from one another.
Please come by and say hi! District 41 meets the
second Wednesday of  every month at 7pm. Meeting
ID: 843 1586 7761 Password: 401279.
Love & Service
Megan Z.
Alt DCM 41

DISTRICT 42
Northwest Seattle, Shoreline, Lake Forest Park
seattleaa.org

DISTRICT 43
Peninsula cities: Burley, Fox Island, Gig
Harbor, Home, Lakebay, Manchester, Olalla,
Port Orchard, Retsil
aadistrict43.org
DISTRICT 44
North Tacoma
pugetsoundaa.org

DISTRICT 45
Southwest Pierce County: South Tacoma,
Lakewood, Parkland, Spanaway, Steilacoom
pugetsoundaa.org

DISTRICT 46
Whidbey and San Juan Islands: Anacortes
www.district46aa.org
Hi my name is Tim W and i have recently been
elected as Alternate DCM for District 46. District 46
is experience a resurgence in in person meetings and
our August District will be a hybrid meeting both in
person and on zoom. Looking forward to being of
service and giving further updates on the District
46.

Best Regards 
Tim W

DISTRICT 54
Bonney Lake, Buckley, Carbonado, Enumclaw,
and South Prairie
pugetsoundaa.org
Vital Spiritual Experience
Having lived with a spiritual malady for most of  my
life, I abstained (most of  the time) only from
behaviors that would get me in truly serious trouble.
Abusing alcohol, drugs, and people however I saw
fit. I get to this program on a Judge’s order and
begin to learn about spiritual maladies, non-effective
mental defenses and vital spiritual experiences.
Before beginning this article, I looked up “Vital” in
a 21 by 12 Dictionary. It reads “necessary to
continued existence and effectiveness”. How true
for this alcoholic. To continue this life I enjoy today,
I must be effectively giving away what I have been
given.
I have always loved the line out of  the Big Book,
page 45, “Well, that’s exactly what this book is
about. Its main object is to enable you to find a
Power greater than yourself  which will solve your

problem.” Only when I found that Power, did I have
my vital spiritual experience.

Steve L DCM 54

DISTRICT 55
Sequim area
district55aa.org

DISTRICT 56
East Jefferson County: Port Townsend,
Quilcene, Brennon, Port Hadlock, Chimacum,
Coyle
district56aa.org

DISTRICT 57
Spanish speaking region that encompasses all
of  Western Washington from Lynnwood to the
north
aaintergrupalarea72.org

ARCHIVES STEERING
COMMITTEE

Intergroups and Central Offices
AREA 72 OFFICINA INTERGRUPAL
aaintergrupalarea72.org

EASTSIDE INTERGROUP
www.eastsideaa.org
From our stories....

The Seattle “Police Farm”
Imagine what Seattle was like in 1947.  The first
known member of  AA in Seattle only began his
journey in 1941.  By the mid 40s the war was over.
There were 2500 drunks who were repeatedly
arrested and put into a jail designed for 85 men and
no women.  Treatment centers would not exist for
another 20 years. Something had to change.
The Seattle Police Alcoholic Rehabilitation Project,
or “police farm,” was on a 32-acre site on the
Duwamish River.  It was the city’s first attempt to do
something about alcoholism.  The city brought in
AA volunteers to work with those on the farm.
One member was Stu D., a good cook.  But Stu
came in (more than once) as a patient. When sober
Stu cooked at the Alano Club.  When drunk he
would get arrested and go the farm where his skills
were equally welcome.
Our beginnings were humble.

The Bremerton Group
It took dedication to spread the AA

message to suffering alcoholics. Thankfully many
who came before us never forgot how important it
was to have an AA group to go to.
In 1945 Lester H., of  Bremerton, would take the
ferry to Seattle for his weekly AA meeting.
Sometimes he complained of  being too tired but his
wife, Myrtle,  would say she had to go because she
was making sandwiches for the group. This
continued for six months until Les was firmly
indoctrinated. He continued for two years, often
arriving back home after midnight because of  the
ferry schedule. Les asked a few others to help start a
meeting in Bremerton in 1947.  There were several
starts and stops but Les was undeterred.  By 1958
members of  the Bremerton Group were supporting
monthly meetings at McNeil Island Penitentiary!

OSD III
The two volume set of  Our Stories Disclose, Third
Edition,  give us a look at our challenges and the
ways we overcame them.  Groups, essential to our
individual recovery, don’t just happen. They grow

http://www.district40.org
http://seattleaa.org/
http://www.eastsideaa.org
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from the efforts of  countless members to carry the
message to alcoholics. It is rewarding to read about a
group’s history.  It deepens our appreciation.  It is
also informative to see General Service grow from
its beginnings to the robust service organization we
now enjoy.
We are on track to release these new volumes at the
22 Assembly.  You may preorder you set at
Area72AA.org.

Yours in Service,
OSD Committee

GREATER SEATTLE INTERGROUP
seatttleintergroup.org

PUGET SOUND CENTRAL SERVICE
OFFICE
Hello and happy summer from the Puget Sound
Central Service Office!  This month the Board voted
unanimously to purchase and set up a hybrid system
so that PSCSO committees could meet both in
person and virtually!  This is a great way to give
access to all people looking to be of  service. 
Regular meetings and other service committees will
also be able to schedule times to use the equipment! 
Logistics and training of  the equipment are still
being worked out.

We officially changed our status with the IRS to a
501(c)3 Public Charity from a 501(c)3 Private
Foundation.  Thank you to everyone who helped
move this process along, and especially to Dana, our
office administrator who took the lead!
The PSCSO unanimously decided to run a trial of
offering specialty coins and book covers for sale. 
The board tabled the idea of  a closed Facebook
group for the PSCSO.

Short but that's the gist of  business this month!

Christy
pugetsoundaa.org

SNOHOMISH CO. CENTRAL OFFICE
snokingintergroup.org

VANCOUVER AREA INTERGROUP
vancouveraa.org

Member Articles
In order of  submission date…
AA Member Article #1
Vital Spiritual Experience

A spiritual experience was not in my vocabulary or
understanding before I came into Alcoholics
Anonymous. I never heard the words in my life. I
had gone to church for 50 years and this was never
discussed or spoken about. At an early AA meeting
I was attending, we read Spiritual Experience in the
back of  the Big Book. This opened up a new world
for me.

I am so glad to come into a new perception that
includes spiritual experiences. It was not much later
when I experienced a life or death one. I was still in
my domestic violent marriage and still learning
about AA. I taught public school during the day and
worked in the family printing business in all my
available off  hours. One evening, my husband was
having a huge issue about problems at the company.
His rage was overwhelming and projected at me. He
ranted that I was to stay home for my AA meeting.
and help him solve the problems at work.

Somehow, I knew that best thing for me to do was
to go to the meeting instead of  staying home in his

tirade. An earlier similar rage had me leave for a
meeting and not stay home from similar
circumstances. That night, my husband broke my
tailbone. This night, I did not want to go back into
the house as I sat in the driveway, wondering how he
would attack me this time. Therefore, with a parallel
situation again, I was terrified to come home from
my meeting.

Since I had no other place to go, I went in the front
door. He was waiting in a fury. He chased me
around the house until I was cornered in our son's
bedroom. I was behind a twin bed, which was no
deterrent. My husband had jumped across a king
size bed one time to strangle me. I was terrified.

Blocked in the bedroom, strangely, time stopped. He
was frozen without being able to move towards me.
I hear the silent voice within me saying to pray,
"God forgive him for he knows not what he does.
God Bless him." I said this, but nothing changed, so
I said it again. This time I was told it was safe to
leave the room. I saw angels around him holding
him from harming me as I walked past him to the
door. Other angels escorted me out of  the room so
I felt safe to walk out into the hall.

He went to watch television in the family room and
I walked into our bedroom and was unharmed. God
had protected me from becoming another Nicole
Simpson that night. This changed my life, as I did
not know about faith at that time. With not being
killed as he had tried to do this before, I found a
faith that has never wavered since. God kept me
alive.
With more time in the program, I was able to get a
divorce and move into a safe and sound life.

I have had numerous vital spiritual experiences,
since. Twice I went off  cliffs. Once at the Grand
Canyon, and the other time between Banff  and
Jasper Parks in Canada.  With additional spiritual
experiences, I have developed a sincere knowledge
that God wants me alive.
I am alive today because God is there for me. I have
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come to understand that that I am a spiritual being
having a human experience. Sharing these
experiences has become a career as an author,
spiritual minister, and counselor. I share my many
divine experiences in articles, books, and interviews.
My God-conscious life has become very real to me.

By Marilyn R.

AA Member Article #2
"Restored to Sanity"

Came to believe that a power greater than myself
can restore me to Sanity? What does this mean? I'm
not insane. I've seen insane people in the movies. I

don't chew on my sleeves, and drool, or need a
straitjacket.  I’ve never been put in a padded room. 
First you want me to admit I'm powerless over a
liquid, and now you want me to admit that I'm
insane??! Maybe they are referring to a particular
type of  insanity? Seems that way after looking close.
The answer according to the Big Book is "Alcoholic
Insanity"

It describes many times in the book what
sanity/insanity means in respect to our illness.
"Alcoholic Insanity"
"Where alcohol has been involved we have been
strangely insane"
"He had been committed for alcoholic insanity"

"...quite rational and well-balanced with respect to
other problems. Yet he had no control whatever
over alcohol"
"...plain insane when it comes to liquor"
"...normal in every respect except in the effect
alcoholic has upon them"
"In Alcoholics the will is amazingly weakened when
it comes to battling liquor, though it often remain
strong in other respects"
"...sane in every aspect except when it comes to
alcohol"

Thank you Big book for the clarity. This is such a
simple program when I read the literature. 
Carrie B.

Western Washington Area Quarterly Minutes
July 10, 2021

Hosted via Zoom Online Meeting
Call to order, Serenity Prayer: 8:30am
Twelve Traditions read by: Beth Alt DCM18
Twelve Concepts read by: Jeff  DCM18
Permission to record then meeting: Approved
Approval of  April 2021 Quarterly Minutes: Moved by D29 and 2nd by D41, Approved

OPENING COMMENTS:

● Discussed who are voting members, Area Elected, Area Appointed, DCMs, and Alternate DCMs if  DCM is notpresent.  We will be using the polling features in Zoom
today for voting.

● Overview of  Roberts rules of  order and do not hesitateto ask questions.
● Reminder of  Zoom etiquette.

Past Delegates Present:
NAME Panel Years

Steve C. 67 2017-2018
Keith M. 61 2011-2012
Dave T. 59 2009-2010
Alan F. 69 2019-2020
Astri T. 63 2013-2014

ELECTED TRUSTED SERVANT REPORTS:
Delegate’s Report – Geene F.
Hello Western Washington Area Committee/Family!

Sometimes it is hard to figure out where you should start when giving a report. Where should I begin?

I think I am first in awe of  how quickly time go – I feel like the last 6 months has occurred at warp speed. But fortunately, I only have to think about what has occurred in April,
May, and June as I write this report.

General Service Conference Report.

The most important thing I accomplished during this quarter is attending the 71st General Service Conference - April 17-24, 2021.

I have given two Delegate Report Back – June 13th and 16th.  They were well attended.  Thank you to all who came, listened, and asked questions.

The general stats of  the GSC:
Total voting members = 132

● 93 Delegates
● 26 Trustees, AAWS Directors, GV Directors
● 13 General Service Office and Grapevine Staff

What we did over the course of  the conference was:
● Started with Number of  final agenda items = 110
● Number of  committee recommendations = 47
● Number of  floor actions submitted = 6
● Number of  Advisory Actions = 49
● Additional Committee Considerations = 89
● Total page count of  background material = 1487 + anew service manual and a couple other pieces of  literature.
● Last but not least, total hours worked in session and days = 8 days or 69.75 glorious hours.

I am truly speechless and at a loss of  how to share the experience.  I heard recently at a meeting; I can’t teach you the feeling but only share my experience. The feelings and
what happened to me at the conference is nothing short of  a spiritual experience.

Instead of  talking about everything that happenedat the GSC – I want to talk about the 5 agenda topics we discussed during the Preconferences and a couple other items that
may be of  interest.
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Items for consideration:
1. Policy/Admissions – Consider request regarding participation of  online groups in the General Service Structure

**The Policy/Admissions Committee recommended that the General Service Structure recognize online groups and encourage their participation, listing those groups who ask
to be listed within the group’s preferred district and area, with the default option being the location of  the group’s primary contact. This supersedes the1997 Advisory
Action that designated online groups as “International Correspondence Meetings.”- PASSED

**Recommended that the General Service Board form a committee to explore future possibilities for the participation of  online groups in the U.S./CanadaGeneral Service
structure. – PASSED.

I was excited that the General Service Structure will start to recognize online groups and encourage participation in the service structure.  Instead of  being listedas international
meetings groups will have the ability to state what district they would like to be listed in.  If  none is selected, then the location of  the group’s primarycontact will be
used.    This is just a start.  The committee will be putting together committee to explore the possibilities of  online group participation.   I think it is important to
remember the upside-down triangle when talking about this topic.  It’s not about sitting back and waiting for GSO to do something about it but the groups should be
looking at how to solve this issue.  If  the onlinegroups want to create online districts – then maybe that should be considered. Perhaps that is something the online
groups need to talk about and create rather than having the Area or GSO create.    Remember the upside-down triangle.

2. Corrections - Discuss innovative ways of  carryingthe message to alcoholics in correctional facilities/programs.
The committee appreciated the feedback from all the Areas on innovative ways to carry the message.
**The committee recommended revisions to A.A.W.S. literature directed to members behind the walls and to replace the terms “inmate” and “offender” with “person in

custody.”  - PASSED.
The discussion made several salient points. The new language is person first language- which means recognizing a person’s humanity first and then their status. There are places

in the United States that the old language using inmates was derogatory and AA pamphlets were not being allowed into institutions.

3. Report and Charter – Discuss the AA Directories (Canada, Eastern U.S., and Western U.S.)
**The committee recommended that the compilation and printing of  the A.A. Directories (Canada, EasternU.S. and Western U.S.) be discontinued. - PASSED. As part of  its

discussion on A.A. Directories (Canada, Eastern U.S. and Western U.S.), the committee noted the value of  “A.A. Near You,” a searchable local resource onwww.aa.org
were pointed to as options to get information found in the directories.   The committee also agreed on the importance of  G.S.O. updating and continuing to make
available the print and digital listing of  CentralOffices, Intergroups and Answering Services for the United States and Canada (Item F-25) and requested that it be
added to the G.S.R. and D.C.M. kits, and the A.A. Group Handbook.

4. Literature - This discussion is meant to sparks a conversation – Is there a problem with our literature that prevents someone from identifying with our
common message?  IF so, why?

The Literature Committee had the most agenda items. Quite frankly they were not able to get through all of  literature items in the short amount of  timeallotted.  So, if  no
action was taken it could have been they just ran out of  time.

Two main themes that were identified during out Preassemblies. These were not unique to Western Washington but heard all throughout the conference.  We had discussions
on: Accessibility – due to the literacy level or lack of  ability to adequately comprehend the message of recovery by the individual as written in the book Alcoholics
Anonymous. Relatability – changes in current language and culture (including views on modern language, gender and religion) which hinder the individual’s ability to
relate and embrace the program asses forth in the book Alcoholics Anonymous.

There were many recommendations put forth to the General Service Conference for discussion.  Here are just a few:

**Consider proposals related to possible Fifth Edition of  the book, Alcoholics Anonymous: Develop a FifthEdition. – PASSED
**Consider proposals related to possible Fifth Edition of  the book, Alcoholics Anonymous: Develop a FifthEdition of  the book Alcoholics Anonymous with updatedstories

and revisions to Appendices III and V.
**The committee recommended that a draft version of the book, Alcoholics Anonymous (Fourth Edition), be translated into plain and simple language and be developed in a

way that is accessible and relatable to as wide of an audience as possible and that a progress report or draft be brought back to the 2022 Conference Committee on
Literature. – PASSED.  The discussion around this was about accessibility and relatability.  This idea of  a new book is not meant to replace the Big Book, rather to
overcome relatability and accessibility barriers so the A.A. message might reach more still-suffering alcoholics.

**Consider development of  a draft Fourth Edition of the book Alcohólicos Anónimos – PASSED.  There was an additional request to update the translation because it is
confusing. There will be new stories put into the back.

I have heard and read several disparaging remarks about the translated version of  the Big Book.  Thismakes me sad.  I believe with every bit of  me thatwe need to be inclusive
of  anyone who needs the help of  AA.  If  that meanshaving the Big Book translated into plain and simple language to be more inclusive, then YES!  Why not? For
those of  you who feel like the Big Book should be read with a sponsor who will help you understand it and explain it to you.  Remember there are many people who
do not have access to a sponsor because they live in remote areas or are incarcerated. I ask you, who is not in the rooms and how can we be more inclusive?

5. Finance – Reconsider the 1972 G.S.C. Advisory Action stating “G.S.O. should not accept contributions from clubs, listed or known as such, whether or
not composed solely of  A.A. members. Contributionsare welcome from groups meeting in clubs as long as they are sent in the name of  the group.”

This did not make it out of  Finance Committee to the full conference.  That means there is no change. G.S.O. will not be accepting contributions from clubs. Of  course,
contributions from the groups that meet in the Clubs will be accepted.

A few more areas of  interest include:

New Trustee at Large. We elected a new Trustee at Large – Marita R. – Area 42 from Nevada.

Grapevine Preamble. The new Grapevine Preamble. The ONLY words that have changed are “men and women” to “people”.

Report and Charter Committee – is the committee I am on.  Presented a new completed Service Manual to the conference and it was approved.  You should see the new one
printed and available for purchase in September. Cost should be the same as a service manual now. And, no, there is no pre-ordering.

I heard at the beginning of  the GSC from one of  theTrustees “Perhaps more than in the previous 60 years combined, the global pandemic has changed the A.A. world of  how
we come together and carry our lifesaving message to the alcoholic who still suffers. I beg of  you tobe fearless and thorough from the very start of  this71st General
Service Conference to examine with an open mind whether our manner of  communication, including our publications, and our manner of  organizing ourselves for
function, for service largely along geographical lines is still the best we can conceive in this virtual 21st century. Greater accessibility and relatability of  our recovery, of
our Fellowship and of  our service are worth the painsof  readapting and re-shifting with the need clearly in sight.”

I believe we the members of  the General Service Conferenceembraced those words when doing the work on behalf of  the fellowship and the still suffering alcoholic.
All members of  the General Service Conference put their heart and soul into it.  We fully and consciously engaged in perhaps the most consequential GSC since its founding.  It

was the result of  all our hearts, coming together and beating in unison, to bring more love and tolerance to still suffering alcoholics.
Next year the Conference Theme, Presentation and Workshop Topics
The theme of  the 72 st General Service Conference is: “A.A. Comes of  Age 2.0:  Unified in Love and Service.”
The Presentation/Discussion topics will include:

http://www.aa.org
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1. How do A.A.s go to any lengths to Recover, Unify, and Serve?
2. Going Beyond Fear
3. How to Reach Anyone, Anywhere
4. The Warranties – Our Promise to the Fellowship and the World.

These are wonderful AA topics that can be talked about and discussed throughout the Fellowship, in assemblies, districts, intergroup/central office gatherings, and in groups.
Please consider using them for your AA events.

One last thing…….. Thank you to those of  you who sentme cards, messages, flowers and chocolate covered strawberries.  Your support during the conference week meant the
world to me.

Now onto the updates:
Alcoholics Anonymous World Service
Finances and Contributions

• 7th Tradition of  Self-Support – $10.26 million set another record, up 15.80% from $8.86 million in 2019
• Cost of  Services - $10.81 million down 14.9% from$12.70 million in 2019
• Total operating expense $15,652,814 compared to $16,446,727 in 2020.
• Last year they used $4 million from the reserve fund.

• There were many items that required cash and there was not enough cash on hand.
• At the end of  last year literature sales were $6.58million and $9.36 million had been anticipated.
• Literature sales were down significantly at a time when there was a need for cash to meet our obligations.

GSO says thank you to those who contributed to them. AA is still here and thriving in uncertainty and the message of  hope is carried to alcoholics.  Theprudent reserve was
designed precisely for this situation and will carry us through until the membership can get us back on our feet.

This remains an unprecedented time in the world and a pivotal moment for AA.  Now is the time for our member ship to continue to demonstrate self-supporting.
Grapevine and La Vina

• Grapevine paid print subscriptions decreased 4.5% in 2020. Subscriptions for the online and mobile app magazine increased 7.7%
• 2020 Grapevine results were a gross profit of  $1.231M on the magazine and a gross profit of  $354,304on other published items.
• Operating expenses of  $1.914 M resulted in an overall loss of  $298,699 compared to a loss of  $27,303 in2019.
• General Fund support of  La Viña service activity was$385,771 in 2020 compared to $297,392 in 2019.
• La Viña magazine circulation decreased by 36.6% in 2020 after several years of  growth.

Spotlight on Committee Work
Cooperation with the Professional Community

● The committee asked the staff  secretary to exploredeveloping language that would encourage conversations about problem drinking.
● C.P.C. Exhibits: The committee recognized that due to COVID-19, most face-to-face exhibits have been canceled. The committee asked the staff  secretary to

continue to monitor and explore opportunities to exhibit at videoconference events or face-to-face when available.
Treatment and Accessibilities Committee

● “A.A. for the Older Alcoholic” pamphlet is coming along nicely.
● Update on Audio interviews with the Military professionals: There was an approval of  the recordings to be posted to the GSO AA website.    Please go out and listen

to them.  They are still making more recordings and are looking for a variety of  stories and would like to be more inclusive of  the enlisted services members.
Currently the stories are from a Navy Captain, Air Force Pilot and an Army Combat Medic.

Public Information
● A.A. Membership Survey – A.A. Membership Survey – has been postponed another year.

Cooperation with the Professional Community
Update to the pamphlet “Members of  the Clergy askabout Alcoholics Anonymous” – has been retitled “Faith Leaders Ask About Alcoholics Anonymous.”

Regional Forum Schedule – all virtual detail found at aa.org -Free
● Since the U.S./Canada service structure is composed of  eight regions, a Regional Forum was held in alternateyears in each region on a rotating basis. 
● They were to be weekend sharing and informational sessions designed to help the General Service Board, A.A. World Services, Inc., the Grapevine Corporate Board,

the Grapevine Staff, and the General Service Office Staff  stay in touch with A.A. members, trusted servants and newcomers to service throughout the A.A. service
structure.
● September 10-12, 2021- West Central
● October 8-10, 2021- South west
● November 19-21-East Central

PRAASA 2022 – March 4,5 and 6th, 2022
● Next year, the host committee anticipates that it will be in person.
● PRAASA 2022 – Portland, at the Red Lion on the waterfront.
● VOLUNTEERS:

o Since PRAASA 2022 is in our backdoor next year – the host committee is hoping maybe a few folks could volunteer to help out.
o Email:

▪ Nick F., Volunteer Chair, PRAASA 2022, Volunteer Chair volunteer-praasa2022@aa-oregon.org
▪ Anne M., PRAASA 2022, Host Committee Chair chair-praasa2022@aa-oregon.org

Thank you all for listening to me share this morning. If  I can be of  service to you, your group, or districtplease ask.  I can be reached by email or phone.

Please remember – kindness matters.  I love you all and cannot do this without you.

In joyous service,
Geene D,
Western Washington Area 72 - Delegate
Panel 71

Alternate Delegate’s Report – Heather C.
Hello Friends!
I have spent a majority of  my time serving you thispast quarter with virtual: DCM Universities, GSR Universities, a Roundtable on transitioning to hybrid and in person

meetings and even a month of  GSR & DCM basics. Phew!That’s a lot of  time online but so worth it. Participationhas been amazing and I think virtual/zoom is a
great platform for these types of  activities.

mailto:volunteer-praasa2022@aa-oregon.org
mailto:chair-praasa2022@aa-oregon.org
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Between now and the assembly I am planning additional GSR education and topic specific round table activities. I will also be attending our August preassemblies via zoom and
taking a much needed and anticipated family vacation.

Life is great! Thank you for the opportunity to serve you!

Chair Report – Crystal S.
This last quarter I facilitated a couple of  group inventories, presented on Concepts, participated in service workshops, attended Geene’s report back, celebrated my AA birthday,

and started to attend in-person meetings.  I really focused this quarter on trying to make things easier for people.  So I talked to lots of  people aboutwhat their
challenges were, and then I talked to some people that I thought could help, and BAM, we made progress.

One of  the new features on area72aa.org is a formfor District Committee Chair to update information. This can be used by the District Registrar at the beginning of  a rotation
or making updates throughout the rotation.  This form will be distributed to the Area Registrar, the Area Committee Chair for that position, and the Area Web servant.

The Pre-Assembly schedule is listed at area72aa.org under the tab Area Business Quarterlies and then the first spot is Pre-Assembly schedule.  Right after the July Q, I will be
putting together the packet of  information for thepre-assemblies.  This will be posted on the Area website and emailed out to the committee.

I can’t stress the importance as meetings begin to reopen to make sure you send your meeting information to your CSO/Intergroup, Area Web servant.  If  youhaven’t looked at
the Meeting Guide App lately, or the Area Website to make sure information is accurate for your group, please do so!

Lastly, I just want to thank you!  I can’t think of a more challenging time to stay motivated in service, but you are doing it!  You are showing up, you are communicating, and you
are making the best of  the situation.  I appreciate all that you do.  If  you need anything, please letme know.

Alternate Chair Report – Karla L.
Between the April Quarterly and this Quarterly, I continued to meet with the 2021 Assembly host committee which morphed into the 2025 Assembly host committee. After we

voted in April to hold the 2021 Assembly virtually, the host committee had a wrap up meeting and couldn’t really grasp that they did not need to do any more work on
the 2021 Assembly. But we are still working with the Lynnwood Convention Center to hopefully hold the 2025 Assembly.

The 2022 Assembly host committee has started to meet in earnest and get everything nailed down. It is really a beautiful venue and I hope we get a lot of GSRs coming in 2022.
I think we will because it will be our first live Assembly in 2 years and it is an election year (So, if  you’re feeling disgruntled, that’s the year tocome and vote on your
trusted servants.) It will be really important that we sell a lot of  the meals to defray the room costs. It is more expensive than Lyndon or Longview but it is centrally
located. Please encourage homegroups to start setting aside money to send their GSR for the full meal deal at the 2022 Assembly. Eating at the venue is a great way to
meet and talk with other Area Trusted Servants.

I also had an initial meeting between Lorrie from the January 2022 host committee and Mary our Zoom/Sound person. We are working to see if  a hybrid meeting is possible in
January. Stay tuned!

I have been working on the Friday afternoon panels for the 2021 Assembly. After I attended the Delegate’s report, I was pretty excited about some of  the directionsAA is
moving and look forward to addressing some of  theseat the panels! DCMs watch your email for your assignments! Half  of  you will be assigned to a panel this yearand
half  next year.

If  you have any questions about an upcoming eventor need help with anything, just email me at altchair@area72aa.org.

It has been a pleasure to serve you this far into the rotation and I look forward to what is coming in the next year and a half!

Treasurer – Lupita M
This last quarter has been busy for us treasurers. I have been invited to speak to a handful of  districts about the 7th tradition. Thank you to districts 10, 14 and 15 for inviting

me out to visit you. I love scanning checks and entering data into QuickBooks, but I think I prefer coming to speak to you all. That said, I would love to come out to
your district, committee or homegroup to discuss things treasury or 7th tradition related or not.

I also had the pleasure of  speaking on a service-relatedpanel with a few other Area trusted servants this past quarter. This was quite possibly one of  my favoritepanels to be on.
Full disclosure, my reason for enjoying it so much was purely selfish. Since for the past 16 months or so a lot of  things have been online, I was able to take advantage
of  the panel being virtual, so I was able to participatewhile on vacation in the US Virgin Islands. The pandemic has affected us all in different and varying ways, but
one thing I appreciate is that it has done enabled us to create an environment where people all over the country and world are able to participate in the meetings,
panels and workshops with us. In my instance, I get to be in the tropics and still able to join my homegroup, and follow through on commitments for my home Area.

I was asked to participate on the Pacific Northwest Conference 2022 host committee. This quarter, I have attended a couple meetings in regards to the preparation and hosting
of  the PNC, including the 2021 virtual edition of the Pacific Northwest Conference.

For all the work I have been able to complete as Treasurer, I continue to have struggles with getting my newsletter articles in to our newsletter editor on time. My sincere
apologies to our wonderful newsletter editor and those impacted by my tardiness and careless behavior. What I deeply appreciate on our committee (and in our
fellowship) is members who support me and bug me to keep me on track. I look forward to meeting all future deadlines, if  not to make other’s lives easier, toprove I
am not exception to the rules.😊

Finally, going forward, in order to best fulfill my duties as Treasurer and best serve the Area, I plan to having monthly connects with Eddy, our Alternate Treasurer to assess the
state of  the Area and our finances. I hope to continue to be invited to districts and panels, and to eventually see some of  you in person! If  there is ever anythingI can
do to assist you, your districts and groups, please reach out at any time.

Alt Treasurer & Finance Committee Report – Eddy M-M
I want to thank all of  you for giving me the opportunity to serve the area. It has been an amazing and challenging experience so far. I hope you all are safe and healthy. COVID

has really presented a unique set of  challenges for the area. With things opening up, I can’t wait to see all of  you again.

It’s been inspiring to see the area and AA as a whole adapt and change quickly to be able to still serve the still suffering. There have been many bumps in the road but I really
feel the changes and experiences we have shared will make us a stronger fellowship.

During the last quarter, the Finance Committee met and we have started our first major project. Over the next quarter, we are going to be reviewing and updating the guidelines
for elected and appointed servant expenses/reimbursements. We want to ensure that we all are being the best financial stewards that we can be.

Here is a summary of  the other topics we reviewedand talked about:
Received and approved a request from the Alt Delegate to purchase pins for the GSRs and DCMs that completed the “University” classes.
Received and approved a request to provide an area trusted servant with needed resources required to perform their position.
Had a discussion about liability insurance for regional/national events that are hosted by Area 72. The main question was around if  additional cost to our policy wouldbe passed

to the event host committee or would be covered by the area. We felt that if  the event is being hostedby the area, it should be treated the same as a quarterly or
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Additionally, Lupita and I were invited to attend District 14’s business meeting to do a presentation. We are very grateful for the opportunity and look forward to
visiting other districts. If  you would like us tovisit your district, please let us know.

Western Washington Area 72 Q2 Financial Presentation
Q2 2021 FINANCIAL HIGHLIGHTS
• Contributions were +30% compared to contributions for second quarter of  2020. A more relevant measuringstick is comparing contributions to previously projected

contributions. Contributions were 14% lower than budgeted for Q2.
• Despite less than planned contributions, year-to-date contributions are +3% to budget. (+20% to budget in Q1)
• Expenses were 56% higher than expenses in the same time frame in 2020. Expenses were 26% lower than budgeted for Q2.
• Despite substantially less expenses than budgeted for the second quarter, year-to-date expenses are -16% to budget. (-8% to budget in Q1)
• Adjusted budget after April quarterly financial presentation. A select few specific line items that will be addressed or monitored, but most categories are on pace to stay at or

below budget.
• If  trend of  increasing (in-person/hybrid) committeeactivity and decreasing contributions from groups, districts, etc. continues, some sacrifices and difficult decisions will have

to be made.

Overall: While Q2 contributions were less than budgeted; expenses were significantly lower than budgeted. Combined with the numbers from first quarter, The Area has a
positive net “income”-which is also higher than budgeted.

assembly. Thus, covered by the area.

Table 1: Income Statement Summary for 2nd Quarter 2021 compared to Budget

Chart 1 Contribution categories by % of total contributions
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Financial reports, including quarterly contribution reports with district and group contribution details, can be found on the area website or by request to treasurer.

Comments:
● There are some committee budgets that are getting close to their annual budget spend so we will be connecting with those committees to ensure their work will be

supported by the budget.
● Some committees look over budget for Q2 but they are under budget for 2021. This is because they had a larger than budgeted expenditure in Q2.
● Added line 1350 for PNC Seed Monday - $2,700 to put down seed money to secure the facility.

Discussion:
● Q: There is something noted in the report, Received and approved a request to provide trusteed servant with needed resources to complete their job.”

That’s vague; what is that?
o A: This is to purchase internet access for a trusted servant to complete their job.

● Q: The budgeted amounts outlined, is that for the full year?
o A: No – that is for the quarter only.

● Q: Regarding the Finance Committee report - What is this liability insurance for elected trusted servants?
o A: The elected o�cers are the legal board of Western Washington Area 72 (as a registered non-pro�t 501C3) and could be held personally

responsible if we were sued.  We haven’t had this happen but want to protect future Area trusted servants. We are currently researching the
cost and coverage levels.

Approval of July Quarterly 2021 Budget Report: Moved by District 33 and seconded by District 9 - Approved
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Chart 2 Expense categories by % of total expenses

SPECIAL REPORTS: INTERGROUP AND CENTRAL SERVICE OFFICE REPORTS:

Eastside Intergroup – Manager Nancy O.
Accomplishments from this past quarter:
Our Eastside Subcommittee consisting of people from all our Districts has come to a �nal by-law’s proposal that we will be voting on at our July Board meeting.

The o�ce volunteer positions have been �lled and we have a short waiting list.
Our PI Chair has started sending out our weekly updates “Future Tripping” which reports the events and activities going on for the upcoming week.

Our new 12th Step Coordinator held a successful workshop in June and has been working on signing up more people on the 12th step list.  An interest form has
been added to our website for anyone wishing to sign up.

The Bridging the Gap forms have been successfully added to the Eastside AA website – both for coming out of treatment and for volunteering.

We have scheduled our picnic for September 18th at Beaver Lake Park in Sammamish.  The information is on our website and ticket information will be out in
late July.

We have added our website QR code to all our brochures.

Problems or issues facing us:
As groups move back to hybrid or in-person they aren’t always quick to notify us so that we can update our online schedule.
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At this point it seems completely impossible to print a paper schedule as we had done quarterly pre-Covid.  We had created a pamphlet that worked for a short
time but was outdated rather quickly and we are trying to come up with something that makes sense and will be easy to maintain as things move back to our new
normal.

Goal for next quarter:
With a recent upgrade to our POS system, we hope to �nally get our inventory listed on our website.

Greater Seattle Intergroup – Chair Astri T.
So happy to be serving as your Greater Seattle Intergroup Board Chairperson and to report on what is happening with us as restrictions are being lifted.

GSIG held a Hybrid Spring Assembly on June 15th and was well attended by District and Group Representatives. Our Treasurer reported our net income has
been above expenses, greatly helped by Group and Personal Contributions. After considerable discussion, the Assembly voted to direct the O�ce Committee to
pursue Directors and O�cers (D&O) Liability Insurance to protect our Directors, O�cers and Volunteers.
Because GSIG receives meeting status changes on a daily basis, we decided that instead of producing an AA Meeting Schedule at this time, we will produce a
Meeting Guide, which will include a QR Code which will take us to the GSIG website, where the most accurate/current meeting information can be found. That
schedule should be available by the end of July.

Our Web Committee is working on redesigning our website. Our Webmaster will be rotating in December and are therefore in search of members who might be
interested in �lling that service position for the next 2 years. ASL, Corrections and Big Book fund Earmarked funds are always looking for contributions. Now
that people have been going back to their regular jobs, we have lost some daytime volunteers who have now resigned from our 24-hour phone service coverage.
Therefore, we are in need of new of volunteers. Policies and Procedures are continuing to be reviewed and updated.

I am excited to report that GSIG is planning the resurgence of the �rst AA meeting in Seattle, the Seattle Group. The �rst meeting will be held on July 10th, in
combination with a celebration of GSIG’s 75th Anniversary. We will be serving co�ee and desert starting at 5:00PM followed by a 60 minute AA meeting at
6:00PM. Ralph B has graciously agreed to be our speaker. I am looking forward to seeing you all there. The meeting will be followed by a “Jam Session”, bring your
voice and/or instruments and join in the fun.

Also, don’t forget the GSIG Picnic will be held August 15th at Seward Park, Shelter #3. Come enjoy; Bingo, Ra�es, Real People, Hot Dogs, Co�ee, hugs and much
more. Buttons to support the picnic and GSIG are available for $5.00 at the GSIG O�ce.
Yours in Service

Astri T.
GSIG Board Chair

Snohomish Co. Central O�ce
No report

Puget Sound Central Service O�ce – Jacob E Chair
Experiences from the past quarter.
When I was elected to serve as the Puget Sound Central Service O�ce board chair, my only goals for the rotation were for our board to work together in the
spirit of unity and that we successfully weather the pandemic. I am happy to report for a second quarter in a row that our board continues to operate with unity,
love, and tolerance. And while I think it would be premature to declare that we have successfully weathered the pandemic quite yet, our board has done a great
job navigating the reopening process thus far. After intense and passionate discussions amongst the executive committee and then the full board, we were able to
arrive at substantial unanimity on how to best update our o�ce mask policy. We successfully printed a new June 2021 edition of our Where & When printed
meeting pamphlet, including both in-person and online meetings. And literature, especially big books, continues to �y o� our shelves as groups reopen.

Strengths from the past quarter.
Tomorrow evening at our July board meeting, we will form a group conscience on whether or not to invest in a high-quality hybrid meeting setup for our back
room. And it’s been a beautiful experience to witness A.A.’s upside down pyramid system in action, facilitating our work. Thanks to the wise guidance of my
fellow Executive Committee members, back in April we decided not to ask the board to make a quick decision but to give our directors three months to bring the
issue back to their districts and, if the district wished, the groups. Allowing that much time has ensured that our groups and the broader membership feel a part
of the process. It was very gratifying to hear my homegroup’s GSR bring up at our group business meeting that District 44 wanted our input on whether to
approve the CSO to purchase hybrid technology. While at the start of the year some had felt like we were ramming this proposal through, now everyone feels
ready to form a group conscience. In my mind this proves once again that the slow and democratic nature of our A.A. decision making process is not a weakness
at all but one of our most wonderful strengths.

Your Hope for the future in your district/committee.
My hope for the future is that our board �nds acceptance when struggles inevitably arise and the spirit of unity at times does not pervade, that we always are able
to quickly reorient ourselves to focus on solutions and most importantly never give up. For me that means I have to keep working my daily program of recovery to
stay spiritually �t. When I do that I am more likely to let my higher power run the show and be OK with whatever unfolds.
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SPECIAL REPORTS:
Our Stories Disclose III (OSD III) Committee Report – Carol H. OSDIII Chair

● Currently have about 1000 pre-sales.
● Only have 40 stories out of 435 left to edit; our editors are working hard!
● We have met obstacles through the pandemic with committee members changing and we have added new members.
● We are looking at a delayed distribution date, we were originally planning for the Oct 2021 assembly and now we are looking at early 2022.  This will

require a new quote from our publisher. Additionally, COVID may have impacted printing rates.
● We’re still looking for pre-sales so please look online or email osdchair@area72aa.org
● As we start to open up, we will take the OSD roadshow back so we would love to bring this to your district or event.

1. Remote Communities – Bridget S.
What’s it like to live in a geographically Remote Community? AA meetings are often 2 or 3 people or less, sometimes you’re the only one for a long time,
and the meetings are usually few and far between. There is not generally a Central or Intergroup o�ce nearby because they’re usually located in larger
cities. So books and literature often must be ordered from GSO with extra shipping fees. Visitors are rare and cherished. The tourist season, if you’re
located in a “tourist town” like Port Townsend, La Conner or Ocean Shores, brings in a handful of folks sometimes. These people are a breath of fresh
air, and you hang on every word they say when they share in your meetings because you’ve been listening to the same 5 people for so long you can tell
their story from beginning to end. With feeling….

When you live in a Remote Community, participating in General Service always has added degrees of di�culty. You have to arrange extra travel time,
sometimes by boat, or by plane. It usually involves an extra night or two in a hotel, which is also an added expense to the group budget. The pandemic
and subsequent quarantine has forced many of us who live remotely to invest in additional technology to be amply equipped to meet the challenges of
virtual platform committee meetings. Those groups or members who cannot a�ord the technology are unable to participate. We need to be cautious that
we are not making technology a requirement to participate in General Service in AA.

I was recently re�ecting on the work our committee has done over the past couple years and realized that this is the 5th time the Remote Communities
Committee has presented a report to this Area Body. Thank you Area 72! Thank you for caring enough about the still su�ering alcoholic to be willing to
listen, and not be closed minded. And to be willing to experience the discomfort of growth.

The last couple of years have been a wonderful opportunity for us all to learn and grow and stretch out of our comfort zones. I’m reminded about Bill’s
statement in the 12 & 12 that “Pain is the touchstone of all spiritual progress”.

I’ve thought about the growing pains from those �rst few meetings between Past Delegate Keith M, and our last area standing chairs, Will, Tom F, Karen
O, Tari B, Don, Linda in the Islands, and all the rest.
They were willing to take an honest and unsparing look, an inventory if you will, at our beautiful area, and our amazing Area committee, and even as part
of our incredible leadership team, they were willing to honestly say there are people within our areas of service which are being underserved or
unintentionally ignored or forgotten.

Under normal circumstances, in any other organization this wouldn’t matter much, but for us as alcoholics, it means death. It means there are
communities within Western Washington which have never heard of Alcoholics Anonymous, much less the lifesaving messages of hope and recovery.

Your Remote Communities committee has been extremely busy attending many of your Committee, Districts, and Home Group meetings. We actually
did 3 in one night! We’re taking advantage of the fact that many district committees are still meeting on virtual platforms, and trying to save on the gas
money and travel costs.

We’ve established a working phone number, through Google Voice, and a brochure is pending for distribution throughout the area to spread the word
about the lifesaving message of hope which Alcoholics Anonymous has to o�er.

We’re actively participating in the Inter Area Remote Communities Committee that has now begun to meet monthly because of the widespread need,
and there is discussion of having French and Spanish interpretation available.

Trustee At Large Canada Trish L. attended the IARCC meeting last month reporting on the North South Connections Conference. It was a spectacular
event! An awful lot like “Old Home Week” for many of us with the shares from people in Remote Communities in Argentina, Canada, Chile and the
United States. The Wi-Fi connections were sketchy a bit of the time, as were a couple of the translations. But the language of the heart was heard loud
and clear. And the message of hope and redemption was carried well, and gave encouragement too many to reach out and build the fellowship they are
craving.  We’re all looking forward to another event in December.

Thank you for allowing us to be of service!

HOST COMMITTEE REPORTS:

mailto:osdchair@area72aa.org
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● 2021 Assembly Host Committee Reports (Zoom) – Karla Area Alt Chair
o You do not need to register – The Zoom ID and Password will be emailed and available online at area72aa.rog.
o Tech12 is not hosting, we are doing it locally.  Mary T. (Zoom/Sound Chair) is coordinating volunteers. Hosting the assembly ourselves is a big effort. If  you

know someone who has tech skills and would like to volunteer, please connect them with Mary – sound@area72aa.org
o Please attend the pre-assemblies in August – dates and times are online and emailed out.

● 2022 January Quarterly Report (7 Cedars in Sequim) – Lorrie
o We are looking at hybrid – still playing phone tag with the hotel to determine if  it’s possible.
o Hotels around $121 for single/$135 doubles.
o Flyer will be available at the October Assembly.

● PNC 2022 Host Committee Report (Vancouver, WA) – Alan F Past Delegate
o The committee has been established, we have secured the location, and the deposit has been paid.
o I went to PNC 2021 and met with their hosting committee for the handoff.
o Next steps: Website has been handed off https://www.pnc1948.org/ and is live.  We will update with additional information, get the bank account setup, finish the

budget to then create registration and post pre-registration online ASAP.
o Expecting a larger turnout than normal as people have not met due to the pandemic and the event is centrally located.

Questions: How can we volunteer?
A: Julie DCM37 is the volunteer coordinator.  This will be posted on the website and emailed out to the Area in the future.

MOTIONS
MOTION #1: We move that Western Washington Area 72 create a district for the online groups in the area.”
Presented by Jack DCM15 and Seonaidh DCM17

Reasons for having a Virtual District: 
• The Ad-Hoc committee identified that there is a need for, and recommends, a district for online groups. 
• Multiple groups within Area 72 are asking that a district be created. 
• Tethering to a brick-and-mortar district does not meet the needs nor the logistics for online groups. 
• Viable participation in a district, affords these groups the full participation and advantages of the entire service structure triangle.  
The report from the General Service Conference states: The [Policy / Admissions] committee recommended that the General Service Board form a committee to
explore future possibilities for the participation of  online groups in the U.S./Canada General Servicestructure.
Reasons for moving on this motion now: 
• The “right of  participation” as expressed in Concept IV is a fundamental concept in our fellowship and service structure. 
o “The preservation of  the principle of  “Participation”in our service structure is, to those of  us who alreadyunderstand its application and benefits, a matter of  the highest
importance to our future.” 
• Without participation, the “right of  decision” as expressed in Concept III is denied to groups without full participation. 
o “We have seen how the A.A. groups, under the concept of  the “group conscience,” are today holding theultimate authority and the final responsibility for the world
services.” 
• The pandemic has opened a new frontier for online groups and the same pioneering spirit that infused AA in the early years needs to be brought to bear on these challenges. 
o “…it is so vital that we preserve this traditional “Right of  Participation” in the face of  every tendencyto whittle it down that we should here bring some of  our pioneering
experience to bear upon the problem.” 
• To delay would deny these groups the “right of  participation” for another year.  
• There is no downside if  the District fails. Anyexperience, strength and hope can only be a benefit to the General Service board committee noted above.
Therefore, for the online groups to fully participate in the General Service Structure we must have a district. Having a district will allow the election of  a District
Committee Member (DCM). This will provide these groups full participation and representation at each quarterly and the Assembly.

Historical Information
Online groups have existed for many years within Alcoholics Anonymous.  With the onset of  the COVID-19 pandemic, groups were forced to move online, and in addition,
new online groups were formed.  These online groups continue to thrive, and in most cases will continue to exist once in-person groups resume.  Members of these groups
have come from “brick and mortar” groups, and many have joined because of  other conditions that prevented them from attending in-person groups prior to the pandemic.

Members of  these groups have expressed the desire to have full participation in the general service structure to allow their voices to be heard; to cast their votes on various
issues and motions; to be a part of  the communicationnetwork that has been well established in the general service structure (see chart 1); and to provide opportunities for
service work.

Currently at GSO (General Service Office), online groups are not able to register as groups, they can only be assigned customer service numbers.

At the request of  District 17, a discussion topic regarding this issue was raised at the July Quarterly in 2020. At the time, an Online Meetings Ad Hoc committee was created to
investigate the need for inclusion of  online groups into the general service structure.

The Ad-hoc committee performed research, had numerous discussions and ultimately provided Area 72 with four recommendations. (see Appendix II)  One of  those
recommendations was the creation of  an online Districtwithin Area 72.  The Let’s Do It online group of Alcoholics Anonymous selected a General Service Representative
(GSR) who brought a floor motion to the October 2020 Area 72 Assembly for consideration.  At the Assembly the floor motion was voted to be moved to the January 2021
Quarterly.  The makers of  the motion have since converted the floor motion into this discussion topic.

Problem Identification
Within Area 72, seven online groups have indicated the desire to be a part of  the general service structure. Currently there is not a viable way for them to accomplish that.

Online groups do not have the ability to fully participate or join in on decisions at the General Service level. Without a district we do not have a place for our groups GSR’s to
come together, gather information, share information or a DCM that can take our right of  participationand right of  decision onto the quarterlies, our currentdelegate and the
assemblies and thus the conference.

Online groups face challenges in full participation in the general service structure which include the following:
● Online groups do not have full “Right of  participation”as defined in Concept IV.
● Concept IV   Throughout our Conference structure, we ought to maintain at all responsible levels a traditional “Right of  Participation,” taking care that each

classification or group of  our world servants shall be allowed a voting representation in reasonable proportion to the
responsibility that each must discharge. Service Manual  p.15

● Online groups do not have full “Right of  Decision”as defined in Concept III.

mailto:sound@area72aa.org
https://www.pnc1948.org/
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● Concept III   As a traditional means of  creating and maintaining a clearly defined working relation between the groups, the Conference, the  A.A. General Service
Board and its several service corporations, staff, committees and executives, and of  thus ensuring their effective leadership, it is here suggested that we endow each of
these elements of  world service with a traditional “Right of  decision.” Service Manual p.11

● Lack of  District affiliation eliminates a key level in the general service structure communication model (See Attachment I)
● Tethering an online group to an existing District is not viable for these groups because the eventual return to in-person District groups will preclude their participation.
● Often these groups have members from wider geographical areas than existing Districts, although in general, the bulk of  the group members are within Area 72

geographical boundaries.
Proposed Solution For Discussion
Area 72 create a District for online groups in Area 72. (Original Motion)

How the District would Operate
● This District would operate in the same way as other Districts. (AA Service Manual Chapter Three: The District and the D.C.M.)
● The Service Manual defines a district as a “geographical unit”.  For purposes of  this district, the geographical area is defined as all of  Area 72.
● This District would elect a District Committee Member in the same manner as described in the Service Manual.
● Financial Support – this district would be financially supported in the same manner as other districts i.e. by the groups that belong to the district.
● DCM Duties – the duties of  the DCM for this virtualdistrict would be identical to the duties outlined in the Service Manual:
● Regularly attends all district groups and area assemblies and quarterlies.
● Is the communication link between the district groups, the area and the delegate.
● Provides reports to the GSRs/groups from the area, delegate, the conference and GSO.
● Provides reports from the GSRs/groups to the area, the delegate, the conference and GSO.
● Votes, where applicable, at area assemblies and quarterlies
● “By maintaining active contact, both with the groups in the district and with the area delegate, the D.C.M. is a key link in ensuring that all theA.A. groups are aware of

the importance of  their total participation in local, district, area and world services.” (Your D.C.M.; Pamphlet F-12)
● All additional duties as described in the Service Manual.

Issues/Concerns
Will the creation of  this district require Area 72 to have online or hybrid quarterlies and assemblies?
No, every D.C.M. is faced with the decision to attend a quarterly or assembly and must decide based on a number of  criteria, including travel, cost, etc. The D.C.M. of  this
virtual district would have the same decision to face as any other D.C.M.

Will the creation of  this district add any additionalcosts to Area 72 expenses?
No, Area 72 expenses would not be impacted.
Will the creation of  this virtual district reducecontributions to Area 72?
No, the district would be self-supporting and would make downstream contributions based on their group conscience.  Groups within this district would continue to do the
same.
If  the General Service Conference ultimately createsan online area, what would be the impact to this district?
This district would have to come to a fully informed group conscience about whether to remain with Area 72, or join that new Area. This is no different than when new areas
are created.
If  online group members are also home group membersof  brick-and-mortar groups, how would voting be handled?
Voting by individual members should always be in accordance with our spiritual principles and members should decide on which group to cast their appropriate vote.
A member can vote in any group on internal group related issues. When it comes to issues requiring a vote on a district, area or GSC level, the member should choose only one
group where they will cast their vote. This is exactly how this operates currently when members have more than one home group.
What will happen if  there is no participation in thisonline district?
Nothing. There is no impact to Area 72 other than the potential elimination from the area role of  districts.
Is there a minimum number of  groups required to createa district?
No. (See Service Manual Page S31)
How will this district participate in the service committees in the area?
They will participate in the same manner as other districts.  If  they have a member willing to serve, they will participate.
What if  the area committee quarterlies are in-persongroups?
The committee member will have to decide whether to attend or not, just as they do today when faced with decisions around travel, costs and time.
Has a sufficient need been established?
Based on the research conducted by the Ad-hoc Committee (See Attachment II) there were 26 online groups contacted in Area 72 that indicated they were or might be
remaining as online.  Of  the 9 that were staying online, 7 of  those groups want to be involved in District and General Service.  The remaining were undecided in part, because
there was no current way for them to be involved but would consider involvement should a path be created via an online district.

Attachment I
AA Service Structure - From 12 Concepts Illustrated
[please refer to the pamphlet above, picture could not be placed in newsletter]

Attachment II
Online Meetings Ad Hoc Committee Report
Area 72 Assembly
October 2020

The committee is composed of  GSRs, Alt DCMs, DCMs, and other district positions, together representing 14 districts (2, 4, 8, 11, 15, 16, 17, 18, 28, 32, 39, 44, 46, and 57), as
well as area appointeds, area electeds, and past delegates from panels 59 and 61. Specific members include Lisa S (chair), Jack J (secretary), Lupita Y-M (technology host), Angel
GR, Crystal S, Dale B, Dave T, Eric S, Frank M, Geene, Jordan L, Juan MV, Keith M, Kristee M, Lee R, Linda L, Meghan K, Karen S, Noah, Patty S, Thomas L, Will L, Geoff,
Peeps, Andrea Z, and David G.

Formation of  the Ad Hoc Committee
The ad hoc committee was formed on July 11, 2020 at the Area 72 July Quarterly by the Area Chair, Heather. Alt DCM 17, Lisa S, was appointed the ad hoc committee chair.

Purpose of  the Ad Hoc Committee
This committee was formed to investigate the discussion question “How can Area 72 incorporate online only meetings, those without a physical address, and provide homegroup members of  online
only meetings a voice in the AA Service Structure while supporting and ensuring that online only meetings are able to carry out our primary purpose?”
Specifically, the committee aimed to answer the following questions:

● “What need does this serve?”
● “Is there really a problem?”
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● “Is this actually a different problem?”
● “What are different options that would help solve the problem?”

Additionally, the ad hoc committee would allow those who have had experience with the same or similar issue to share how that situation was handled and whether there are
details around the topic that are historically recorded but possibly mostly unknown by the current body.

Ad Hoc Committee Meetings Overview Summary
Since the July 11, 2020 creation of  the ad hoc committee, five meetings were held on the virtual platform Zoom. Committee meetings took place on July 26th, Aug 9th, Aug 23rd,
Sept 6th and Sept 20th and totaled 9.5 hours of  focuseddiscussion.

Members of  the committee attempted to attend 56 onlinegroups, targeting the 53 groups that had been designated as online on websites of  Intergroups and CSOs inearly July
and adding a few extra since not all CSOs or district websites stated whether or not the meeting was truly online. The committee sought to collect information regarding
whether those groups currently meeting online intended to return to face-to-face, to adopt an online and physical presence (hybrid groups) or continue online after the end of
pandemic restrictions. Additionally, committee members hoped to hear whether groups knew of  and desired to participate in general service.

Investigation of  Need / Outreach to Online Groups
The table below demonstrates the outcome of  the outreachby commit members. 11 of  the 56 assigned groups (20%)could not be accessed due to an incorrect website link,
missing password, or no host present. Of  the 45 groups they did attend (100%), 18 groups (42%) said that they would not be staying online after the pandemic ends. The
remaining 26 groups (58%) were either planning to stay online or had not decided with certainty. Of those 26 remaining groups, 12 groups (27%) said they might be online, 5
groups (11%) reported that they would be going hybrid, and 9 groups (20%) said that they were probably staying online and 7 of  the groups (16%) said that they wanted to be
involved with a district and general service.

Online Groups Attempted to Attend 56 100%
Bad Password, Link, No Host 11 this number will be removed from the count (20%)
Attended Meetings 45 new adjusted total 100%
Not staying Online post-COVID 19 42%
Might be online only 26 58%
Undecided about which online format 12 27%
Going hybrid 5 11%
Probably staying online 9 20%
Wants involvement with District and

General Service
7 16%

The first two sessions were focused on reviewing background data, assigning tasks to gather more information, and dividing up suspected online groups for committee
members to visit and survey. Most discussions were enlivened by reports from the six Pre-Assemblies held in August. The Discussion Topic was presented at each Pre-Assembly
by the committee chair. Raw capture of  those discussionswas made, compiled, and distributed to committee members for summary (see pp. 4-6).

Consistent experience of  committee members was that social media pages, central offices, and intergroups too often posted misinformation for online group meetings, which
complicated surveying 20% of  attempted group visits.Already out-of-date links and changed or not posted passwords are just two barriers to gaining a stronger pulse on the
desire for general service by members of  online groups.Members researched ways that the General Service Office in NY registers online groups; the history of  online groups
(see attachment at end of  this document); and compiledspreadsheets to track the attended groups and feedback. Members reached out to other Areas and to general and elected
servants across the country.

Throughout the committee discussions, similar to the issues raised at Pre-Assemblies, are questions as age-old and ever-present as any in Alcoholics Anonymous: what
constitutes a group, what differentiates meetings from groups, and how can we reach the still suffering alcoholic? How does the Right of  Participation tie into this situation? Was
there a demonstrated need? We discussed the quick mobilization to online groups in the
response to the pandemic limitations. For some, the unexpected efficient urgency highlights the need to act quickly to form a virtual district within Area 72 to allow current and
future servants of  online groups an opportunity tobe in service to the fellowship.

Acknowledging the cautious history of  the GeneralService Office, mandated in the Service Manual written by Bill W., members discussed the role of  the AdHoc committee to
research and bring to the larger body of  the assembledGeneral Service Representatives ideas, pros and cons, and determined that there exists a stated need for inclusion.

The ad hoc committee would like to offer 4 recommendations based on our findings thus far. We acknowledge that today’s assembly discussion will provide a wealth of
understanding regarding the extent of  the need andare eager to hear what the body thinks about this topic.

Recommendations
The Online Meeting Ad Hoc Committee recommends the following 4 actions:

● The Delegate share a copy of  this report and workof  the ad hoc committee to the AAWS chair in response to his interest in learning more
about what Area72 thinks about this topic

● Area 72 request that GSO find a solution to this issue of  lack of  inclusion into the service structure duringthe 71st GSC in 2021
● Area 72 create a new virtual district, similar to a linguistic district, to serve the unique needs of online groups (not hybrid groups)
● The Online Meeting Ad Hoc Committee continue through the end of  this rotation to incorporate feedback from today’s body and report

additional findings at the January Quarterly

Discussion:
● Q: Gary DCM10 –Concern: how can we determine if  membersof  the group are from Area 72?
● A: We don’t tell linguistic districts how to run groups, we don’t tell them they need to be from Area 72. We don’t control what the district does, this will be enabling

the district and groups. Last clause does not make sense.  I would just delete it
● Q: Tom P DCM19:  How many online groups do we have in the Area?
● A: We have identified 40-50 and have had five GSRs at the online roundtable.  The service manual says if  we can have as few as five to be considered a remote

community.
● Lupita Area Treasurer: Motion said, “create a district for the Area”, by creating this motion it’s implying that the groups are in Area 72?
● Q: Lisa Language Chair: I appreciate the thoughtfulness, moving forward what’s the conversation about meeting our primary purpose as an online district?
● A: That is why we want to create this online district so we can meet people where they are at and offer opportunity to offer services and participate in General Service.
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● Huston GSR PTP D40:  With online groups I think that’s the purpose, they could be from wherever.  But maybe the secretary of  the meeting could have an address in
Area 72.  Then the groups could align their business decisions potentially for those who live in the Area. The groups could decide who would be decision/input
providers.  For example, they would need to live in Area 72.

● Bridget Remote Communities: I think it’s a great too but we are premature in creating a district. I think if  the GSR is in Area 72 that is good.  How do youenvision
standing committee participation in the Area?  Without creating a mandatory hybrid quarterly, etc.?

● Jerry CPC Chair:  The background material is fantastic, I encourage everyone to read it, they talk about some of  the questions that are being asked right now.
● Frank:  I’ve been a part of  the online round table from the start, one thing comes to mind for me is do we trust the group conscious or not.  A lot of these questions

will be handled by groups or districts so I’m not concerned about outside influences.
● Geene Delegate:  I hear a lot of  fear and we don’tquestion other districts.  At times people don’t show up at quarterlies (currently).  More importantly, we can help

those who still suffer, people have gotten sober in the pandemic so why don’t we make it equitable participation in any level of  service.
● Thomas DCM8:  If  we are going to create a district in the Area, in the motion language, are we specific enough about being in Area 72 or allowing others from other

Areas?  GSRs are going to want to know.
● James Webmaster:  Background looks clear and conscious. The questions I had were answered by the background material.  It can be helpful for GSRs and assembly.

Great info!
● Carol OSD3 Chair: Online groups could associate themselves with a district if  they chose.  We have two linguisticsdistricts – one of  the Spanish groups is now

associating with D34.  I remember the deaf  communitymoving from 7 to 37, people can change their minds. We want to provide them that opportunity.
● Alan Past Delegate: We used to act as proofreaders and editors.  We eventually moved away, and our responsibility is to create an agenda.  We need to make sure it has

merit; we are as asking them to make decisions that impact the Area.  So, we need to ensure we have this level of  discussion to make a good agenda for theAssembly.
● Geene Delegate:  We had advisory action from GSO that created a mechanism for online groups to select the district they want to be associated with.  And if they

don’t, it defaults to the primary contact.  One thing that’s missing is the option. If  there isn’t an onlinedistrict to select, then what do they select?
● Jack DCM15: As GSO is looking at how they can be helpful to online groups, our process and background information can be helpful to our Delegate at the

Conference next year.  It can help provide additional info as they move forward.
● Dave GVLT Chair: We are doing online groups a disservice by not allowing this. Also, I have been a GSR and the meeting moved to another district.
● Lupita Treasurer: I would like to offer an amendment, not to move away from the merit but to simplify.

ORIGIONAL MOTION: We move that Western Washington Area 72 create a district for the online groups in the area.”

AMENDENT PROPOSED: “We move that Western Washington Area 72 create a district for online groups”
Seconded by:  Kimberly

Discussion of  the Amendment:
● Karen PI Chair: I like this, GSO said the groups get the ability to determine what districts they are in, this is not top down but bottom up.  Feels this is coming from online

groups and want to be part of  the Area.  Online groups should have the ability to move around districts just like other in-person meetings.
● Seonaidh DCM17: Remind everyone our job is to take the next indicated step – we are future tripping about consequences.  The Area ad hoc committee gave the

recommendation that we need to do this, it will allow us to reach the real need.
● Dave Past Delegate: Concerns about the amendment – the decision-making authority ends at the boundaries of  the Area.  This pushes us outside those boundaries. This is

a Delegate Area and sized to what one Delegate can serve, we may be stretching the capacity of  our Delegate.
● Gary Alt DCM:  I don’t like it – I’m trying to figure out how to take this back to GSRs.

VOTE: To accept the amendment, “We move that Western Washington Area 72 create a district for online groups”
Yes: 50%/No 50% - Amendment failed (did not pass by 2/3 majority)

Thomas:  Could we amend?  I would like to add “geographical area” as it outlines in the background.

AMENDMENT PROPOSED: “WWA 72 create a district for the online groups in the geographical area as defined as all of  Area 72.”
Seconded by:  Kimberly

Discussion of  the Amendment:
● Seonaidh DCM17:  I think this deepens the geographical issue and I will not be voting on it.
● Geene Delegate: This doesn’t totally mesh up with the advisory action, why can’t it say, “for the online groups who select to affiliate with Area 72”.  In the end it’s the

group’s choice what district they want to affiliate with.
● Alan Past Delegate:  It seems that a DCM would need to be physically near enough to attend our events as they are in-person.
● Dave T. Past Delegate:  We are focusing on the boundaries of  the Area – I don’t see anything about defining the boundaries of  a district.
● Megan YP Chair:  What happens when someone chooses an area or district not near them?  Any historical context? Has that happened? (no one came to the mic)
● Jesse Accessibility Chair: My understanding of  theoriginal motion doesn’t that include everything in our Area.  We cannot create an online district in Oregon.  Why do we

need to define the geo area as we can only make motions that impact our Area?
● Chase DCM3:   There are a couple meetings that are geographically in our district but sit with other districts.  I don’t think we need the amendment.
● Carina Archives Chair: We don’t need the amendment; the background already outlines this info.  For example, that the DCM duties would be exactly the same as outlined

in the Service Manual including attending Area 72 events.
● Carol OSD3:  We are talking about all of  Area 72. How do we determine boundaries of  the districts? Do we with linguistic districts?  Wouldn’t this be the same?  Why do

we need to define boundaries?
o Brigit: Linguistic do have boundaries.

● Crystal Chair: Answer is in the Service Manual and background info.
● Lisa Language Chair:  I looked at the motions and background that created the linguistic districts and this amendment does align as they clarified the boundaries. I trust the

districts can effectively make decisions on this while keeping the unity of  Area 72 in mind.

VOTE: To accept the amendment, “WWA 72 create a district for the online groups in the geographical area as defined as all of  Area 72”
Yes: 48%/No 52% - Amendment failed

We are going back to vote on the original motion:

VOTE:  Motion to be place on the assembly agenda, “Western Washington Area 72 create a district for the online groups”
Yes:  98%/No 2% - Motion passed to move to the assembly agenda

MOTION #2: We move Western Washington Area 72 to fully fund Spanish interpretation for the 2022 Pacific Northwest Conference (PNC), which Area 72 will
host in Vancouver, WA.
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Presented by: Thomas DCM 8

Background:  The PNC is a joint conference managed by Areas 72 (Western Washington), 58 (Oregon) and 92 (Eastern Washington). Currently there is no sustained method
of  funding interpretation at PNC.  Prior PNC host committees (which rotate between the participating areas) have used “fund raisers” to offset costs of interpretation.  
Consideration, funds availability: Due to holding all Area events online, the Area’s overall expenses for 2021 are anticipated to be significantly lower than normal years. (a
financial report will be provided at October Area Assembly).   
Seconded by: Chase DCM3

Discussion:
● Chase DCM3 – If  we have Spanish-speaking members whowould like to attend, we should be inclusive.
● Dimitri DCM14: Can we get back-up from Area Treasurer or Language Chair to clarify what fully funding costs for the weekend would be?
● Bridget:  Hasn’t it been funded by fundraisers in past PNCs?  Why are we paying for it if  things don’t typically happen that way?
● Heather, I would like to make an amendment – I don’t want to talk about this again in three years.  Also, other Areas usually use volunteers and fundraise which we

generally don’t do in Area 72.

AMENDENT PROPOSED by Heather Alt Delegate: “Move for Western Washington Area 72 fully fund Spanish interpretation for the Pacific Northwest
Conference (PNC), during the years we host the event.”
Seconded by: Ella DCM16

Discussion of  the Amendment:
● Lisa Language Chair: I like the amendment; we are taking responsibility for our Area and consistent about how we approach other events.  Also, 2021 PNC did pay for

interpreters this year which was new for them.
● Geene Delegate:  Like the amendment but why is it only Spanish and why does it not include ASL?  Also, it’s being held in Vancouver, WA and we will probably get the

request for ASL.
● Astri Past Delegate: I was the chair the last time we hosted PNC in WWA72 and have a lot of  historywith PNC.  It’s important for our Area to understand that other Areas

don’t do things the same way.  Fundraising in the other Areas isn’t just for interpretation.  We did fundraise when we hosted PNC.  But fundraising is challenging, there is
no guarantee it will be successful.  We were not when we hosted.  Other Areas use volunteers for interpretation. The Area needs to make a decision if  we want to involve
ourselves in fundraising.

● Alan Past Delegate:  I am current host committee chair for PNC 2022.  We are not currently planning on fundraising. The host committee has some flexibility to make
decisions and on registration we could add the option to add a voluntary donation for interpretation. So, the host committee could do that to offset the costs of
interpretation.  We do need interpretation, but can use volunteer donations to cover the costs.

● Beth Newsletter: Why aren’t we getting a guestimate of  cost and spread that over registration?

VOTE: To accept the amendment, “Move for Western Washington Area 72 fully fund Spanish interpretation for the Pacific Northwest Conference (PNC), during
the years we host the event.”
Yes 80%/ No 20% - Amendment passed

Comment:  Heather Alt Delegate:  Related to cost, it’s similar to the assembly cost for a three-day event, but the number of  attendees will be more likea quarterly.  We cannot
just spread the cost across the attendees.

AMENDENT PROPOSED by Andrew DCM9: “Move for Western Washington Area 72 fully fund interpretation and ASL services for the Pacific Northwest
Conference (PNC), during the years we host the event.”
Seconded: Jeff  DCM18

Discussion of  the Amendment:
● Andrew DCM9: This is for inclusivity and add ASL costs.
● Angela DCM11: Can we take the comma out before “during” as seems a sperate clause itself ?
● Andrew DCM9: It’s saying it only clarifies the year we are hosting.  Leave the same.
● Ella DCM16: Love what we are doing for inclusivity. I like the motion better with the word “Spanish interpretation”.  If  we don’t add Spanish, it leaves it open to any

language and I don’t know if  we have the funds for that.  We could start with committing to our Spanish members and then evolve.
● James Webmaster:  Concerned we are changing the initial intent of  the motion.  Original motion was aboutSpanish interpretation and concerned by this we rare adding.
● Andrew: Friendly amendment to add “Spanish” back into it.  Jeff  who seconded the motion agreed.

UPDATED MOTION LANGUAGE: “Move for Western Washington Area 72 fully fund Spanish interpretation and ASL services for the Pacific Northwest
Conference (PNC), during the years we host the event.”
● Karen PI Chair: The “comma” does need to come out. Is it normal for us to bind ourselves to future rotations?
● Carina Archives Chair: Can we remove the word “fully” and just say “fund”?
● Eddy Alt Treasurer:  If  we add ASL it would double the costs so $6,000 - $7,000 for a three-day event.
● Keith Past Delegate: We are talking $7,000 and need to keep in mind we would need to fund it every 3 years.
● Steve Past Delegate: The cost will also depend on the number of  ASL interpreters and then we need people to attend who use these services.  We need to be prudent on

forecasting the costs and be prudent with the contributions coming in.
● Crystal Chair:  Keeping in mind someone would still need to request need for interpretation, so we would not schedule the services unless we have received the request.
● Andrew:  I appreciate the input.  I don’t want to burden PNC as it’s a smaller grouping.  I am asking to withdraw the motion at this time.  Jeff  who seconded,do you agree?
● Jeff  who seconded motion: Let’s go to the body tovote.
● Heather Alt Delegate: Remember the PNC event involves others and other hosting Areas don’t pay for interpretation costs.
● Lisa Language Chair:  Last PNC (2021) was $1,300 for Spanish interpretation and as a zoom event.  Increasing that time to 16 hours for 2 interpreters would be around

$2,000 (without lodging, etc).  For this rotation we have not had the request for ASL interpretation. Already in this rotation we have had great Spanish-speaking
involvement.  The Language Steering Committee has already gone to the Finance Committee requesting reallocation of  funds for the year. If  we think forward, we needto
think about how we make discissions on other potential languages.  Adding ASL at this time could be challenging.

● Geene Delegate – I feel like we are walking a fine line about merits of  the motion and making the decision if  we want to do this or not.  The question is dowe want to
move this forward to the groups to discuss with enough background to be able to make a fully informed decision at the assembly.

VOTE: To accept the amendment, “Move for Western Washington Area 72 fully fund Spanish interpretation and ASL services for the Pacific Northwest Conference
(PNC), during the years we host the event.”
Yes: 48% / No: 52%:  Amendment failed
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AMENDENT PROPOSED by Derek Corrections Chair: “Move for Western Washington Area 72 to fund any deficit in fundraising efforts up to the full amount of
the cost for Spanish Interpretation for the Pacific Northwest Conference during the years we host the event.”
Seconded by: Jack DCM15

● Question to Thomas (original motion presenter): Does it change the original intent?  Yes
o This will not move forward for discussion.

AMENDENT PROPOSED by Carina Archives Chair: “Move for Western Washington Area 72 to fund Spanish interpretation for the 2022 Pacific Northwest
Conference (PNC) during the years we host the event.”
Seconded by: Derek Corrections Chair

Discussion of  the Amendment:
● Kimberly: We have 2022 and then said during the years we host.  It doesn’t make sense.
● Carina Archives: Friendly Amendment – remove 2022

UPDATED: “Move for Western Washington Area 72 to fund Spanish interpretation for the Pacific Northwest Conference (PNC) during the years we host the
event.”

● Thomas:  If  we took out “Spanish” would that address funding interpretation and include ASL as well?
● Karla Alt Chair: We are only talking about the amendment on the floor.
● Steve Past Delegate: I don’t think we are ready for a motion; I think we want to be inclusive.  But prudence doesn’t fully support that we have enough information yet

– we don’t know about the costs and risks.  Also, there was an area assembly in 1989 and an error on coffee costs.  The fundraising effort was to ask groups to take
care of  costs not anticipated.  It’s important for this panel to anticipate costs.

● Alan Past Delegate: I think the amendment would be fine as the PNC Chair.  If  this motion doesn’t pass, it will be built into the cost of  registration. One way or
another they costs will be covered.

● Geene Delegate: I thought there was an intent of  PNCto keep the registration costs down at a specific dollar amount?
● Heather Alt Delegate: PNC’s intent is for low cost and cheap as possible as a smaller grass root conference. When we hosted the previous PNC, I remember when we

found out we didn’t have the money budgeted and weren’t going to be funded by the Area, we had to pass the basket at the event.  It was a scramble and very stressful.
● Bridget: I was part of  the committee to create a bid to host PNC and were told to keep it as low as possible ($25-$35), we were estimating $25/person (without

interpretation).

VOTE: To accept the amendment: “Move for Western Washington Area 72 to fund Spanish interpretation for the Pacific Northwest Conference (PNC) during the
years we host the event.”

Yes:76%/ No: 24%: amendment passed

MOTION: “Move for Western Washington Area 72 to fund Spanish interpretation for the Pacific Northwest Conference (PNC) during the years we host the
event.”

Discussion:
● Crystal Chair:  To address a comment from Steve saying we weren’t ready to vote, the original motion was about 2022.  This was specific because we wanted to have

coverage for 2022.  The original motion was simple, we worded it that way, now it’s very broad and maybe we aren’t ready for such a broad motion.  This will be an
important discussion at the pre-assemblies and the assembly.

● Jack:  I went to my first PRAASA this year (remote). At the business meeting there was discussion with the Spanish community, and they were asking why there wasn’t
Spanish interpretation the past year.  They were told they didn’t word something correctly.  It deflated and heartbreaking to see someone asking to be in the room and
someone saying you didn’t follow the correct procedure. If  we want to support and do more, I would like to see this move forward.

VOTE: Motion to be place on the assembly agenda, “Move for Western Washington Area 72 to fund Spanish interpretation for the Pacific Northwest Conference
(PNC) during the years we host the event.”
Yes: 86% /No: 14% - Motion passed to move to the assembly agenda

DCM SHARING:
District 1 – (Spanish speaking District South of  King/SnohomishCounties)
No report

District 2 – (Camano Island, NW Snohomish County, Arlington, Stanwood) DCM Caleb Z
No report

District 3 (SE Snohomish County, Lake Stevens, Highway 2 Corridor to Steven’s Pass) – DCM Chase M.
Hello from D3, we are here and we are free. Most of our meetings have opened back up with just a couple that are still online. We have a couple positions that have been filled
but we still have a lot to be filled. Right now, we as a district are working on opening back and hopefully that is soon. Our grapevine and lit chair is working on getting books
stalked up for our home groups to get when needed. I will be working with our CPC chair to get some PI work done until we get a chair. We are still getting to meetings into the
recovery center in Monroe. As a district we were able to get a case of  big books into the Monroe prison.Right now, we are possibly working getting our picnic going in August
more info to come.

One of  the things that I have been struggling with is keeping the positions going that don’t have chairs and I have worked myself  to the point to where I got tired and had to
take a step back and I need to remember to ask for help because I can’t do it all by myself, I need my districts help and I get reminded that every day. We as district 3 are very
strong and I am proud of  my district as a DCM andI love it every minute.

One last thing is we struggle as a district and we band together and we lift each other up and we get through our solutions together.

Thank you
Chase M

District 4 – (Skagit County Mt. Vernon, Burlington, Sedro Woolley) - DCM Jeri H.
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Hello Washington Area District 4 is opening back up with more and more meetings being held in person. Some groups have changed locations and we are changing as often as
you change your socks. The monthly GSR/ District meeting is still being held via zoom we are waiting for our location at the PUD building in Mount Vernon to give us the go
ahead to use their building. We meet on the third Sunday of  every month and have great participation from our GSR's.

We are hoping to be able to return to carrying the meetings back into the Skagit County Jail and Pioneer Center North treatment center soon.  Our corrections committee is in
close contact with the authorities at the jail.

Thank you to the District committee for all their help while we figure out what we need to do next.

Yours in Service
Jeri H

District 7 – (South Clark/Skamania Counties) DCM Shalia A.
Accomplishments from the past quarter.
1)The GSR from Shoulder-to-Shoulder Women’s group coordinated with the Area Service Road Show, to host a Service workshop. It was a great success in regards to
informing those who attended about District Service.
2) I attended 3 group meetings that have not been represented at the district level to see what their needs are.
3)Our archives Chair and Committee are doing a wonderful job collecting and digitizing District 7 archival materials.

Problems or challenges: We still have openings at the district level in our Committee chair positions.

Please share some goals you hope to achieve or begin work on in the next quarter.
I will personally continue to attend group meetings to reach out from the district.

District 8 – (Thurston and Mason Counties) DCM Thomas
Things have been going pretty awesome within our district. First things first- all of  our current service positionsare filled with members who are being extremely active. Abby,
our PI chair, and Monte, our CPC chair, have been meeting regularly and talking about better ways to get information about AA out to the professionals within our community.
We finally got our Activities position filled and immediately John put together our first in-person picnic at a park which went off  extremely well. Twoof  our 8 correctional
facilities have begun allowing us to start bringing meetings in again, and we are still providing some Zoom meetings within a few of  our treatment facilities.As of  now, several
meetings have started adopting a hybrid format and are trying to figure out some of  the glitches but,overall, it appears to be going pretty well.

There have been a few issues facing our district. One of  which, is probably being faced by many otherdistricts- the idea of  hybrid or going back to in-person.As of  now, our
district has decided that our district meeting should stay on zoom, with good reason- our meeting attendance has gotten larger and we are beginning to consistently get
participation from some cities which are in district 8 but tend to be more geographically spread out, like out in Yelm and Shelton. So, myself  and Chuck,my alt DCM, have
begun conversations with the church to look into some ways that we could possibly do a hybrid district meeting.

The other thing that has come up is with regards to updating our district handbook and looking into the relationship between our South Sound Service Center and District 8.
For those who don’t know, the South Sound Service Center operates a sort of  an intergroup but also as a function of  our district by primarily providing literature to groups
within our district. The handbook hasn’t been updated in about twenty years and over time, there seems to have become quite a lot of  “gray area” betweenwhat is District
business and what are administrative tasks for the office to handle. So, we have created an ad hoc committee to look into some of  these questions and decide howwe want to
move forward with regards to having a service center and updating our district handbook to clarify some of  the roles of  specific district positions.

There has also been some discord amongst a few of our groups on providing a hybrid format for their meetings. So, I would love to hear some success stories about how that’s
been working or how your groups have gotten through certain challenges. And I would also love to hear from other DCM’s who have begun facilitating district meetings
through some type of  a hybrid format.

One of  my goals over the next quarter is to starthaving regularly scheduled ad hoc committee meetings to begin updating our district 8 handbook. The other is to identify ways
to provide a hybrid format for ongoing district meetings and to possibly bring that to our September district meeting. My last goal- whew, that’s a lot of  goals! it to reach out to
Little Creek for a possible bid for a future Assembly. And I’ll put a little plug in now, that Little Creek Resort is a pretty awesome place to have an assembly, just saying…

District 9 – (Central Tacoma, Fircrest) DCM Andrew M.
Accomplishments from the past quarter.
While we’ve had a little turnover in terms of  servicepositions, our district trusted servants have been striving to fulfill their elected duties and attended many of  the meetings
provided by Area 72 to help them progress in their service. Most of  the GSRs have attended all of  themonthly business meetings and expressed how their groups continue to
thrive.

Problems or issues you are facing or have already dealt with.
The challenges of  Covid 19 continued to plague usuntil very recently. Now that many folks are vaccinated, more and more groups are beginning to reopen on an in-person
basis. There’s still a lot of  concern and some fear as we move forward.

Please share some goals you hope to achieve or begin work on in the next quarter.
District 9 made a decision at its last meeting to begin meeting in hybrid format at McKinley Hall. We’re incredibly grateful to have this option available until either the Puget
Sound Central Service Office (PSCSO) goes hybrid or, failing that, the district elects to return to the PSCSO. We’re also looking at a new location for our archives. Lots of  great
opportunities are beginning to unfold as the state reopens and all of  the service committees return to in person status. We’re grateful for Zoom, but it seems like everyone is
ready for three dimensional A.A. to return.

District 10 – (Kitsap Peninsula) DCM Patrick P./Alt DCM Gary D.
Accomplishments from the past quarter
This last quarter we were able to purchase the “Meeting Owl” Technology. After a few hours of  trying to figureout how to hook it all up, it has enhanced our way to
communicate within the District. It has also given us a tool that we have unlimited ideas of  how wecan use it to carry the message. For instance, using it for our Committee
Meetings' gives the members who would like to participate, and for various reasons cannot be there in person. All of  our district committees have the option touse it. Plus, it's
just Awesome!!

Problems or issues you are facing or have already dealt with.
An issue that we were able to move forward with was, what to do with the excess money we had in our bank account? The District as a whole did not spend very much money
from their budgets last year due to covid. It was a tough road with many meetings and lots of  different ideas, and of  course personalities. We all know whenmoney is involved it
gets quite spicy at times. With that said we got it done and we sent a bunch of  funds upline to Psaa,Area 72 and Gso. I thank everyone involved, as it was not easy and most
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importantly, we were able to use the processes in place, plus our program of  Alcoholics Anonymous to get it done. Most of  the district's trusted servants are glad that this
chapter is closed, and I got a front seat watching the spirituality of  the program work its magic.

Please share some goals you hope to achieve or begin work on in the next quarter.
First and foremost, I'm looking forward to being able to visit meetings throughout District 10 as they begin to open up. A bunch of  us are planning a Roadshowto see what we
can do to help the various meetings get involved at the district level.

Secondly at the District Meeting it was brought up by a member, one of  the things from the Big Book that says “We are not a Glum Lot”...This is the kind of  folks I get to
serve with, even though we just dealt with the hardest topic of  the year so far, our money situation, thevery next conversation  was that we needed to bring back the fun in AA.
Wow what an honor to serve with those whom live the program to the fullest and it reminds me daily that I need to take it easy on myself  and those aroundme ; )

District 11 – (Whatcom County, Bellingham) DCM Angela S.
Accomplishments from the past quarter (these are only highlights—there are more!)
•  After some interruptions due to COVID and a vacant chair position, the Grapevine & Literature Committee is back in action, getting lots of  literature to the groups, as well as
facilities (through C&T Committee).
•  The C&T Committee has strong online Detox meetings and has had some success with getting either 1:1 meetings into jails and/or getting literature to those incarcerated.
They have also started a local pen pal program for people in facilities to connect with AA members on the outside.
•  The Third Legacy committee put on a “Joy of  Service”event, a whole day of  service workshops. They alsoput on a “How to Write a Motion” workshop and facilitated a few
group inventories.
•  The Accessibility committee had a workshop on hybrid meetings that several groups attended. There are a handful of  groups trying hybrid meetings.
•  We had presentations at our GSR meetings on Remote Communities/Accessibilities and Young Persons.
•  Every month, a different district committee member has done a short presentation on a concept.
•  We are very close to printing schedules again, which would really help the suffering alcoholic without internet to find in-person meetings.
•   We have a fantastic district newsletter!
•  We have many meetings that are meeting in-person again (some are new!), and we have some new online-only meetings as well. AA is going strong in Whatcom County!

Problems or issues you are facing or have already dealt with.
•  It’s probably not terribly surprising, but there continues to be a fair amount of  turnover in ourdistrict trusted servant positions. For the most part, people have stepped in to
take over key positions, but we are still looking for a new secretary and alt treasurer. Hopefully, July will be the month those get filled!

Please share some goals you hope to achieve or begin work on in the next quarter.
•  District involvement/connection with new meetings and groups (online and in-person)
•  Attend more meetings in the district
•  Attend committee meetings

District 12 – (North and East Snohomish County, Everett) DCM Erin W.
● Going to have picnic on August 22nd, noon – 4pm in Marysville and a flyer is coming out.
● That’s all, I just got back into town.

District 14 – (West Seattle, White Center, Vashon Island) – DCM Dimitri H.
Accomplishments from the past quarter.

● Contributed money to the Public Information Booth that’s at the Evergreen Fair every year, in Monroe.
● Had several guest speakers attend District Meeting, to share experience, strength and hope around 7th tradition and AA General Service.
● Secured picnic area for potential September District Picnic.
● Gathered information about hybrid meetings; had members attend meetings in person and online – for research (and sober) purposes.
● GSR’s completed University and attended Delegate’s Report.

Problems or issues you are facing or have already dealt with.
● Having conversations about keeping district meeting online, returning to in person or making a hybrid meeting; a topic that many people are discussing in their

homegroups, and at times would prefer to talk about something else.
● Wanting the group conscience to provide for everybody, and also have the group conscience be brought forth in discussion, rather than someone’s (mine) own

opinion.

Please share some goals you hope to achieve or begin work on in the next quarter.
● Create a finance ad-hoc committee, and provide recommendations for 2022 District Budget.
● Continue the District Handbook ad hoc committee revisions.
● Attend the Pre-Assemblies in August.

District 15 – (Downtown Seattle, West Capitol Hill) DCM Jack J.
Accomplishments from the past quarter.

● Coordinating with District 40 on planning Gratitude Banquet
● Supported dialogue among GSRs on steps and best practices for returning to face-to-face of  going hybrid
● Hosted presentation by Area Treasurer, “Where Money & Spirituality Mix;” heard from GSIG servant on energizing 12th Step call list, integrating with Night Watch

(24-hour call answering) list
● Donated funds to PI booth at Monroe fair
● Elected Intergroup Liaison and Treatment Chair positions

Problems or issues you are facing or have already dealt with.
● A number of  committee chair positions available

Please share some goals you hope to achieve or begin work on in the next quarter.
● Along with DCM for D17, bring to the floor at Area 72 July 2021 Business Quarterly a motion to create a virtual district for online groups
● Encourage participation of  GSRs in Pre-Assembly meetings

District 16 – (NE Seattle, University District) DCM Ella T.
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Accomplishments from the past quarter. District 16 has continued to outreach groups to encourage participation in District Activities. Three additional GSRs have been elected
and become involved this quarter as a result. The DCM provided a mini-GSR school for the new GSRs to catch them up with the Area GSR University curricula.

The Burien Little Assembly handoff  from the 2021 hostdistrict (D15) to the 2022 host district (D16) continued. D17 will be co-hosting 2022 and have been wonderful partners.

Speakers attended our May meeting to share and answer questions about virtual districts – expected to be a Motion at the Fall Assembly. Although the meeting ran over, the
format was nonetheless very well received by GSRs and D16 will continue to seek out and invite speakers on relevant topics prior to October.

Problems or issues you are facing or have already dealt with. D16 is in need of  individuals (from anydistrict!) interested in helping bring this historic service assembly back in
person next year. Contact Ella T at dcm16@area72aa.org, (206) 856-9851 to learn more. The cost requires more than the usual level of  fundraising due to impactsof  COVID.

The June D16 business meeting conflicted with one of  the two scheduled Delegate reports and there wasconsensus to cancel for GSRs to attend the Delegate’s report.

Please share some goals you hope to achieve or begin work on in the next quarter.
We will continue to invite speakers on topic areas expected to be on the October agenda in some manner. Remote communities will share at our July meeting.

District 17 – (NW Seattle, Ballard) DCM Seonaidh D.
Accomplishments from the past quarter
We have:

● worked with Online Groups and D16 to present the motion to form an online District.
● worked with the Remote Communities committee ramping up
● begun inviting a series of  guest speakers at our Districtmeetings to help inform GSRs about the Area committees and the work they do
● attended and presented at business meetings of  sixgroups in the District
● Thoroughly adored the Delegates’ Concepts workshops

Problems or issues you are facing or have already dealt with.
● We are trying to sort out the format of  our own districtmeetings going forward--online/hybrid/in person.

Please share some goals you hope to achieve or begin work on in the next quarter.
● Supporting Groups as they begin their transitions, whether they be to in-person-only, hybrid, or online.
● Begin putting together a revised District 17 Handbook
● Working with D16 to begin planning the Burien Little Assembly
● Hold some small in-person events for fellowship
● Planning the District Inventory in January
● Supporting Online District Engagement
● Ramping up Corrections and Treatment service work as access to facilities allow

District 18 – (Renton, Kent, Tukwila) DCM Jeff  O
● We had extra funds so made a split to GSO, Area and Intergroup which was great to help fund services.
● Our webmaster has kept webpage up to date with meeting information.
● In-person meetings are starting without hybrid.
● Remote Communities will be invited to conduct a presentation.
● Last month we had the biggest District meeting – 22 participants.
● Challenges: filling all positions but with increased participation, we anticipate that will change.

District 19 – (West Everett, Mukilteo) DCM Tom
No report

District 21 – (Grays Harbor County and half  of  PacificCounty) DCM Jamy J.
Accomplishments: During this past quarter many of the Groups in Grays Harbor and North Pacific County have continued to be available to the still suffering alcoholics in a
variety of  ways including Zoom, hybrid and in personmeetings. As time has progressed some of  the hybridand zoom meetings have returned to in person meetings only or
reopened from no meetings at all. We continue to have Zoom and hybrid meetings as well.
Concerns: Several of  our committee chair positionsand the Alternate DCM position remain open. The District 21 Business Meeting will return to an in person meeting in July
and it is our hope that this will attract more members to fill the open positions.
Goals: To encourage more attendance at the District Business meeting and become fully involved in Area 72 service work.
District 22 – (North Olympic Peninsula) DCM Becky S.
Accomplishments from the past quarter. We are surviving!!! Most of  our meetings are still on zoom because of the facilities guidelines for capacity. Some of  thecommittee
members have met to start the planning for the January Quarterly that we are hosting in 2022. Treatment is getting ready to start bringing meetings into the inpatient facility.
Meetings have started going into the juvenile facility.

Problems or issues you are facing or have already dealt with.
We had a couple of  chairs step down from their positions.

Please share some goals you hope to achieve or begin work on in the next quarter. Meetings start to safely open in person and/or hybrid. We have the rural communities
committee coming to do a presentation at the District Meeting in August.  I am also hoping that we start the discussion about the need for a young person’s chair in our district.

District 24 – (Edmonds, Lynnwood, Mountlake Terrace) Alt DCM Kelley
● We supported PI booth at the Evergreen State Fair.
● We have a zoom coordinator and events coordinator which is great.
● We have GSIG rep and Accessibility chair open.
● For the assembly we are organizing something at local conference room in a hotel so the district can be together for the Assembly which is being held via zoom.
● We are having a BBQ at the Edmonds City Park on July 31st.
● I attended both Delegate reports and the information was fantastic and took back 9 pages of  information to the district.

District 27 (Woodland, Cowlitz and Wahkiakum Counties, Longview, Kelso) – Alt DCM Leanne
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● Half  of  our meetings have opened in-person.
● We have several hybrid meetings.
● The most activity is our Activities Committee who had a camp out at the ocean and a picnic next month. Our Corrections and Treatment facilities are still closed.
● Our District will be in-person in August to get everyone back together.
● We look forward to getting back to jails and treatment centers as they open up.

District 28 – (Lewis County, Centralia)
No report

District 29 – (Puyallup, Eatonville, Orting) DCM Mikala
Accomplishments from the past quarter. This quarter we have been making a lot of  moves to bring meetingsback into local treatment centers and the Puyallup jail.  I have also
seen a lot of  our district eager to meet in person. I have also been encouraged by meetings in D29 adjusting with restrictions starting to lift in the county.

Problems or issues you are facing or have already dealt with. A big challenge these last few weeks has been finding a way to make our District meetings(s) more accessible to
people who are not able to attend in person meetings. This has led to a lot of  Trusted servants very suddenlyvacating their positions.

Please share some goals you hope to achieve or begin work on in the next quarter.
My first goal is to work with our District committees to find a way to make our meeting hybrid permanently. We may have to change the location of  our meeting,but I am
hoping this will open up more opportunities for more people in our district. I have amazing people working with me to find the best way for us to move forward. I also hope to
find more Trusted servants and people interested in serving at the district level.  My hope is that the changes in meeting format will encourage more participation and
excitement!

District 31 – (Burien, Des Moines, Tukwila) DCM Larry B.
● District 31 remains steadfast in our commitment to service of  our fellows.
● Our district meetings are filled with servants ready to inform, educate and carry the message of  recovery to our friends in the fellowship and out.
● The wonderfully informative studies on GSR and DCM tasks and responsibilities being provided by our alternate delegate have had a strong following from our

district. Both of  the Delegates Reports were well attended.
● Our District Chair positions are helping us stay informed as to what can be done at this point in our evolving service structure.
● We have an opportunity to host a presentation from the Remote Communities ad-hoc Committee at our July 14th meeting. Broadening understanding of  important

issues helps us determine where we can be helpful and carry the message. Many thanks to the RC Committee for offering to share their information with us.
● In short, I believe district 31 is strong, steady and ready to support the fellowship and Area72 in their primary purpose. To carry the message of  recovery to the

alcoholic that still suffers.
● We gladly look forward to our chance to be part of the October Area Assembly. Participation in discussion, the opportunity to bring the group conscience, these are

the events we look forward to.
● I pray health and happiness to all.
● I will be stepping down and at next district meeting we will be selecting a new DCM

District 32 – (Auburn, Federal Way) DCM Nick C.
● We are going to have annual picnic on July 18th, info is on our website.
● Our district will be transitioning from virtual to in-person business meetings.
● We are lacking Corrections, Accessibilities and one other chair position.
● We have a mix of  online, in-person and hybrid meetings– we have meetings every day of  the week.

District 33 – (East Kent, Maple Valley, Black Diamond, Summit) DCM Kimberlee P.
Accomplishments from the past quarter.
Currently District 33 has16 meetings that are meeting in person.
4 virtual meetings and 7 that are still closed. There are 2 new GSRs that have volunteered for their groups in the past quarter.  The DCM & Alt DCM attended the last DCM
University.  They have also joined the DCM Roundtables. Lots of  great information sharing has occurred becauseof  this.

Problems or issues you are facing or have already dealt with.
The district meeting is still virtual for at least the month of  July due to the   lack of  a place tomeet.  It had been held at the Maple Valley Police Station.  They have not opened
the scheduling of  their meeting rooms yet.  The AlternateDCM is looking for a location.
A speaker’s meeting is considering closing after 15 years due to lack of  participation from Home Groupmembers.
One church has asked a meeting to purchase insurance to use their facility.  That meeting is looking into it with help from the Area Chair & Secretary.  They may move the
meeting.

Please share some goals you hope to achieve or begin work on in the next quarter.
Working with the speaker’s meeting contact to see if  D33 can assist with getting the word out that theyneed support.

District 34 (Bellevue, Redmond, Mercer Island) –DCM Carlos E./Alt DCM Brian G.
Accomplishments from the past quarter.
We had our district inventory workshop; district is going better than I thought.
We had a member stand up for ESIG service position. Proud of  been part of  very healthy District. Startingto work in all GSR tradition workshop with neighboring
Districts 35, 36, 38 wish is going to be in august 28. All committee chairs are on top of  their servicepositions. And GSRs brings excellent reports from their home groups to
district. Starting to Reach out groups that they do not have GSRs.

Problems or issues you are facing or have already dealt with
We are having difficulties of  communication with neighboringdistricts. Not too much feedback for All GSRs workshop event. Sent emails not too much respond. Solution is to
call them direct to DCMs and ALT-DCMs. Our YPAA service position chair has step down because of  personal issues.  we are working on how to have our district meeting
more accessible to aa members

Please share some goals you hope to achieve or begin work on in the next quarter.
District has three service positions available and looking forward to fill those positions. To achieve All GSRs tradition workshop in unity with districts 35-36-38
We will start to work on another service workshop (how area 72, districts, and intergroups work together)

District 35 (Issaquah, Sammamish) – DCM Jennifer C.
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On May 15th District 35 hosted a Rule 62 workshop which was well attended and filled with laughter and love.  One of  the workshop panelists, previously lived in Western
Washington but now lives in North Carolina.  Her many AA friends in North Carolina attended the workshop to support her and they outnumbered the attendees from District
35 and other Area Districts.  Due to being so heavily outnumbered, some of  the local attendees started to refer to Washington as West Carolina, as we are alcoholics, and we
want to fit in.
We plan on hosting one more workshop this year, but we haven’t decided on the topic or set the date yet, so I’ll get back to you on that.

District 35 has held its Monthly Business meetings at the Issaquah Senior Center since the 1980’s. We moved with the Senior Center when it moved to its’s current location from
the Firehouse on Sunset Blvd. in the 1990’s.  We’ve enjoyed having had this longstanding relationship with the Seniors Center.  Unfortunately, the Seniors Center is looking at
doing business differently post-pandemic, and District 35 will no longer be able to hold its business meetings there.  Thankfully, while meeting on-line, we don’t consider
ourselves to be homeless. Prior to receiving this information, we had been talking about becoming a hybrid District meeting, so we are looking at this as an opportunity to find a
new venue which will better suit that ambition.

On the Agenda for our July Business meeting, we will be discussing our 2021 Gratitude Banquet. Last year we held an online Workshop, which was nice, but just not the same.
The Gratitude banquet is our largest and most loved event which celebrates unity in our district. I hope we will be able to do so in person this year.   I’ll get back to you on that
one as well.

District 36 (NE King County, Duvall, North Bend) –DCM Ray H.
Accomplishments from the past quarter: We had a district inventory in April after updating our district guidelines, helping to keep our district healthy during these covid times.
continue to update our website, snovalleyaa.org and keep the meeting schedule up to date. Echo Glen Juvenile Detention Center Meeting is open and interested members can
sign up on our website for Saturday meeting!

Problems or issues you are facing or have already dealt with:  Our District Meeting is still being held via Zoom, so contacting the meetings that have gone silent seems to be the
issue we are dealing with. At this time District 36 has 21 live in person meetings, 10 Zoom meetings, and 15 meetings that are temporarily closed. Phone calls and emails to
current members and past GSRs is helping us to keep our webmaster up to date.

Please share some goals you hope to achieve or begin work on in the next quarter: At each district meeting we review 2 of  the 21 items on the Inventory guidelines to keep us
focused on AA’s purpose, have a event to attract young members, plan for our gratitude dinner, and work on public information and cpc to reach out to the alcoholic that's still
suffering

District 37 (North Clark County, North Vancouver, Woodland) DCM Julie U./ Alt DCM Sunny W.
Accomplishments from the past quarter
We filled the Accessibility Chair position, and she is excited to start making an impact.  She is working on getting a poll to groups in our District on how accessible their
meetings are.
Archives continues to get District 7 & 37’s archives digitized- working together on this project.
Young Peoples chair has formed a committee, they are attending meetings and have gotten on club house to commit to their Friday evening meeting as a Young Persons
meeting.  Scheduling a workshop for tentative date in September.

Problems or issues you are facing or have already dealt with.
Need to fill Grapevine/Literature chair.
Our Registrar had to resign, he found his replacement which was a win and has helped it to be a seamless transition.

Looking into locations to possibly start meeting in person.  Our Intergroup location is too small, also not sure all members want to meet in person the convenience of  Zoom
which limits the extra travel and our meetings run smoothly and end on time.  We will continue discussion as Old Business to come to a good consensus.

Please share some goals you hope to achieve or begin work on in the next quarter.
Fill Grapevine/Lit chair.  Start attending in person meetings to encourage more GSR participation.

District 38 (Kirkland) DCM Leonard
No report

District 39 (Bothell, Kenmore, Woodinville) DCM Jon S.
Last quarter has been focused on reaching out to all 40 meetings and seeing how many are going life or hybrid and how everyone feels about going back soon.

We have also been dealing with masks or no masks problems for live meetings and how to address the challenge. We have been updating the D39 meeting status and getting
GSRs to attend our district meeting.

District 40 – (East Capitol Hill, Madison Beach) DCM Erin E.
● It’s been a busy month!  We dedicated a district meeting to discuss issues to take back to your groups when discussing hybrid, in-person, alternating, etc. We had a

healthy discussion.
● We are going to do a fellowship event as we have only been meeting online all rotation.
● We are going to stay online for our district meeting.

District 41 – (North Downtown Seattle, Magnolia) DCM Seth G.
Accomplishments from the past quarter.
Several of  our groups have resumed a partial in-personmeeting schedule as local COVID guidelines have become more relaxed.  These meetings are helping to reconnect with
the not-online folks who became a remote community during the pandemic.  Our online meetings have been a unique opportunity to carry the message beyond District 41;
several groups that offer ASL interpretation see regular attendance by a nationwide deaf  community.
At our district meetings held on Zoom, we have been joined by guest speakers to learn more about our service partners, such as the PI booth at Monroe Fair and GSIG.

Problems or issues you are facing or have already dealt with.
For each group, the decision to resume in-person meetings is heavily influenced by each landlord’s willingness to open their doors to groups.  This varies from one landlord
opening their space (with COVID guidelines in place) to other landlords keeping their doors closed to all groups until later this year.
The city recently opened a new temporary modular shelter in our district and some district committee members suggested taking AA brochures to their office, which prompted
a discussion at our district level about whether this violates AA Tradition against promotion.  We used this as a learning opportunity about public information and service.

Please share some goals you hope to achieve or begin work on in the next quarter.
Over the next quarter, we hope to see that more groups are able to expand their in-person meeting schedule safely.
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Our district has several events that we regularly participate in each year, although this year we are only tentatively committing to them until the event is 1-2 months away.
Fortunately, one of  these events is a summer fellowshippicnic which we are moving forward with.  This picnic will be held on Saturday, July 17th from 1:00-4:00pm at Magnolia
Park (1461 Magnolia Blvd. W).

District 42 – (NW Seattle, Shoreline, Lake Forest Park) DCM Sarah M.
No report

District 43 – (Gig harbor, Purdy, Port Orchard) DCM Cowboy Steve/Alt DCM Steve M.
● Some meetings have opened up – often depending on the building
● Working on getting back into treatment and correction facilities but we are having challenges
● Looking to fill open positions

District 44 – (North Tacoma, Gig Harbor) DCM Angie C.
No report

District 45 – (SW Pierce County, JBLM, Steilacoom, Spanaway) DCM Joyce F.
Accomplishments from the past quarter

● have reopened for F2F meetings and some groups have made the decision to go hybrid. Attendance at the F2F meetings has been steadily increasing and members are
thankful to see a resemblance of  normalcy.  A conversationwas opened at our last District meeting to discuss returning F2F or going hybrid. The topic was tabled until
the July district meeting so we could see what reopening the state would look like for our F2F possibility and what decision would be made by the PSCSO board
members for purchasing hybrid equipment for hybrid capability. The vote should be happening the second Sunday in July.

● A number of  D45’s GSR’s attended the Delegate’s reportback and both the 71st Conference quick guide and the Delegate’s slides were emailed to them to facilitate
the report back to their homegroups. At the District meeting our corrections, treatment and grapevine/lit liaisons reported on the conference topics from their
specialties with me picking up the rest. It was fun to share the information with them and encourage them to give their reports. It became more interactive and they
felt a little more ‘a part of ’.

● Wendy E, GSR from Seeking Serenity, brought a discussion topic about the Area Archivist not getting a vote at Area quarterlies or Assembly. We’ve been researching
the history behind this and have decided to present it at the July Area quarterly as a discussion topic.

● Yes, the rumors are true! District 45 is going to have a picnic!! August 21st at the Kiwanis shelter in Wapato park. Our Alt DCM, Patty M, is heading up the planning
committee. A little secret, Chili Dogs, are on the menu!!

Problems or issues you are facing or have already dealt with.
● We had a little glitch during our June district meeting. At least to our District members it seemed like a little glitch but to me, it seemed like an “Oh No! Pull your

hair kind of  glitch”. In the middle of  our meetingmy wifi crashed and crashed hard! It did not come back up for about 1½ hours! By the time I gathered my senses
enough to grab my phone and zoom on using my network, I didn’t know what to expect. I even had the fear that by the time I logged back on, everyone would have
left and no one would be there. How completely irrational of  me! That’s how quickly my false pride and alcoholic thinking can kick in. When I logged back on the
Alt DCM, Patty M, was smoothly and efficiently chairing the meeting. Having a good agenda and fantastic Alt...priceless.

● We had one other issue and what a great learning lesson it was. One of  the men’s sober houses had called the volunteer line looking to have F2F meetings brought
into their facility. This call was sent to the treatment committee and they have a group of  guys taking meetings in. Masks are being worn and social distancing is in
place. The question came up whether these meetings should be handled by the accessibility committee instead of  the treatment committee since a sober livinghouse
isn’t a treatment facility. Our treatment liaison, Cheryl F, was able to find the answer on pg 17 of her workbook and present it at the following district meeting.

● Carrying the Message Into Other Treatment Settings From pg 17 of  the Treatment Workbook

Some local Treatment Committees offer presentations to professionals, and meetings to clients, in facilities such as:
● Court-ordered treatment meetings
● Halfway and three-quarter houses
● Crisis centers and safe houses
● Sober living transitional homes
● Nursing homes, retirement communities, and assisted living facilities Veterans Administration facilities
● Homeless shelters and detoxification centers.
● Occasionally, Treatment Committees assist Corrections Committees (especially when the facility is both corrections- and treatment-related), some offer Twelfth Step

calls in hospitals, or A.A. meetings in head trauma units of  hospitals.
● Committees are free to approach and cooperate with a wide variety of  facilities. Your committee’s informedgroup conscience will determine which facilities to

approach and which projects to undertake.

Please share some goals you hope to achieve or begin work on in the next quarter:
● To continue working and learning together as a team and to encourage others into a life of  service that is both fulfilling and rewarding.

District 46 – (Whidbey, Fidalgo, San Juan islands) DCM Michele M.
Hello Area 72,
District 46 has been very busy trying to reach the still suffering alcoholic. It was discovered that our telephone answering service was not reaching volunteers as was hoped with
an updated phone list of  volunteers so we, of  course,started an ad hoc committee to solve this problem and came to find out that most people didn’t have the correct number
in their phones. They had the hotline number but that isn’t the number they call volunteers from so we called everyone on the hotline list to correct the number and things have
improved dramatically. We were all excited to find it was a simple fix and now the still suffering alcoholic who calls gets to speak to someone in their area who understands. We
are thrilled with the results. Thanks to our PI chair and our phone coordinator for their hard work. Our PI chair is also very busy, despite her moving and family commitments,
checking to make sure all libraries have at least a couple of  Big Books to lend out and making surewe can be found by following up on our advertising and distributing our
district business card which displays our Area QR code to find meetings easily.

Our Schedules coordinator has been working very diligently with our Web chairs along with GSR’s to try to keep with continuous changes being made in the district with
meetings going back to in person, groups trying out hybrid to try to be “all inclusive”, as well as the new meetings that have started in the past couple of  months. We know it is a
huge challenge to stay on top of  it and appreciateher efforts and our Web boys for their patience.

We also have our Accessibility chair very involved in the Remote Communities issue and now the Elder Community outreach. We are thrilled as a district for her passion in
these areas.

Our CPC chair has become our contact with the military here on the Whidbey Island and we are thrilled to be making more of  an effort in that regard sincewe have many
military families here.

Our Corrections chair is working well with our Area Corrections chair and we look forward to her report after their latest Quarterly. Her efforts in continuing the meetings
at the local jail with the intense work with jail officials has proven fruitful as Island County Jail has been having weekly meetings almost all of  the“Covid year” virtually and has
been a great resource for the men and women who are incarcerated. She has been a been forward thinking in this regard and I know the incarcerated men and women in Island
County Jail appreciate her efforts.
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Our Web chair and Alternate are working tirelessly in regards to the schedules, our website, our new newsletter and now their “expertise” or perhaps it will be their
“patience” with our newly purchased “OWL MEETING PRO”. Since our District has passed a motion that all future district meetings will be hybrid this is extremely important
to us all. Since we are one of  those Remote Communitieswe have been talking about this past year and our meetings span 5 Islands and only one is accessible without a ferry,
we are hoping this will entice those who weren’t capable to be of  service before to at least consider beingof  service to the District because of  our use ofvirtual forums now. We
are excited for the future of  our District with thisnew tool in our arsenal. Our first official hybrid District meeting will be August 21st from Orcas Island. We will let you know
how this improves our outreach and work in the District communities after that.

Some groups are trying hybrid meetings and are having an issue with some people refusing to do hybrid because of  a fear that their anonymity will be broken. Iwould love to
hear any conversations or solutions. I believe that COVID showed us that we weren’t as “all inclusive” as we could be and that “virtual” platforms have added a level of
outreach we hadn’t consider before, at least in our District.
The question, is “Is your anonymity at a higher level of  risk in a virtual platform than it is at an in-personmeeting?”

I so appreciate those in District 46 and their level of  service, they are awesome!

District 54 – (Enumclaw, Buckley, Bonney Lake) DCM Steve L./Alt DCM Stacie
Truthfully, not a lot has changed since my last report. We still have several committee positions open.
That being said, our core of  GSRs and Committee Chairs are doing a great job. We’ve had our second Zoom workshop and are looking forward to the day we can hold
workshops in person. One of  our women’s meetings has stepped up and has begun organizing a district picnic, which will be held at Mud Mountain Dam, August 21. Flyers will
be distributed.

We have more and more meetings opening in person and I believe most everyone up here on the Plateau is looking forward to the fellowship and hugs. Our Treatment
Co-Chairs are reaching out to our treatment facilities and other Districts to be ready when everything opens up.

Our goal, obviously, is to increase participation at district level and fill committee positions (suggestions are welcome).

District 55 – (Sequim Area) DCM Kyle/Alt DCM Teresa M
● We had a group conscious and going back to live district meetings.  We are currently hybrid.
● Our schedule has been updated along with our website.
● The Duck-In will host their first in-person/potluck speakers meeting on the last Friday of  the month.
● All positions are filled except Archives Chair.

District 56 – (East Jefferson County) DCM Charley P.
Our meetings out here have almost entirely opened up to in-person.  Only 7 of  our about 50 weekly meetingsare still happening only online.  Our monthly District meeting is
still Zoom only, although that might change as early as September.

Accomplishments from the past quarter: This past quarter, we set up an electronic method for groups and members to contribute to District 56, along with a contributions page
on our website.  A big challenge from the past quarter was getting all of  the meetings to update their informationon the schedule as they opened up, and our district trusted
servants have been invaluable in doing the legwork to make sure that information is updated.  We really enjoyed the presentation by the Remove Communities Committee, and
shortly thereafter had a meeting from a remote community come in out of  the cold!  That meeting is now availableon our schedule.

Problems or issues you are facing or have already dealt with: We're still missing a couple District positions.  We've also had low GSR and committee member attendance at our
monthly meetings.  Those who have been fulfilling their positions have been absolute rockstars, and I am so grateful to serve with the people I serve with.

Please share some goals you hope to achieve or begin work on in the next quarter: Big goals for the coming quarter are to fill our empty service positions, find a physical
location for our monthly District meeting to start meeting in-person, if  we decide to do that, and, if  our Alt DCM position remains unfilled, to forma committee to organize
our Gratitude Banquet at the end of  the year.

District 57 – (Spanish speaking groups north of  KingSnohomish Counties) DCM Ramiro
● We have 9 groups; we did a count of  members and havearound 87+ members in the district.
● Every 2nd and 4th Sunday in Snohomish office have a meeting
● Assisted Delegate reports and passed information to our district. I could see in the last quarter the groups have started sending group and personal contributions.
● We assisted Corrections Quarterly and interested in supporting Corrections as a district.  We are interested in having Area Corrections Chair come visit our district.
● Intergroup started working with directories and putting in public places and started working with PI.
● We have speakers’ meetings similar to Regela 62 – ours are in-person
● We will have picnic on August 15th in Snohomish – there will be great food, you are welcome to attend!
● Thank you for supporting the Spanish speaking community

MOTIONS:

MOTION #3: “The Area Finance Committee recommends that Area 72 adopt current, and future, General Service Office practices regarding contribution
limits.”
Presented by: Eddy M-M Alt Treasurer
Seconded by: Seth DCM41

● Area72 does not have a limit on individual contributions at this time.  We would like a limit on contributions to align with GSO as a best practice.
● GSO has a cap on contributions.  This cap is to avoid unbalanced contributions which could potentially lead to influence by those individuals.
● Currently GSO practice includes individuals’ limits ($5,000), bequest through a will is a one-time ($10,000) limit, and no limits from groups, Areas, and Committees.

GSO does not accept contributions from non-AA members even if  they want to donate on behalf  of  an AA memberwho passed away.
● We got asked the question about our current practices. After research, we realized Area 72 does not have any general practice.  So, we thought that following GSO’s

guidelines and if  we need to adjust in the future,we will revisit as needed.

Discussion:
● Bridget: This has been a problem more broadly addressed/mentioned in our literature.  People have called Intergroup and wanted to donate 50K and we clarified we

cannot accept that.
● Seth DCM41: I don’t feel it’s well known what the contribution limits are.  A request for Area is to have these resources available – change in value of  a dollar and reminder

about current contribution limits.  This way we could easily get it to the GSRs.
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● Seonaidh DCM17:  This seems sensible and it’s to align with GSO.
● Jack DCM15: This comes with no background information – if  this moves forward, I would like backgroundas this has not been brought up before.
● Chase DCM3:  Having a set limit is a good idea.  Concerns with large donations is referenced in our literature.
● Lupita Treasurer: Eddy and I were asked by someone about our current practices and after researched, we realized the Area doesn’t have a best practice. We would like to

align with GSO to allow some flexibility to adjust over time vs. setting a specific amount. This was brought to the Finance Committee who reviewed and discussed. This is
the role of  the Finance committee, to look at our financial practices and see what might need to be updated or if  we need to add something new.

VOTE: Motion to be place on the assembly agenda, “The Area Finance Committee recommends that Area 72 adopt current, and future, General Service Office
practices regarding contribution limits.”

Yes 91%/No 9%: Motion passed to move to the assembly agenda

APPOINTED TRUSTED SERVANT REPORTS:

Accessibility – Jesse W.
This past quarter has been a busy one. Bridget from the Remote Communities subcommittee and I have attended several district meetings to explain Accessibilities and Remote
Communities. The sub-committee has also met 3 times and has a solid plan moving forward that includes printing and distributing a flyer to remote communities.

The Accessibilities committee met multiple time over zoom to read through the accessibilities workbook and discuss its contents. We will be continuing to have informal
monthly meetings to discuss any questions or concerns that might come up in between the quarterlies. Several of  us have also been meeting with other committees to reach out
to people in our areas senior and assisted living facilities. This has led to the creation of  a flyer that will be sent to districts for distribution at their local facilities.

One of  the main issues that we dealt with thispast quarter is explaining the Areas role in language interpretation, specifically American Sign Language. With the language
steering committee, we had a meeting with members of  the accessibility committee to go over the historyand role of  the Area in interpretation. This wasable to clear up some
of  the confusion amongst district and intergroup accessibility committees. As a result of  this discussion, I wasable to attend a meeting of  the Portland Deaf  AccessCommittee
(which also serves parts of  Area 72) and learn howother areas successfully deal with the issue, so that these methods can be passed on to our chairs.

The other main issue going forward will be developing best practices for hybrid meetings so that nobody is left behind as things begin to open back up in our area. There has
been a lot of  great work done by districts aroundour area that will help us to determine the best practices for different sizes and types of  meetings.

My main goals for the next quarter will be to see all the work of  this past quarter to be put intoaction. This last quarter there was a lot of  preparingof  information and flyers,
now that those things are being finalized, I hope to see them in the hands of  district committees around the area. I also look forward to continuing to speak at districts to
explain accessibilities and remote communities, as well as helping districts solve whatever problems may arise.

If  you have any questions or concerns or are just interested in accessibilities, please reach out to me! I am happy to answer any questions you might have.

Archives Chair – Carina W.
Accomplishments from the past quarter
We are making some good progress in a variety of  areas:

● Content Collection. The pandemic required some rethinking of  how digital content is managed, since March 2020,most assets (flyers, agendas, minutes, contact lists,
financial reports, QBRs, etc.) have been distributed electronically rather than through printed hard copies. As one might imagine, the focus of  most existingAA
Archives documentation and guidance related to digital archives is specific to generating digital copies from physical assets. Through much discussion and review
within the Archives Steering Committee (ASC), we seem to have landed on the final determination of  archival file formats and are also getting closer to delivery
vehicles and communication paths. Mary, Area Archivist, and I are working together to expand the current documentation set to include additional guidelines and
support, initially for the Appointed/Elected officers and then the Districts, the goal of  which is to ensureour Archives become/remain fully up to date with all past,
current, and future assets.

● Archives Digital Repository. Steve C, our Digital Archivist and Panel-67 past-Delegate continues to work diligently on the research and hands-on maintenance of  our
Digital Archives. One of  his priorities is the researchand documentation for consideration of  a DigitalRepository Policy document. 

● Obituary Collection. In addition to participating in policy and strategy discussions, ASC Member, Donna H., manages this important collection. In the short time
between the May and June ASC meetings, she received >140 new obituaries that she has already sorted into albums for safe keeping.

● Digitization. ASC member, Rita N., has been busy scanning photos and other printed assets to include in our Archives Digital Repository. This provides an important
level of  redundancy and is part of  the “3 copies”rule (original, touchable, digital) that I’ve learned so much about since January.

● Archives/Web Collaboration. I attended one of  theWeb Steering Committee meetings. That was cool. I learned a lot, shared some of  the goals the ASC isworking
towards around digital content collection, and am super optimistic about the collaboration so far. As one might imagine, the Content Collection was one of  the
subjects.

● Contacts List. Adding a column to note the month/year each of  our contacts began serving Archives per anoutcome of  the Spring Archives Quarterly

Problems or issues facing or already dealt with
… are really just growth opportunities. Especially since God’s got our backs! (I think I’ll just keep this here for a while.)

● We experienced some hiccups with enhanced Zoom for Business features during our May Quarterly. We realized the root cause of  the interpretation glitch was so
seriously simple. District Archivists asked for a guide, which I can gratefully report is in the works. In the meantime, here are some links to Zoom documentation that
will give you everything you need and more.

o Polling - https://support.zoom.us/hc/en-us/articles/213756303-Polling-for-meetings 
o Interpretation - https://support.zoom.us/hc/en-us/articles/360034919791

Goals to achieve or begin in the next quarter
● Archives Committee Quarterly on Saturday, August 7th from 10am – 2pm

Remember that you can find always find details on the Events page of  our Area72 website (https://area72aa.org/event/archives-committee-quarterly-august-2021/).
● Content Collection. I’m confident we will close out the planning and documentation phase of  this project and move towards training and implementation. Once final,

the information set will be shared with the District Archivists so that they are able to leverage according to their individual District’s needs.
● Policy Review. The ASC is currently evaluating the Area Handbook and Archives Policy Statement against current practices to determine where we might be out of

sync. In some cases, we might need to adjust how we’re doing things and in others, we will draft our recommended changes. It is exciting to see that a Discussion Topic
is being presented at this Area Business Meeting to review the clerical error in our Area Handbook removing the Area Archivists right of  participation. I am looking
forward to this discussion!

● Finance Management. As another outcome of  the abovepolicy review, the ASC is evaluating current roles, responsibilities, and reporting vehicles necessary to
ensure our expenses are aligning to budget. We are already doing this at a high-level together with our Area Treasurer and Alt Treasurer. This would take the current
process a step further. One thought we’re exploring is incorporating a Treasurer role from our already existing structure to work closely with the Archives Chair, who
remains ultimately accountable.

● Step Ashore will include our Archives Traveling Display! Several current and past ASC members will be participating, including myself. 

https://support.zoom.us/hc/en-us/articles/213756303-Polling-for-meetings
https://support.zoom.us/hc/en-us/articles/360034919791
https://area72aa.org/event/archives-committee-quarterly-august-2021/
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● Digital Display. This project has been put on the backburner as we’ve tackled some more urgent items. The goal is to address the current accessibility limitations
requiring members to either individually travel to the Archives Repository in Lakewood or wait for the next time/location that the Traveling Display will be presented
for viewing. Did I already mention that the Archives Traveling Display will be available for viewing at the 2021 Step Ashore?😉 

Please see Mary N., our Area Archivist’s, report for more detailed information about all of  the projects she’s managing in the Archives Repository and beyond!

Archivist – Maryland N.
Accomplishments from the past quarter. for the July Archives presentation.  And providing input for the July Discussion Topic on Archivist Voting issue. Training and
attendance at the May Quarterly.  Participated in the A72 Bellevue School District PI effort.  Participated in two Pierce County PI Roadshows. Conducted one Oral History on
Don N.--it took over 3 hours in two sessions and ended up with a voice-to-text transcript that is 42 pages long.  I have continued verifying, reorganizing and labeling boxes from
our earliest trusted servants at the Delegate level. Began a cursory review of  the de-acidified documents from Eric B., past Delegate and Trustee.

Problems or issues you are facing or have already dealt with.
o We need larger bandwidth at Repository to allow uploading/downloading of  the Digital Repository (over200 GB); and to accommodate the Zoom activity of the goal of
hybrid operations such as the Regional Archives Workshop 9/11/2021 which is hosted by A72 and is about the skills of  conservation and preservation so paramount to all
archivists.
o Update of  AA/History panels with maps and Delegates.
o Database modernization for current and future operations.

Please share some goals you hope to achieve or begin work on in the next quarter. Planning the hybrid Regional Archives Workshop 9/11/2021 which is hosted by A72 and is
about the skills of  conservation and preservationso paramount to all archivists. Dave C. is our instructor and this will be at the Repository. Work with mapping volunteer to
update History Panels.  Work with vendor for conversion of  Foxpro database. Chaperone attendance of  TravellingDisplay and ASC for Step Ashore Aug 12-15, 2021.

Archives Steering Committee Report by Archivist Maryland N.
Accomplishments from the past quarter.
Providing research for the July Discussion Topic on Archivist Voting issue. Attendance at the May Quarterly. A total of  1055 volunteer hours have been completed in the first 5
months of  2021.  Our projects include digitizing over150 letters from the 1940s to and from Area 72. Digitization of  about 100 documents from the PacificNorthwest
Conference. Building out the Digital Repository and backing it up at Repository monthly.  Scanning about 40 documents into .pdf  version for future sending to new
Archivists--these are normally used at physical quarterlies yet with the virtual reality we have now we needed them to be digitally available.  Continued verifying, reorganizing
and labeling boxes from our earliest trusted servants at the Delegate level. Drafting a document to be finalized by the Archives Chair for standardization of  what Area 72
Elected and Appointed trusted servants can provide to the Repository.

Problems or issues you are facing or have already dealt with.
o We need larger bandwidth at Repository to allow uploading/downloading of  the Digital Repository (over200 GB); and to accommodate the Zoom activity of the goal of
hybrid operations such as the Regional Archives Workshop 9/11/2021 which is hosted by A72 and is about the skills of  conservation and preservation so paramount to all
archivists.
o Found a volunteer who can work with ArcGIS to redo our Area 72 maps.
o Found a company to help convert the ‘backend’ of our Foxpro database and costing the effort it would take to have a ‘frontend’ done.  This is a 9 year old problem and needs
to be done due to the fact that the whole history of  artifacts is held in a special column that won’t convert when downloading the .dbf  to .csv files.

Please share some goals you hope to achieve or begin work on in the next quarter. Planning the hybrid Regional Archives Workshop 9/11/2021 which is hosted by A72 and is
about the skills of  conservation and preservationso paramount to all archivists. Dave C. is our instructor and this will be at the Repository. August Archives Standing
Committee Quarterly on the 7th via Zoom. Continue effective work towards tackling our backlog of  archival sorting and cataloging.

Cooperation with the Professional Community – Jerry F.
This quarterly I want to share with everyone what our District Chairs are doing.  It’s great stuff.  

● D-3 Don (SE Snohomish County, Lake Stevens, Snohomish, Monroe, US Hwy 2 corridor), D-3 has a hospital program for inpatient 12 Step support meetings, but
that has been on hold because of  the pandemic. I continue to be in contact with local clerical, medical and educational professionals, via email.  I have scheduled a
meeting with the Administrative Director and the Medical Director of  the Monroe Hospital Treatment program.  

● D9, 44, 45, Rod (Central Tacoma, North Tacoma, Gig Harbor, SW Pierce County, South Tacoma, Parkland, Spanaway, Steilacoom), Dist 9, 44 & 45 CPC recently
spoke to a class of  70 students at Pacific LutheranUniversity’s Senior nursing students.  Our CPC group had a great diverse group of  folks, young, old, male and
female.  We were only given 45 minutes to present.  Yikes!  Our first 3 presentations lasted 1.5 -2 hours each!  Each of  the panel members shared what it was like, what
happened and what it is like now.  BAM, 45 minutes were gone.  UGH.  Then the professor asked if  wecould stay and answer some questions.  45 minutes later, we
finished. Along the way the professor asked if  wehad ever been uncomfortable by the way we were treated in the ER or at the hospital.  After a couple of specific
examples, the professor was in tears and apologized for the medical community.  Again, a success.

● We are also actively pursuing the base commander at the Airforce branch of  JBLM (McChord) to see if  wecan co arrange to speak to the officers.  We are starting with
the Chaplain and working our way around the chain of  command.  The chaplain is in the same office buildingas the commander!

● D10 Gary (Kitsap Peninsula), D-10 has started holding monthly PI/CPC meetings.  We now have a representative from the mustard seed group on Bainbridge Island,
his name is Dominic, and he is looking into getting others interested.  

● D12 Rachel (North and East Snohomish County, Everett), I've had some discussions with a couple of  HR professionals in around the area. And I've been busy reading
through some of  the AA pamphlets.  I am interested in finding out if  professionals like doctors canget continuing professional education credits for attending our
meetings. That might be a way to encourage doctors to attend open meetings.  Would love to talk to anybody has had any experience investigating whether CPC work
can be considered as continuing professional education.

● D14 Laura (Vashon Island West Seattle and White Center), I'm the PI chair and presenting for both Tara, who is our CPC chair, and myself.  D-14 has a bunch of
things in the works. D14 discovered that we had a whole bunch of  information that we didn't know wehad on our Google Drive for district 14 chairs.  For example,
there is a list of  all the places that we have pamphlets. We are checking in with all of  those places and restocking them as needed. Mark T.  is going to kind of  giveus a
little play by play on setting up and getting a lunch and learn because we'd like to do that with some of  the professionals in our community.  However, ourmain focus
right now is virtual.  Going down the road we'll be able to do some things in person but right now we're kind of  focused on the virtual aspect of  that andtrying it that
way. D14 set up a virtual toolkit with electronic versions of  pamphlets that we need.  That way we caneasily send them out to any place that we may make some
connections. Finally, we're kind of  we're lookingaround for free range grapevines that are not spoken for that we can maybe start bringing around the senior centers
and some places like that in our area. Thanks.

● D15 Aimee (Downtown Seattle, West Capitol Hill), and I'm a new GSR for a meeting in district 15 trying to get information and make connections.
● D17 Steve (NW Seattle, Ballard), We are still kind of  waiting to see how things shake out in King County. Meanwhile we're laying the groundwork.
● D24 Rachel (Mountlake Terrace, Edmonds, Lynnwood), I'm doing outreach to the senior centers in the area with some successes, and basically I guess we're at the

point where we're trying to gauge what kind of  meeting seniors might want to be able to attend on zoom.  We are going to offer some technical support to help people
get set up and to be able to access the technology.  We are also trying to determine if  they want seniormeetings or everybody meetings.  It's a little bit slow going
because so many of  the centers are shut down.  We’vebeen struggling to get some access and get responses from some of  the events coordinators there but we've
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certainly been persistent.  Then on the safety side, I've talked to some firefighters and also have reached out to one of  the commanders in the police department who
put me in touch with the community liaison officer.  We met with the community liaison officer and had a discussion about how AA could help when they have
contact with an alcoholic.  We also agreed to provide them with a literature rack to put next to the breathalyzer machine.   I'm excited for the work that we're doing in
district 24.

● D27 Connie (Cowlitz and Wahkiakum Counties, Longview – Kelso area, Ilwaco) District 27 has had no movement or activity in getting in touch with facilities or
professionals in the area of  recovery. I’m hoping that activity will build as this pandemic lessens. 

● D32 Heather (Auburn, Federal Way), D-32 continues to work with Auburn hospital even during the pandemic.  I'm a social worker at the Auburn hospital so I know
we are doing discharge calls which work great. No in person contact yet.  John Paul is still doing school panels as well so D-32 has got things going on. I'm trying to
remind myself  that, just showing up and doing a littlebit at a time as is a good start.

● D33 Cheri (East Kent, Maple Valley, Black Diamond, Covington, Hobart, Summit), I have attended our monthly book studies. I’ve had a loss and have not recovered. 
My mind is blown with all the great ideas. Hoping to get into the Maple Valley fair this year.

● D34 Jane (Bellevue, Redmond, Mercer Island), D-34 has a connection with Overlake Hospital. I’m keeping the sparks alive on that connection.  The Hospital has had
some turnover in staff  so we're waiting for that to settle down and then we'll get our panels going.  They're very much in favor of  that and a couple ofnurses in AA are
interested in being on the panel so we're ready when allowed.  At last contact, Overlake Hospital staff was making arrangements to reserve a room with a big screen
where we can access Zoom in order to run a test panel.  I’m hopeful we’re close to starting the panels again.  

o I also have connections with King County District courts in Redmond and Kirkland.  CPC has established AA as a resource for the court system.  At this
time, court hearings are still online but they have plans to resume being in person which will offer an opportunity for CPC to have a more active and robust
role.  For example, we’ll then be able to resume a physical presence in their resource room.  So far this year, the community court referred one participant to
AA.  An AA member met with the individual one-on-one via the court’s Zoom platform.  The court participant became involved in AA and began attending
meetings.  Interestingly, meeting participation can count toward participant’s court-ordered restitution.  It seems like it has the opportunity to be a win for the
participant, for AA and for society.  

o If  you’d like more information, contact Jane S., dist34cpc@area72aa.org
● D35 Courtney (Issaquah, Sammamish), events coordinator.  D-35 provides literature to all of  the major hospitals in the area. We work very closely with the Eastside

intergroup, providing, literature, and resources to local hospitals, libraries, schools, things of  thatnature.
● D37 Skip and Stan (North Clark County, North Vancouver, Battleground, Woodlands), we want to focus on the medical profession.  We have lots of  connections

within the medical community.  We're going to be focusing throughout the local area not just d37.
● D39 Joe (Bothell, Woodinville, Kenmore), I created business cards for the district. I've been part of the outreach to seniors that Rachel from d24 mentioned. I’ve been

working on getting easy to use beginner zoom instructions for the senior outreach flyer. 
● D40 Meesh (East Central Seattle, East Capital Hill, Madrona, Madison Beach), PI/CPC we've been really focusing on moving into hybrid meetings.  We've been

connecting people with meetings and getting connected and making sure the meeting information is accurate. We're starting to kind of  grow our district by visiting the
meetings that don't send representatives and introducing ourselves. 

● D41 Jim (North Downtown Seattle, Queen Anne, Magnolia), D-41 wants to be involved in the County fair. 
● D44 See 9
● D45 See 9
● D46 Felicia (Whidbey, Fidalgo and the San Juan Islands), D-46 has a military base. I have been in communication with the assistant there. We have business cards.  I'm

going to attach a business card to some pamphlets and take those over to the base.  We have a Skagit Valley College campus here with a nursing program and I would
like to be able to reach out to them. I reached out to the new Urgent Care clinic here in Oak Harbor.  I like the idea of  going to probation officers. We've got an Island
County Jail here and I think that's a good place to reach out to as well.  I am moving to Missouri and will no longer be the CPC chair. It was fun while it lasted. Thanks
everyone.  

Now here is what I have been doing:
1. I got to do a CPC presentation at D-24’s Third Legacy meeting.  DCMs and GSRs please, please, please, invite me to your meetings.  I want to publicize the recent

study on the effectiveness of  AA at treating AlcoholUse Disorder done by Stanford and Harvard Universities.  The bottom line is that there is substantial scientific
evidence that AA’s spiritual program of  action worksbetter than or as good as other treatments for alcoholism at a fraction of  the price.  The presentation canbe
as short as 15 minutes (the length of  the video or as long as an hour).  Alternatively, please review this video and share it with your districts and your homegroups.  

To watch the video, go to: https://vimeo.com/378364390  .  
To read the written study, go to: https://doi.org/10.1002/14651858.CD012880.pub2 

2. I got to work with David and Rachel from District 24 on an outreach to the Lynnwood Police Departments Community Liaison Officer.  It was a great time.  The
community liaison officer is a new sergeant in a new position.  The community liaison officer works with a social worker and deals with “nuisance” calls drunk in
public, passed out/asleep in public, aggressive panhandling and with other people who have frequent low level offenses.  Many of  these people have drug and/or
alcohol problems.  We were able to share WHAT AA IS, WHERE WE ARE, WHAT WE CAN DO and WHAT WE CANNOT DO.  We also had a chance to go
over some of  the most frequently asked questions aboutAA.  We left the officer with the understanding that AA can be one of  the tools in their toolbox.  Thepolice
or the social worker can ask any of  the people they think need help with alcohol if  they would like to talk to a recovered alcoholic.  If  they say yes, then we will get a
member from our local twelfth step list to meet with that person.  Even better, they want to put AA literature on display.  The sergeant is going to try and place a
literature rack right next to the breathalyzer machine.  Heather, the D-24 PI Chair, is going to work on delivering a rack and pamphlets to the Lynnwood Police
Station.   

3. CPC is also working on an outreach to the medical community called “Sponsor Your Health Care Professional”.  At the beginning of  the rotation, we created an
electronic package that each member could deliver to their doctor, therapist, acupuncturist, etc.  We are now editing the package to highlight the “Stanford Study”
which concludes that there is high quality evidence that manualized AA/Twelve Step Facilitation interventions are more effective than other established treatments,
such as Cognitive Behavioral Treatment for increasing abstinence and reducing other alcohol‐related outcomes.  All at a substantial healthcare cost savings.  In
particular, we will try and incorporate some of  the language used by the researchers into our letter.  For example, using “life coaching” instead of  “sponsorship” to
describe the benefits of  one alcoholic working withanother alcoholic.

4. I’ve joined a group of  people from Accessibility,CPC, PI and Treatment who have been working on getting a flyer into senior facilities which provides a zoom meeting
option for people who may have trouble traveling to meetings.  We have located an online only zoom meeting that is very good at working with newcomers and very
easy to access.  We have created a flyer and begun contacting senior facilities to see if  we can get the Flyers posted on bulletin boards and/or elevator walls.  Needed: 
People willing and interested in contacting senior facilities.  Contact CPC@area72aa.org and I will send you the meeting zoom link.  We meet every other Tuesday from
6pm to 7pm.   

5. Our CPC workbook study group which meets the first Monday of  every month at 6pm has been having a lotof  great discussions.  We have finished the workbookand
are now reading P-40 “Speaking at Non-AA Meetings”.  We have a really good crew and it has been a real pleasure.   

Corrections – Derek S.
Accomplishments from the past quarter. 

1. Our Corrections subcommittee has continued to meet monthly to compare notes, discuss ideas, monitor correctional facilities and share information.  Through this we
continue to form a vision for Area Corrections through a group conscience.  Some exciting additions to our corrections subcommittee are as follows:

a. Angel, the Corrections Chair from for District 34 has joined our subcommittee to bridge Area Correction with our Spanish speaking corrections servants.  I
am excited to have Angel as part of  our committeeand look forward to continuing our continued growth and development in this new path.

2. We held our second Quarterly of  this rotation on Zoomon June 19, 2021, some highlights:

https://vimeo.com/378364390
https://doi.org/10.1002/14651858.CD012880.pub2
mailto:CPC@area72aa.org
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a. 20 of  41 Districts attended/reported
b. Seattle, Pierce County and Eastside Intergroups all reported
c. 30 attendees on average with a high of  34 at one point.
d. There is movement, albeit limited, with correctional facilities as they begin to open up slowly.  The key word is slowly.  And that’s okay, we are working to

ensure we are standing there ready with a big book in hand when that door opens up. 
e. We successfully hosted the quarterly complete with Spanish translation.  I am most proud of  this accomplishment. And though there were some bumps with

getting the zoom translation button activated at the beginning, we are through the learning curve and into a new era where Spanish translation
accommodations are the norm and our Spanish speaking community will join and participate.  I trust word will get around and attendance from our Spanish
speaking brothers and sisters will increase over time.  I would like to thank Angel for his enthusiasm and dedication and Ramiro, DCM 57 for his support and
participation.  It was great having him at our quarterly.

f. We voted to hold the remaining two quarterlies on zoom which I believe will help our outreach and allow us to develop our Spanish translation capabilities.
g. And last but not least, we had a Griff  G. as our speaker. He shared how he heard the message behind the walls, and how that message has changed his life. 

He had a powerful message, and I am grateful for his share.  I was very moved.  Next quarterly our speaker will be Pam H., who is currently serving as the
Seattle Intergroup corrections chair.  She is a wonderful part of  our Area Corrections Committee and loadedwith knowledge of  AA and corrections.  I am
looking forward to it.

1. We are on hold on JPay as the General Service Office is determining the collective voice of  AA as they seek to provide literature through this application.  We remain
ready to support.

2. And we formed a new committee to develop and create a "Master List" of  volunteers in a database that those taking meeting behind the walls can draw from.  It will
allow those corrections minded servant in Districts without facilities to go behind the walls and follow their spiritual path and calling in that direction.

3. Literature is still being brought into facilities, still a slower pace but we are starting to see more inquiries in this regard.
4. Our Corrections Workbook Study every Sunday at 4:00 pm is going well and we now have participation from some corrections chairs in Area 92.  
5. And last, Holly H., Area 92 Corrections Chair and I have set up a monthly meeting to share ideas and support each other on each side of  the mountain aswe strive to

provide the best possible service to our Area’s corrections servants.

Problems or issues you are facing or have already dealt with. 
This past Quarterly, we learned how to facilitate Spanish translation in our zoom quarterlies.  There are specific things we had to do, such as setting up the zoom account for
translation capabilities.  It was there I learned how well developed our Area is in this regard.  Each standing committee chair has an area zoom account complete with all the
necessary bells and whistles for Spanish translation and 300 participants and all kinds of  other amenities.We also learned we have to set up emails in the zoom settings for our
translators, typically two who work in 45- minute increments, translating is intensive.  I have a new appreciation for our translators.  How they translate not only the words, but
also the idea in the words and the tone, in order to properly convey the proper meaning.  Brilliant minds with advanced mental capabilities I never even considered.  And, I
forgot to announce to the participants to select a language so they could hear the translation.  I remember hearing this all the time at our assembly and quarterlies, but now I was
the one called to remind everybody.  I have a rapidly growing appreciation for our electeds talents in all these little things they do so gracefully.  So, after all of  this, our
committee is now qualified and will have Spanish interpretation at our quarterlies going forward.

Please share some goals you hope to achieve or begin work on in the next quarter.
1. Over the next quarter we will continue to plan and monitor the reopening of  correctional facilities in our state.  I believe each quarter will be more and more hectic as

we work to meet each new need.  So we will continue to:
a. be organized and ready as we move towards reopening so we can deliver to the districts when called upon;
b. deliver literature in a timely manner when requested; and
c. Build momentum and interest in District, Intergroup and Area Corrections by improving our organization, communication, information and outreach in

order to build a rich trusted servant community for future Area servants to draw from.
d. Update the Area Corrections Schedule and Master List and Database for better tracking and communication, and volunteer participation. 

Other goals:
a. The Google Shared Drive continues to be populated with correction literature, forms and information so everyone has access at all times, including future corrections

chairs and archives.  
b. Begin developing a corrections webpage within the Area’s website to act as a place anyone interested in corrections in our area can go for immediate information and

resources to begin their journey in corrections service.

Grapevine and Literature – Dave V.
We had a Grapevine and literature quarterly this past month that was hosted by Seonaidh D. district 17 DCM and Jennie C Grapevine and Literature chair. The topic we had for
the quarterly is “Letting literature carry the message too.” Jennie the Grapevine and Literature chair found two speakers that were right on topic. The 1st speaker Jason spoke
about the book “Dr Bob and the good old timers” and the second speaker Carolyn shared her passion with the 12 & 12.

These past two quarterlies have made me realize at how fortunate I am to be working with Grapevine and Literature reps that love what they do. As we open some of  the
Grapevine and Literature reps shared about taking literature racks to events, they are starting to have. It truly shows in their sharing that they are letting literature carry the
message too.

Some of  the problems we have been facing is that Grapevine& Literature representatives signed up to be a grapevine representative and receive box 459 but have not gotten
anything yet. I contacted the General Service Office in New York and they told me their staff  has been limited because of  the pandemic but everyone shouldbe receiving
information shortly.

As we open, I look forward to getting out this next quarter to visit groups or setup displays. I have been invited to one picnic and reached out to Step Ashore conference in
Ocean shores to set up a display at the end of  Augustbut have not heard back yet. I you or one of  yourdistricts would like me to come out please contact me at
gvlit@area72aa.org.

In Service
Dave V

Language Coordinator – Lisa S.
Accomplishments from the past quarter
The Language Steering Committee met twice last quarter and had two main accomplishments to report: (1) Lina T. filled another vacant position and is now serving as the ASL
Interpreter Coordinator, (2) we held a topic focused meeting for district accessibility chairs on May 23rd, during which we reviewed the history of  motionsand a discussion
topic related to ASL, and (3) our Area’s example of paying for interpreters influenced the direction of  the Pacific Northwest Conference and they paid for interpreters this year.
Our very own Reggie and Claudia interpreted at PNC. Way to go, Area 72!  It’s so awesome being able to influence AA around us in a variety of  ways.

Problems or issues we are facing or have already dealt with
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The main need of  the Language Steering Committee is to fill one more vacant position – that of  the Spanish Interpreter Coordinator.  It is a role I currently fill, though it is a
separate position as suggested in our Area’s handbook. If  you or anyone you know would like to help coordinateSpanish Interpreters for Area events, please email me at
languagechair@area72aa.org.

Please share some goals we hope to achieve or begin work on in the next quarter.
One of  the goals for the next quarter is to beginattending district business meetings to talk about the importance of  language services, the historyof  motions that led to the
formation of  the Language Steering Committee, and to answer questions about language services our Area provides.

I continue to love serving the Area in this way and hope to learn more about the language needs of  eachdistrict.  I would love to attend your district’s business meeting and
share more about us with you and your GSRs.  Please invite me if  you like.  We can have fun together!

Lisa S.

Newsletter Editor – Beth R.
I started my last Quarterly Report with the words, Oh my gosh!  I’m of  the same mind this quarter –Oh my gosh!!! What a quarter!
There is a beautiful book, The Boy, The Mole, The Fox and the Horse. One of  my favorite quotes fromthat book is, “What is the bravest thing you’ve ever said?” asked the boy.
“Help”, said the horse. “Asking for help isn’t about giving up,” said the horse. “It’s about refusing to give up.”
Each time I set down to work on the newsletter, I thank God I didn’t give up.  I thank God I asked for help again and again. I thank God for all the lessons I’ve learned from
this position and all of  the lessons to come.
I really don’t have a lot to report.  I’m getting the newsletter in before the deadline, they aren’t sending it back, life is good.
I have one request for the DCMs.  Not everyone is getting their articles in.  If  you’ve got too muchon your plate, delegate it to your Alt DCM or Secretary. We want to hear
what is going on in your District!  Please bump the newsletter article up on your priority list.

Thank you.
Yours in service,
Beth R.

Public Information – Karen S.
Accomplishments from the past quarter.
Finished preparations and presented with Past Delegate Steve C. at the PI Roundtable at the April Area Committee Quarterly Meeting. Shared with DCMs and Alt DCMs the
Area 72 invitation from the Bellevue School District for six High School presentations in mid-May.  Added multiple DCMs to PI emailing list, as requested.

Compiled and submitted PI Committee Comments on PI for 71st GSC before April 12th. A lot of  PI literaturewas up for discussion. Wished I had had more time available to
review everything. Grateful for Delegate Geene F.’s attention to detail and participation.

Visited District 11 virtually along with CPC Chair Jerry F. and Alt Delegate Heather C. Presented on PI service opportunities, PI literature and Speaking at non-AA meetings at
D11’s April 22nd PI/CPC Committee Meeting. Thanks for the invitation, Tammy L.!

On May 8th co-facilitated the second PI/CPC Quarterly for Area 72 Panel 71 - it was held virtually – as the committee decided in February. Special thanks to Area Registrar
Robin M. and Area Archivist Marilyn N. for providing tech support, Kristi H. for serving as meeting secretary and special guest Jean P for sharing his many years’ experiences
presenting the PI message in South King County high schools. Enjoyed co-facilitating with Jerry F. and listening to ~40 PI and CPC trusted servants share how they are
changing their mindsets and successfully carrying the message virtually, discussed their questions and desires of  projects they want to do together to reach to the still suffering
alcoholic.  At the May quarterly, the PI Committee members agreed on a date and time (first Monday of the month 7:15-8:30 pm PT) for the Monthly PI Literature Study
Group!

In awe and with immense gratitude I thanked District 17 groups and former Alt DCM Lisa S. and shared with the Area Committee GSO’s May 4th letter to the current DCM17
and me. The letter laid out the 71st GSC’s decision on District 17’s December 2020 submission to GSO and the GSC requesting that the GSC discuss how online only meetings
can participate in the General Service Structure. Amazingly the GSC did not push the can down the road and acted!  Two decisions were made – one short term and the other
the typical long term (committee to study 6-7 years). Bottom Line:  IF Online Only Meetings ASK they can Register with GSO & Participate in General Service!!

Thanks to Michael R. and Mike P. for the invite to Districts 9, 44 and 45’s first of  three mandatory trainings before serving at the upcoming Puyallup State Fair. Prepared and on
June 5th presented on (1) anonymity in AA and at the three different levels: individual, group, and press and (2) Speaking at non-AA meetings. Compiled a list of  anonymity and
speaking at non-AA meeting resources for D’s 9, 44 and 45 PI folks to read. Bing me if  you are interested in receiving the list.

On June 7th, hosted the first Monthly PI Literature Study Group virtually from 7:15-8:30 pm. We read and discussed the PI Guidelines. Next PI Literature Study Group is
Monday July 5th at 7:15 pm.
Welcomed several new incoming PI chairs individually who were elected by their districts after the Feb & May quarterlies and shared how to access PI Kits, Workbooks and
Guidelines and answered questions.  Reminder to all PI Chairs: Send your first and last name, mailing address and PERSONAL email address to pi@area72aa.org ASAP. Area
72 can then submit all district PI information to GSO so that you receive your PI kit and quarterly subscription to Box 459 and monthly subscription to the Area 72 newsletter!

Supported the PI team in planning and rehearsing presentations, creating handouts and a schedule for 10 people to present six PI presentations about Alcoholics Anonymous to
students in four high schools’ health classes virtually. Following the dry run at the May quarterly, exercised Right of  Decision and selected a PI script (thanks to District 27) and
a PI PowerPoint using PI literature (thanks to Districts 9, 44, 45, 11, and Area appointeds and electeds). With these tools in hand, ten AA members followed “Speaking in
non-AA Meetings (P-40),” carried the Public Information message, and served as moderators, speakers and readers on the Microsoft Teams platform on May 17, 18 and 20th.
Each class was 50 minutes and 15-20 minutes was reserved for Q&A - and the students asked lots of  questionsabout the family disease of  alcoholism!Thank you and
congratulations to all who participated in the preparations, rehearsals and delivery of  a service commitment well done -Brett R., Chase M., Connie M., Courtney S., Crystal S.,
David d., Dennis M., Don N., Jean P., Karen S., Madison B., Maryland N., Mollie K., Tammy L., and Theresa d. I will keep you posted on the outcome of  thispilot project. If
approved later this year could be expanded and result in Alcoholics Anonymous being invited to present in high schools.

Continue to participate in the National PI/CPC Committee and attended the June 12th meeting of  the NationalPI Working Group along with ~30 Area PI and District PI
Chairs. The National PI WG has met for ~9 months and formed 8 workgroups to support Public Information. PI folks with strong tech skills are needed. We post the Work
Group’s meeting minutes on TIAA. Want to learn more about PI and the kind of  work we do?The National PI Working Group is hosting a National PI one hour
meeting on July 24th at 9:00 am PT. ASL and Spanish Translation will be provided. Speakers: (1) PI Member presenting a 10-minute PowerPoint Slide Show. (2) Nancy
McCarthy, Class A nonalcoholic Trustee A.A.W.S., speaking from her experience in the courts and parole system. (3) Steve G., Al-Anon speaker speaking on the family disease,
Al-Anon and Alateen. (4) A medical physician will be the fourth speaker. Zoom Meeting ID: 842 3524 8884 and Passcode: 411-   Join us!

PI Chair Oral Report Given:
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I am a grateful recovered alcoholic, my name is Karen, I serve as your Public Information Chair and I invite you to read my written report on the website. I’d like to share some
impacts of  ONE PI project this past quarter and invite your district to participate in PI work.

The area typically relies on the geographic districts to respond to requests for help. A request came into Area 72 in March. Greater Seattle PI chairs/districts were unable to take
on the task. I asked for help at the April 2021 Area Quarterly and opened the request to the entire Area PI committee - to see if  people were willing to meet the needs of  a
school district’s request to bring AA into four high schools for their first time ever.
Some results of  four high schools hearing the AA message for the very first time:
A young student who previously tried NA and AA attended two of  our classes, identified with several speakersof  different ages - heard information about slipping, treatment,
the family disease of  alcoholism, co-occurring diseases, received our Power Point with links to other organizations, pdfs of  pamphlets in multiple languages, reviewed the
materials at home, talked to their folks and the parents shared with a counselor on Friday morning that they admitted them into a treatment center.

In the school district English is the second language for 40% of  the students. A student shared how grateful they were to receive AA pamphlets in Chinese and not have to ask
for a translation; she brought AA information home to her uncle.

Now we have an area Public Information/PI Power Point and Script that any district can use for high school presentations. In the words of  one of  the teachers,“it works for
15-16 year-olds who are coming into their own identities and hyper focused on relationships, accepts LGTBQ students, meets WA State education requirements and carries the
consistent AA message.”

Problems or issues you are facing or have already dealt with.
Continue seeking to find a secretary for PI/CPC Quarterlies and the PI Committee, beginning with our August 14th quarterly. This is an excellent opportunity for service –
please share!

Personal anonymity breaks at the public level likely caused by technology and unique Area 72 PI/CPC website. Discussed problems with Area Chair, Delegate, Zoom/Sound
and Webmaster and several National PI Working Group members. Will bring recommendations to August PI/CPC Quarterly.

Please share some goals you hope to achieve or begin work on in the next quarter.
● Looking forward to attending the first virtual Pacific Northwest Conference, PNC this weekend, June 26-27. Registration is free and four people from Area 72 are

presenting –Conrad J. (Past Area Sound Chair), Henri C., Robin M. (Current Area Registrar), and Sammy H. (Past Area Corrections Chair).
● Host the next PI Literature Study Group on Monday July 5th at 7:15 pm. (Yes the PI group affirmed they wanted to meet then!)
● Participate in the National PI Meeting on July 24th.
● Receive, review and distribute draft minutes of  MayPI/CPC Quarterly.
● Complete compiling PI/CPC Committee contact list.
● Await and receive personal contact information from district PI Chairs. Submit to GSO.
● Prepare for and participate in the next virtual PI/CPC quarterly on Saturday August 14th.
● All are welcome to attend PI/CPC quarterlies! Remaining dates in 2021: August 14 and November 13.

Registrar – Robin M.
Accomplishments from the past quarter:
After some extensive research and a call with GSO I figured out why people haven’t been getting their kits.  As you know GSO has a new system called “fellowship
Connection” and while I had submitted all the changes, GSO didn’t realize they had a backlog to mail out. They are processing the backlog and you should get your kit soon.

I started holding monthly District Registrar Check-in meetings so I can help and answer questions for them. I have met with some District Registrars and were able to make
updates or answer questions on the spot.  It was a great session.   I will continue holding these meetings for District Registrars.

Continued working on my organizational skills for this position. Thanks to those who have been available to share their experience.  I thought I was an organized person, until
this job. It is a different kind of  organizing thanI am used to. I am grateful to Alcoholics Anonymous and to have this service position.  As 28 years ago I could not read for a
whole year and not talking but crying.  I would not be here but for the people in Alcoholics Anonymous and Service Work. My Higher Power has more work for me to do; and
He does not knock on my head as often to listen to Him as He use to. Thank you for all sharing your experience, strength, and hope, so that I may become a better person.

Problems or issues you are facing or have already dealt with.
Thank you all for being patient with me and GSO. The backlog of  kits are being mailed and we shouldnot have this challenge again in the future.   Of course, with any system
learning curve also brings about system glitches to iron out.

I have run into a few technical glitches with the new GSO system but they were great to meet with me one-on-one to resolve the issues.  These were fixed and had impacted
other Area Registrars.  There are still some other GSO system challenges for Registrars and I pray that does not take them very long for solutions.  For example, I would love if
they would provide DCMs and Delegates the ability to edit Fellowship Connection.  This would allow DCMs or Delegates to make updates to GSR or other position changes in
their system.

Please share some goals you hope to achieve or begin work on in the next quarter.
1. Continue attending Quarterly Area Registrars Check in Meetings via Zoom with GSO and Technicians.
2. Develop tracking tool to make sure people receive their service kits. This may not be solved by next Quarter; but I hope soon.
3. Some time in the future hoping District Registrars will have opportunity to have “Read Only” access privileges to FC system. First many system glitches to fix and

server issues that has arisen.
4. Continue Monthly Registrar Check in meetings.
5. Continue Registrar Monthly Workshops.
6. Continue Zoom Scheduled One-on-One sessions.

Secretary – Courtney S.
Hi Area 72,

Over the last quarter I have enjoyed additional service opportunities in on top of  my standard secretaryduties.  I have conducted a homegroup inventory, participated in DCM
Schools in addition to a PI project with Bellevue School District.  I was on four different panels to talk about Alcoholics Anonymous.  I wish I would’ve gotten exposure to AA
when I was in school. We planted the seed and who knows how it will impact our future AA membership. I am sure our PI Chair who coordinated this event will provide
additional information.
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Over the next month I will be creating Word/hard copy district positions change form. This will give DCMs the opportunity to submit one change form to our Area Registrar
that captures multiple district position changes on one document. If  you have multiple changes, this will replace the need to submit individual change forms for every GSR or
Committee Chair positions within your district. The goal is to make this available in Word doc that can be downloaded and emailed to our Registrar.  We already have this in a
digital form but find a hardcopy option would also be helpful.  The hope is to reduce the administrative work for the districts and our Area Registrar. More to come on this in
the upcoming newsletters.

Thank you for your efforts to submit your Quarterly reports by the deadline which is the last day of the month prior to the quarterly/assembly.  It will be extremely important
that reports are returned on time for the assembly.

I love the opportunity to be of  service. Do not hesitate to call with any questions and I happy to facilitate homegroup or district inventories. Please let me know how I can
support you!

Sound/Zoom – Mary T.
Accomplishments from the past quarter.
This past quarter has been a busy one. The Area assembly will be held virtually this year, and our Pre-Assemblies are coming up beginning Sunday, August 1st. Our January 2022
quarterly which we are in the planning phases is being designed as a hybrid meeting, with attendance both in person and virtually.

Accomplishments for this quarter includes being able to help Geene with her Delegate reports as well as assisting others with questions regarding Zoom meeting setup.

I have also been asked to be a part of  the 2022 PNCcommittee, thank you Alan.

Problems or issues you are facing or have already dealt with.
The largest hurdle that I currently face is the Area Assembly Tech Team.  I am in need of  techies whoare not GSR’s or Alt GSR’s and will be available for Friday, Saturday and
Sunday or any combination of  those days.  We will need lots of  help and will have many slots and functions to fill.  You don’t have to be a technology wizard to be a part of  the
team, we can teach you everything you need to know. Please pass the word along, and if  you are bilingual, it is even better because we will need tech team members who speak
Spanish.

Please share some goals you hope to achieve or begin work on in the next quarter.
This quarter is all about the Pre-Assemblies and Assembly and getting the tech team formed, trained and ready for October.

Treatment – Jodi B.
July Area Quarterly is just around the corner and it’s time to fill you in on what treatment has been up to!
The Bridging the Gap worksheet has been updated to include all the zip codes in Western Washington. If  anyone should find themselves need of  this informationI have it and
a copy is yours for the asking.
Treatment kits are finally being delivered!  Worked with Robin, our Area Registrar, to get all the information GSO needed for the new system.  Every district will be getting a
treatment kit regardless of  they have a person handling treatment.  A kit is being sent to the DCM if  that is the situation.  I would like to thank Robin for all the hard work and
patience she had in completing this with me.
In May I attended a zoom Bridging the Gap workshop hosted by the General service office.  It included both Corrections and Treatment centers in the discussion. It was
recorded and plan on sharing this with district chairs.
The districts are really busy with meetings opening up in a great number of  the treatment centers.  Mynext big push will be to log by district what we are doing in these centers
and make sure we are providing all that we can.  This would include help in setting up zoom or hybrid meetings and literature.  Those districts that don’t have treatment centers
could perhaps jump on board with “senior meetings” that CPC and Accessibility and Treatment are working on together.  There are also a large number of  rehabilitationcenters
that have not been contacted.
The scope of  treatment is never ending which makesposition at any level so rewarding.
Web Chair – Bill W.
Accomplishments from the past quarter. We held our quarterly & the Seattle intergroup shared with us the process of  building a website. They are currentlyworking on
revamping their existing site.

Problems or issues you are facing or have already dealt with. Our secretary was unable to complete the minutes from our quarterly & we have not been in communication.
Fortunately, the meeting was recorded. My Mom broke her leg so I’ve been very busy dealing with that & work is insane so trying to find that work, life, service balance is
elusive. I also miss the energy I get from meeting together, it is an awesome fuel that I am lacking so far this rotation

Please share some goals you hope to achieve or begin work on in the next quarter. We’ll hold our quarterly in July which James will be chairing for me. Thanks James!!! Meetings
are starting to transition from strictly zoom so we’ll be working hard on the updates.
Webmaster – James S.
Accomplishments from the past quarter:
Firstly, I have held 2 more Google Workshops, which went well and were attended by my ever-faithful fellow trusted servants.  Thank you all for coming, it is my pleasure to
serve you.  Additionally, I have 2 more scheduled and, on the events calendar, already for the next quarter, in the run up to the assembly.

The website is chugging along.  We’ve had a few licenses fall off, because they were set to be discontinued prior to my taking over.  There should be Zero impact to the website,
as they were part of  a package which we pay for already.

Meeting updates are an ongoing process, which I am glad to share with my fellow servants.  AAWS sent off  a letter to myself  and the registrar, which identifiedseveral meetings
whose day & time data in the AAWS meeting application was set as “Appointment” - with no day or time info to accompany it.  This makes it very hard to find that meeting.  I
have been asking the point of  contact for severalmeetings on the listing for their updated info and have been updating the site.  Am happy to say that there is a larger number of
fixed meetings than un-fixed meetings now.  It is an ongoing item and as meetings get added / updated, we will have to revisit it.  To all those reading this, look at your meeting
/ hall / group info -- and if  it says “Appointment” for day / time -- send us an update with the correct day / time info please!

We’ve had a Web Steering Committee meeting as well, in which I am finishing translating my chicken scratch to usable notes.

Problems or issues you are facing or have already dealt with:
Mostly just keeping up with things at times.  Gotta get the minutes from my Steering Committee meeting done.  I usually go a couple of  days between updating the info and
then on the weekends get any really deep digging items done (such as the address fixes for the AAWS listings). So everyone knows this, I update the meeting data @least twice a
week.  Just want to let ya’ll know that if  the meeting info is not current as of  today, it will be very soon.  Have not gotten to dig into the alt-docs site I inquired about from the
first Steering Committee meeting, its just been a matter of  focusing on many things and getting the lowest hanging fruit off  the plate.  As far as alreadydealt with …. see listing
of  accomplishments.  Mainly, my goal is to make sureeveryone who utilizes our Google Site tools and Area Website has a pleasant experience and finds the information easily
accessible and user friendly.
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Please share some goals you hope to achieve or begin work on in the next quarter:
Working on getting the docs piece into some kind of Proof-Of-Concept phase to demo to the area officers and ultimately any who want to see it.  Additionally, I am working
with NAATW for the yearly conference that will be held virtually in September - hope to see you all there.  Also, I am working with the makers of  the12 step meetings list
plugin (which AAWS uses for their meeting app) on implementing an automated way for our feeds to update daily.  They have a solution in beta-testing phase and am consulting
with them on the best ways to test it.  As far as the items I listed from my last quarterly report,

Process improvements for changes / updates to the area website and technology structure.  We are following it.  First item was the proposal for the docs site.

Centralized repository for its documentation items, specific to this purpose - and not for archival reasons. Already covered in initial discussion in the section.
Non-Google Services - taking a deeper look.  Nothing new to report.

Young People’s Chair – Meghan K.
Accomplishments from the past quarter.

Last quarter, we successfully hosted the April Young Person’s quarterly. It was so nice to see everyone and talk about the different issues and challenges faced by the different
districts. I also attended the Area 72 April Quarterly, participated in a handful of  GSR/DCM University courses and visited some district meetings. I’d especially like to thank
districts 11 and 44 for inviting me to come and share about the Young Person’s district position.

Problems or issues you are facing or have already dealt with.

There was an issue with the URL and meeting ID/passcode being different on the website and fliers, and some folks had a difficult time entering the quarterly. This was my
fault as I generated them quickly and didn’t make sure it was the same information on each. I learned a valuable lesson to proofread my work before sending it out to everyone.
Thankfully James was able to fix the information on the website almost immediately after I reported it to him. Thank you James!

The Young Person’s committee isn’t experiencing any issues per se, and we have average attendance. However, it would be nice if  we could have even more district
representatives at our quarterlies. I hope work on that this next quarter.

Please share some goals you hope to achieve or begin work on in the next quarter.

Next quarter, I hope to visit even more district meetings, especially those that do not have a Young Person’s chair. I would also like to visit the quarterlies for the other Area
standing committees. Lastly, the Area Young Person’s committee is going to be entertaining bids for a potential hybrid quarterly this October.

DISCUSSION TOPIC:

Is the Area Archivist an Area Appointed Trusted Servant?
Presented by: Joyce DCM45/Wendy GSR

We have researched the standard selection process of  the Area Archivist in accord with the 1989 ArchivesPolicy Statement. Currently our Archivist does not have a vote at
Quarterlies and Assemblies.  Today we will outline the history of  the Archivist position, selectionprocess and how we got to our current state of  theArchivist not having a vote.

● The ASC selects the Archivist
● Our handbook states, “After being elected, the incoming Western Washington Area 72 officers meet to select appointed officers and standing committee chairpersons

for a two-year term. The selection of  Area Archivist is the only appointment which is handled differently.
● The Archivist is not listed in the Area handbook as an Appointed Officer/Area Trusted Servant.
● The background information for Motion 12.1 stated that the Archives Chair will cast the only vote available to the Archives Committee during Area business meetings.

We want to talk about the spiritual component of  theRight of  Participation -- There is another good reasonfor “participation,” and this one has to do with our spiritual needs.
All of  us deeply desire to belong. We want an A.A. relation of  brotherly partnership. It is our shining ideal that the “spiritual corporation” of  A.A. shouldnever include any
members who are regarded as “second class.” Deep down, we think this is what we have been struggling to achieve in our world service structure. Here is perhaps the principal
reason why we should continue to ensure “participation” at every important level.

All of  us deeply desire to belong. We want an A.A. relation of  brotherly partnership. It is our shining ideal that the “spiritual corporation” of  A.A. shouldnever include any
members who are regarded as “second class.”

The “Right of  Participation” is therefore a correctiveof  ultimate authority because it mitigates its harshnessor misuse. It also encourages us who serve A.A. to accept the
necessary disciplines that our several tasks require. We can do this when we are sure that we belong, when the fact of  our “participation” assures us that weare truly the “trusted
servants” described in A.A.’s Tradition Two.

Background Information:
● Motion 77.8 the Area originally created an Area Archivist position in 1977.
● Motion 11.2 Area 72 appointed Trusted Servants be given full right of  participation as defined in Concept IV in Area Quarterlies and Assemblies.
● Motion 12.1 (synopsis) Created the Archives Chair position to ease the burden of  the Area administrativeduties that were put on the Area Archivist so they could focus on

the science of  archives.  

In the creation of  this position some things are important to note: 
● First, “The Archives Steering Committee will select, replace, or reappoint an Archivist using the currently established process, which requires ratification by the Area

Committee at the first Area Quarterly meeting of  each rotation.” 
● Motion 89.1 In the Fall of  each even numbered years the Steering€ Committee will solicit resumes for the position of  Area Archivist. These resumes are sent to the Area

Chairman who then forwards the resumes to the Steering Committee for their review. The steering committee then selects the most qualified individual for ratification at
the January Area Committee meeting. Qualifications for this position reflect past archives interest and experience, participation on the Archives Committee, and
organizational skills pertinent to the maintenance of  the Archives files. The term of  Archivist is twoyears; however, the steering committee can recommend the
reappointment of  a current or past Archivist. 

● Second, Specifically in our handbook it states, “After being elected, the incoming Western Washington Area 72 officers meet to select appointed officers and standing
committee chairpersons for a two-year term.  These selections are made from past DCMs or trusted servants who have made themselves available by submitting resumes
for consideration.  The selection of Area Archivist is the only appointment which is handled differently.  The person for this position is selected by the Archives Steering
Committee based on their skills and experience and affirmed by the Western Washington Area 72 Committee at the first January Quarterly meeting of  the newcommittee.”

● Third, Archivist is not listed in the Area handbook as an Appointed Officer/Area Trusted Servant.
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● Fourth, In the Q&A background information for Motion 12.1 the question was asked: “"Will the Archives Committee have 2 votes at the Area Committee meetings and
Assemblies? "No.  The Archives Chair will cast the only vote available to the Archives Committee during Area business meetings."   

At this assembly they were concerned about “vote” stacking, but for the subsequent web motion they were not.
● Motion 02.2 Created the Area Web Servant.
● Motion 12.2 Created the Web Standing Committee Chair position.  When this position was created for similar reasons that Archives Chair position was created, it did not

take away full participation by the Area Web Servant in Area Quarterlies and Assemblies.
● Concept IV The General Service Board, furthermore, rigorously abides by the principle of  “Participation”whenever its chairman makes appointments to the Board’s

principal standing committees. Numbers of  non-Trustees and paid staff  workers are customarily chosen for these important posts. As with the active service corporations,
the same elements are nearly always present in these committees, viz., representatives of  the GeneralService Board, non-Trustee experts, and one or more staff  members
who must do most of  the leg work. All can vote, and therefore all can truly “participate.” When the time comes to ballot, there are no “superiors,” no “inferiors,” and no
“advisers. It also should be noted that General Service Office paid staffers who work in preparation for and attend the annual General Service Conference have the right of
participation at the Conference, voting along with the delegates, trustees, and directors on issues that affect A.A .as a whole. How they are assigned or hired is never an
issue.

Why is this important? Concept IV There is another good reason for “participation,” and this one has to do with our spiritual needs. All of  us deeplydesire to belong. We
want an A.A. relation of  brotherly partnership. It is our shining ideal that the “spiritual corporation” of  A.A. should never include any members who are regarded as “second
class.” Deep down, I think this is what we have been struggling to achieve in our world service structure. Here is perhaps the principal reason why we should continue to ensure
“participation” at every important level. Just as there are no second-class A.A.’s, neither should there be any second-class world service workers, either. The “Right of
Participation” is therefore a corrective of  ultimateauthority because it mitigates its harshness or misuse. It also encourages us who serve A.A. to accept the necessary disciplines
that our several tasks require. We can do this when we are sure that we belong, when the fact of  our“participation” assures us that we are truly the “trusted servants” described
in A.A.’s Tradition Two.
The Long Form of  Concept IVstates: “… each group of  our servants shall be allowed a voting representation in reasonable proportion to the responsibility that each must
discharge.” The role and responsibility of  the AreaArchivist has changed only minimally over the over the years. Since 1977 we have valued their participation in the Washington
Area service structure and perhaps should continue to do so. 

Today we want to discuss:
● Is the Area Archivist an Area Appointed Trusted Servant?
● Does the selection process of  the Archivist by theArchives Steering Committee (ASC) preclude them from being an Area Appointed Trusted Servant?
● If  so, should we modify their selection process tobe in line with all Appointed Trusted Servants?

Discussion:
● Seonaidh DCM17:  Seems clear we rely heavily on Archivist and surprising they don’t have a vote.  It would be good to ratify that.
● Carina Archives Chair: This came up at the Archives Steering Committee (ASC) and we looked at the history. We understand this was a clerical error and an

administrative issue.  Could be clarified by Area Chair?
● Katie Alt DCM17: I want to clarify that the Archivist that is different than the other servants, they are in their role longer due to their specialized skillset? It could go

against spirit of  rotation for our appointed.
● Robin Registrar:  We want to practice alongside GSO.
● Shalia DCM7: It was discussed in the concepts last night, those that work at GSO also vote as they put the outcomes of  the Conference into practice.  Their input is

important.
● Chase DCM3: As someone who has been archivist and archives chair, I do feel they should have a vote.
● Beth Newsletter:  I agree with Carina, when established feels like it was a clerical oversight.  From our soul we want to be a part of…voting rights are a big thing.  I am

firmly supportive.
● Crystal Chair:  I want to clarify, it wasn’t an oversight, it was very clearly a choice.  The Archivist is not in the handbook as a trusted service, in the motion background

it had a checkbox and it said they don’t have a vote. Also, they have a different selection process, the Archivist is selected by the Archives Steering Committee and then
ratified by the Area Committee.  It isn’t appointed as all the other Appointed Trusted servants.

● Maryland Archivist: Someone mentioned the length of time they serve; it says in the policy every two years the ASC will exam the nominees for archivists within the
committee and then forwarded along with the appointeds. The special skills needed for preservation and conservation; it takes a while to learn.  I learned as part of the
ASC before moving into Archivist.

● Alan Past Delegate: The lack of  a vote was intentional and the way they are appointed is different.  Does the archivist need to be appointed following the process?  If
we are talking about giving this person a vote, we are creating another mechanism for the way an appointed steps into their role.  We need to think big picture about
how this could more broadly impact the process of appointing committee chairs.

● Courtney Secretary: The role seems to have evolved over the years and is such a robust and important position. The Archives Chair and Archivist have very different
roles and both of  their input brings a different perspective. We need to think hard about the selection process as the ASC has the background and technical experience
to choose this role.  Our current Trusted Servant process involves the electeds appointing people to their roles.

● Carina Archives Chair: When I said it was a clerical error it was driven by a mistake in perception in thinking about vote stacking. We don’t have that with Web Chair
and Webmaster as they both have a vote.  My understanding is that they selection from the ASC and is then brought to the Committee and ratified.

● Crystal Chair: It skips a step that the other appointeds do.
● Mary Archivist:  The 89.1 motion – Eric B. a past Trustee brought a well thought out selection process and designed to ensure the highest talent.  Up until 2012 the

Archivist did have the vote when the created the Archives Chair to help relieve the admin stress, ex: traveling for display, attending quarterlies, etc. I would prefer to not
vote and be selected by ASC than go through appointed process and get selected.  The ASC understands the tech skills needed for the role.

● Karen PI Chair:  Curious to look at other Areas, it’s normal for the Archivist to serve 4 - 6 years and vote.

ASSEMBLY AGENDA ITEMS:

Motions
● We move that Western Washington Area 72 create a district for the online groups in the Area.

● Move for Western Washington Area 72 to fund Spanish interpretation for the Pacific Northwest Conference (PNC) during the years we host the event.

● The Area Finance Committee recommends that Area 72 adopt current, and future, General Service Office practices regarding contribution limits.

● Hold the 2025 Area Assembly at the Lynnwood Convention Center or to pay contract obligations.

Discussion Topic:
Is the Area Archivist an Area Appointed Trusted Servant??
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Adjournment: Moved by James Area Webmaster, seconded by Dimitri DCM14, Approved

Closed with Responsibility Statement at 4:05pm



2021 Assembly Motions & Discussion Topic
Western Washington Area 72 Assembly – Via Zoom

MOTIONS
Motion 1
Move for Western Washington Area 72 to fund Spanish interpretation for the Pacific Northwest Conference (PNC) when Area 72 hosts.

● Area 72 participates in PNC per Assembly Motion (15.1).
● Area 72 Hosts PNC about every three years depending on when the International Convention is held.
● It is always the goal to keep registration costs as low as possible to encourage participation.
● In 2017, when we last hosted PNC, the host committee used “fund raisers” to offset the costs including interpretation.  Unfortunately, the event was not

self-supporting, and a basket was passed to help make up the deficit.
● The cost for the 3-day event for Interpretation is estimated to be about $4,000.
● As with any spending motion, the finance committee will look at expected contributions and expenses each year when the budget is created.
● This motion was brought to keep registration costs low for PNC, to take financial stress off  of  Area72 PNC Host Committees, and to ensure the event is

self-supporting.

Motion 2
Move to hold the 2021 Assembly via Zoom and vote at the 2021 assembly whether to hold the 2025 assembly at the Lynwood Convention Center or
pay contract obligations.

● Simple language:  At the April Quarterly a motion was passed to hold the 2021 assembly via Zoom.  We still had a contract that we could not get out of at the time.
We were able to change the date of  the contract to2025.  This way there would be no financial penalty associated with changing the contract. BUT the 2021 Assembly
must approve the 2025 Assembly to be held at the Lynwood Convention Center.  If  the 2021 Assembly does not approve this motion, we will need to pay the
Lynwood Convention Center about $40,000 and we get nothing for it.

● The force majeure clause in the contract was only for 60 to 90 days before event (This means we could not get out of  contract obligations before July 2021or later).
● Actions taken by the Washington Area Assembly cannot be changed except by Washington Area Assembly action (82.8).  This means although the decision was made

to hold the 2021 assembly via Zoom, it cannot officially be voted on until the 2021 assembly.
o At Area 72 Assemblies, we vote on where future assemblies will be held, usually about five years out.  This ensures we can secure the venue with a deposit.
o $40,000? WHAT?  That is taking into account deposits that have already been made.  The costs of  assembliesvary each year depending on the type of  venue,

i.e., fairgrounds are less expensive than hotels. The Area signs a financial contract that it is ultimately responsible for.  The costs of  registration and mealsby
each individual participant is how these costs are paid for.  The assemblies have been more than fully self-supporting for many years allowing us to distribute
to GSO for multiple years.

● The purpose of  this motion is to keep in accordancewith Area 72 Assembly motions while having to deal with time-sensitive issues during the pandemic.

Motion 3
Move that Western Washington Area 72 create a district for the online groups in the Area. (Background Information Attached)

● Recent Change: The 2021 General Service Conference Action now allows online groups to receive a group number.  These groups can either choose a district or they
will be defaulted to the geographical district of the address listed for GSR or contact person.  Before this action, online groups were not given a group ID number and
allowed to fully participate in the General Service Structure.

● If  the online group is able to pick their district,why is there still a need for an online district?
o Spirit of  rotation: Every time there is a new GSR(who could live anywhere in Area 72), the group may need to change districts for that GSR to attend district

meetings in person.
o District meetings are a place for groups to share experience, strength, and hope.  Online groups face unique challenges that brick-and-mortar groups do not.

● GSO may form an Online Area in the future; however, they will not do so without online districts making the request.  (see background information on second
Conference Recommendation)

● The Online District would operate the same way as other districts. (Service Manual Chapter 3)
o The geographical area is defined as all of  Area 72 (This means that the districts and groups within it are located in Western Washington).
o Area 72 will not be required to hold virtual or hybrid business meetings. (i.e DCMs to quarterlies/GSRs to assemblies in person).

● The purpose of  this motion is to fill a need in Area72 and allow full participation from all members.

Motion 4
Move that Area 72 adopt current and future General Service Office practices regarding contribution limits. (Background information attached)

● The Finance Committee found that Area 72 had no policy regarding contribution limits.
● GSO current Guidelines:

o Bequests in wills are acceptable only from AA members on a one-time basis, and not in perpetuity.  The limit is $10,000.
o An individual can contribute $5,000 a year.
o Special contributions: funds realized from conventions, conferences, dinners, area get-togethers, etc.  There are no limits on these contributions.
o There is no contribution limit from groups or Areas.

● The purpose of  this motion is to set clear guidelines for Area 72 regarding contribution limits.

DISCUSSION TOPICS
Discussion Topic 1
Is the Area Archivist an Area Appointed Trusted Servant. (Background information attached)

● When the Area Archives Chair position was created, it unburdened the Archivist from administrative duties such as attending Area business quarterlies, submitting
newsletter articles, etc.  It also specifically stated the Area Archivist does not have a vote at Area business quarterlies or the Area Assembly.  It created an “Archives
Specialist” not an Area Appointed Trusted Servant.

o The selection of  Area Archivist is different thanArea Appointed Trusted Servants.
o Area Appointed Trusted Servants are chosen by the Area Electeds on the first Saturday in December. These choices are then ratified at the Area January

Quarterly at the beginning of  the rotation.
● The Area Archivist is chosen by the Archives Steering Committee and ratified at the Area January Quarterly.
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● Should we keep things how they are?  Do we think the Area Archivist should be redefined as an Area Trusted Servant?  If  yes, how does the selection process of  Area
Archivist change?   Or should we change who voting members at Area business meetings are to include “Archives Specialist?”

Contact Information
Crystal S. Area Chair 253 278 3462 chair@area72aa.org
Karla L. Area Alt Chair altchair@area72aa.org
Courtney S. Area Secretary secretary@area72aa.org
Thomas DCM 8 dcm8@area72aa.org
Jack J. DCM 15 dcm15@area72aa.org
Seonaidh D. DCM 17 dcm17@area72aa.org
Eddy M-M Area Alt Treasurer alttreasurer@area72aa.org
Lupita Y-M Area Treasurer treasurer@area72aa.org
Joyce DCM 45 dcm45@area72aa.org
Heather C. Area Alt. Delegate altdelegate@area72aa.org
Alan F. Past delegate pastdel69@area72aa.org

Rule 62 Corner:
I walked to the bar the other night, it took me about 5 minutes.  When I walked home, it took me 30 minutes. The difference was staggering.

Two drunks walk into a bar.
Then the sober guy behind them laughs and walks under it.

Road side sobriety tests are getting ridiculous… last night I had to fold a fitted sheet.

A man was pulled over by a police officer...
As the officer approached the vehicle he noticed a large number of  knives in the back seat.
Looking at the driver he asked, "Sir, do you have a good reason for needing all those large knives?"
Smiling the driver said, "Why yes, I juggle them."
Realizing the officer was giving him a skeptical look the driver said, "Sir, with your permission I'd be more than glad to give you a demonstration."
Cautiously the officer stepped back and said "Alright, but you'd better be telling the truth."
Shortly the man was on the side of  the road tossing the knives high into the air with ease.
Two old men happened to drive by and both gazed in astonishment. The one looked at the other and said "Sure glad I gave up drinking, these sobriety tests are getting
ridiculous!"
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